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CHAPTER

1

introduction
many latter
day saints are very familiar with parley P pratt
latterday

his

name alone conjures up images of a diligent missionary a skillful pamphlet
and hymn writer an accomplished theologian and a defender of the faith

however many people are unfamiliar with his role as an explorer of

southern utah
in

1849 president brigham young commissioned a fifty man

company headed by pratt to explore southern utah for possible settlement
locations

the

four month trek spanned the coldest months of the winter

these

and afforded some very harrowing and hazardous experiences

events weave a heroic story filled with excitement and adventure while
simultaneously revealing the tremendous dedication and fortitude on the part
of the explorers to successfully complete their mission

many of the southern utah colonies that were initiated

in

the next few

years were partly based on information gathered during this seven
hundred
sevenhundred
mile expedition

in addition their findings provided a crucial link in brigham

youngs imminent decision to colonize southern utah
several utah state and county histories briefly mention parley

1

P

2

pratts southern expedition

A

few of these secondary sources provide

some detail on the scope of the trek for the first time however these

sources are also limited

in

comparison to this thesis

in addition a

few of

these sources maintain that pratts southern expedition was one of the most
significant exploring expeditions ever dispatched by brigham young
milton

R

1

hunter goes even farther when he unequivocally states that this

journey was the most important expedition of its kind engaged

latterday
latter day saints

2

in by

the

until now however virtually nothing in detail has been

written on this important aspect of utahs history

there

is no

degree manifested

other source which addresses the pratt expedition to the
in

this work

I1

have driven or walked over much of the

route several times using journals and maps to determine as closely as
possible the exact trail and campsites the party used
included in the pocket at the end of the text

these maps are

the scope

of this thesis

includes all the known journals left by the men who accompanied pratt and
also all other known accounts of the expedition

see
tsee
isee george

heritage salt lake city peregrine
utahs her
1977 167 washington county chapter DUP under dixie
S ellsworth

smith inc
sun A history of washington county washington co utah daughters of
the utah pioneers 1950 179 gunnison valley centennial committee
11959
gunnison utah 1965 25 and
gunnison valleys centennial 18591
18591959
1859
wain sutton ed utah A centennial history vol 1 new york lewis
historical publishing co inc 1949 478

hunter brigham young the colonizer salt lake city the
deseret news press 1940 38
am
2m
milton
liton R
ilton

3

this work attempts to ascertain from the primary sources the reasons
for such an excursion the hardships and problems of the journey and some

of the results which came from the expeditions findings in regards to

projected colonization
major points which

I1

in working on this project

I1

have identified five

hope to demonstrate or establish

parley pratts southern expedition probably did not blaze or

1

create many new trails animals indians spaniards fur trappers
biners had established nearly
explorers mormon battalion men and forty niners

every mile of the trail which pratt and his men later followed

occasionally

snow covered the roads and trails under these circumstances perhaps
they did generate a few new trails however based on the distances

in

the

led earlier
journal entries any newly developed trails very closely parallelled
parallel

pathways

the southern expedition was necessary because brigham

2

young and the mormons had a very limited knowledge of the country south
of manti utah

this thesis attempts to set the record straight concerning the

3

mineral wealth deposited along the route of

pratts trek several groups

recorded observing the minerals and iron deposits before pratts
expedition

3

consequently the southern expedition should not be given

uez escalante expedition noticed the mineral wealth in
dominguez
3the
dominguezescalante
athe
he doming
biners recorded seeing the iron and mineral
addition several groups of forty niners
deposits see chapters four and five for the details concerning these parties

4
credit for discovering the minerals as the prior secondary literature has

attributed to them

4

however

it

should be noted that

pratts report to

brigham young concerning the iron deposits prompted a development of

these resources which resulted
4

in

the iron industry of southern utah

pratts southern
winter time departure of pratts
the wintertime

exploring

company produced much tribulation and adversity for the members of the
party

I1

wish to use a few personal experiences from the journals to

demonstrate the commitment and dedication which the explorers manifested
while suffering and enduring the many hardships in order to explore the
region
5

the southern

expedition was successful

in

locating sites for

future settlements and became the impetus of utahs earliest iron industry

and their findings

aa
4a couple of examples can be found in levi edgar youngs the
of utah san francisco charles scribners sons 1923 170
171
170171
albert E millers the immortal pioneer founders of the city of st
utah utah albert E miller 1946 207
208
207208

founding
foun
and

george

CHAPTER 2
INDIANS & SPANISH

trailblazers

parley parker pratt and his exploring party were not the first people to
follow the utah portions salt lake city to

st george utah of the now

famed southern route from salt lake city to southern california

1

moreover pratt and his company have received the recognition for trail
blazing and discoveries for which other groups and individuals are perhaps

more deserving

2

dominguez escalante expedition many trappers and traders US
ithe
the dominguezescalante
government explorers and several groups of forty niners
biners traversed many
parts of the trail that pratts company will employ see chapters three and
four for the details concerning these parties and their findings also see
appendix 1 and map number 1

2the
athe
he reason for noting pratts predecessors on the southern route in the
text appendix 1 and map number 1 is because pratt is given credit in the
secondary literature for discovering trails passes and items that my
research shows were known prior to the southern expedition for example
pratt is given credit for discovering iron in utah however in escalantes
journal he records the mineral deposits near the present site of cedar city
moreover the forty niners
biners recorded the iron deposits on their way to
california and pratt was even told about the principal iron ore deposits near
newcastle utah on jan 5 1850 see father silvestre velez de escalante
1776 77
father escalantes journal with related documents and maps 177677
quarterly july
translated and edited by cecil J alter utah historical qua
1943 and october 1943 63 herbert E bolton pageant in the wilderness
96 ted J warner
salt lake city utah state historical society 1950 94
9496
the significance of the dominguez velez de escalante expedition in
monographs
orv no 5 essays on the
history
raDhs in western Hist
charles redd Monoa
historv
5

6

pratts southern expedition
consequently

in

is historically

momentous

in its

own right

order to set the record straight it is important to note

some of the major figures and groups who blazed most of the trails and
roads that pratts group would later follow

the earliest path
men but animals

animals

makers on pratts southern route were probably not

As water seeks the path of least resistance so do many

for example roaming herds of buffalo and deer wore pathways

through the valleys canyons and passes searching for water and forage

the anasazi fremont

and shoshonean speaking indians of utah came

pursuing these animals and

in

addition to retracing the well worn animal

pathways the indians created even more trails by perusing and probing
areas where the terrain discouraged access to large herds and frequent
grazing

the

indian trails usually led to hunting grounds water holes and

neighboring indian tribes when utah native populations needed to travel

they followed well
beaten paths
wellbeaten

3

moreover several of the later

european explorers and traders refered
defered to the paths that they followed as

provo
1973 1974 63
80
american west 19731974
utah brigham young university
6380
press 1975 leroy R hafen and ann W hafen journals of fortyminers
forty miners
glendale california the arthur H clark company 1954 36
43 and
3643
company
ganv brigham young
parley P pratt report of the southern exploring Com
LDS church archives january 5 1850
collection LIDS
evi edgar young the founding of utah
evl

scribners sons 1923 66

san francisco charles

7
if

ancient indian trails

4

it is impossible to know for sure if animals or indians blazed the first

trails which were later used by spanish miners traders slaving parties and

catholic priests through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries it
entirely possible that the spaniards created many of their own trails

is

it is

however important to this study to specify a few of the known parties who
probably used portions of the trail pratt and his company traveled into south

central utah

subsequent to the arrival of the spaniards on the american continent
indian legends of grand cities located in north america with immense riches

and treasure began circulating

these rumors of wealth enticed numerous

spanish expeditions to the north some of these adventurers risked
everything for a chance at prosperity many spanish fortune seekers likely

penetrated the boundaries of utah prior to fathers dominguez and escalante
in

1776 whom most scholars acknowledge as the first certifiable europeans

to enter the state

5

moreover several of these groups probably used the

monald C cutter prelude to a pageant
donald
historical quarterly 8 january 1977 8

in

the wilderness

western

awe
5wee have a detailed account of the dominguez
dominguezescalante
escalante trip into south
central utah in 1776 thanks to father escalante but there are also
documented cases as well as some fragmentary evidence that the spaniards
had been in the great basin even earlier than 1776 according to J J hill
His janic american review vol
the old spanish trail reprinted from the hispanic
IV no 3 1921
the spaniards since the time of rivera 1765 had been
traveling into the great basin to trade with the yutas
butas leland hargrave
creer utah and the nation seattle washington university of

8

trails pratt and his company have been credited with creating

george

A

thompson

in his

book entitled

lost treasures on the old

spanish
sdanish trail argues that at least a handful of expeditions of various sizes
idanish
uez escalante
dominguez
entered utah prior to doming

6

his research seems to have

uncovered many sources unavailable to utah scholars until recently

thompson contends that fray estevan perea probably entered utah

in

1604

followed by vincent saldivar who mapped teguayo utah valley in 1618

7

one of the least known explorers was father germonimo
Germo nimo zarate
salmeron

his journals described the old spanish trail far into the northern

mountains

his were among the earliest descriptions of present day utah

and the ute indians and it was he who gave the wasatch mountains of

northern utah their name

he made several journeys into the land of the

washington press 1929 25 substantiates hills assertion when he writes
butas utahs in the middle
there are stories of a slave trade with the yutas
eighteenth century some of the escalante men spoke the ute language
well enough that the party experienced little difficulty in conversing with the
indians in the uintah basin and with the tempanogotzats of lake utah who
supposedly had never seen a white man before in 1977 donald C cutter
validated both hill and creer with his article titled prelude to a pageant in
ouart
quarterly
lastly george A
the wilderness in the western historical quart
thompson lost treasures on the old spanish trail salt lake city
publishers press 1986 confirms the findings of hill creer and cutter
also see appendix 1

thompson lost treasures

appendix

on the old spanish trail 30

1

thompson lost treasures

on the old Sspanish
ganish trail 30

also see

9

yutahs

in 1621 and again in

thompson asserts that

1624
in

918
118
8

1630 fray alonso benavidas crossed into

utah and that he was probably followed by fray alonso posada
1660
time

9

fray alonso was a missionary

in

in

1650-

new mexico during this period of

posada seems to have spent much of hhis
is time studying records

relating to earlier northern spanish expeditions and traveling to the most

remote areas of his mission although

it is

uncertain whether posada

actually entered utah himself during this decade one of the earliest and best

accounts describing the route from santa fe to utah lake was written by
him in 1686

o
10

0

thompson asserts that a man named don juanillo escaped from ute
indians in utah valley during the 1670s

11

and that a man named juan de

uribarri hunted runaway slaves into central utah

turn of the century

in

1700

in

the early years after the

12

thompson lost treasures on the old spanish trail 30 leroy R
hafen the opening and development of the first route from the rockies
charles redd monographs in western history no 5
to the pacific
essays on the american west 1973
n
in
11
19
1974
1813
states
that
19731974
197319
mauricio arze and a party of seven traders went to utah lake and then
continued southward to the sevier river and into sanpete valley on their
return to the colorado river near present moab they met and traded with
chief gauche meaning wasatch hence the name of our mountains
I1

thompson lost treasures
bid 37
38
abid
tbid
ibid
3738
101
loi
101bid

12

ibid

113

ibid

49

on the old spanish trail 31

10

one reason for the sketchy reports of these purported visitors into
utah

is

that the spanish government restricted trading with the utah

indians it seems reasonable then that those men involved in illegal
activities would have attempted to remove all trace of their disobedience to

the official proclamations
in

13

the second half of the eighteenth century catholic missions began

springing up along the pacific coast

14

these missions required supplies

and communications which flowed primarily out of santa fe

in addition a

shorter route to the pacific coast missions was an integral factor
maintaining the missions

in

many explorers were commissioned to explore the

possibilities of this shortcut thompson believes juan mafa antonio rivera
or as sometimes spelled juan maria de rivera was one of these men sent

to find a shorter route to the west coast although finding wealth and
expanded trading locations were probably his first priority rivera a veteran

spanish frontier fighter accompanied by his soldiers traders and padres

13

the restrictions

placed on exploration into the utah area by the spanish
government are confirmed in joseph J hills spanish and mexican
exploration and trade northwest from new mexico into the great basin
1853 utah historical quarterly vola
1765
vol3 1930 36 and ted J warners
17651853
the significance of the dominguez velez de escalante expedition
charles redd monographs in western history no 5 essays on the
1974 65
66
19731974
american west 1973
6566

san diego 1769 monterey 1770 santa clara 1777 los angeles
1781 san buenaventura 1782 santa barbara 1786 santa crus 1791 san
fernando 1797 san miguil 1797
14

11

probably conducted at least three expeditions into the southern rockies

thompson and donald

C

cutter both maintain that rivera traveled through

colorado and on into central utah several times

in

1761 and 1765

J warner also argues for the possibility of spaniards
dominguez and escalante
and

17

in

in

16

utah prior to

the archives

in

he states that

A

recently

seville spain reveals that one juan

mafa antonio rivera whose diary is referred to

in

uez esca
iante
lante
dominguez
dominguezescalante
escalante
the doming

journal was on the colorado river

in

the moab area as early as 1765

expulsion of the jesuits

in

1767 ushered

the

robed franciscans

ted

moreover he seems to confirm thompsons

cutters assertions to some degree when

rediscovered journal

15

in

1918
1118
18

the era of the gray

during this period santa fe continued to be the most

prominent city as far as the spanish interior was concerned and the hub of
all

missionary work among the pueblo indians
by 1776 a shortcut to the west coast from santa fe was yet to be

15c
cutter
utter

prelude to a pageant

in

the wilderness

6677

60 and cutter
thompson lost treasures on the old spanish trail 59
5960
11
prelude to a pageant in the wilderness
12
1112
in
are
numerous
suggestions
documents
there
othere
here
tthere
tT
171

preserved in the
spanish archives of new mexico the archivo
archino general de nacion mexico
indias in seville spain that spaniards on
city and the archivo
archino general de andias
authorized as well as unauthorized expeditions penetrated southeastern
utah before 1776 warner ted J the spanish epoch in richard D
poll thomas G alexander eugene E campbell david E miller eds utah
press
provo
young
university
1978 36
brigham
history
hi
18

36

warner

the spanish epoch

in poll and

history
others eds utah hi

12
19

found

As russian expeditions down the pacific coastline drew nearer to

the spanish coastal settlements a new sense of urgency was manifest
towards locating the quicker route between new mexico and northern
california

two men especially interested

in

seeking the shortcut were

father francisco atanacio dominguez and father silvestre velez de
escalante
dominguez escalante expedition
the dominguezescalante

left santa

fe on july 29 1776

under the leadership of fray atanacio dominguez with escalante as the

companys chronicler don bernardo miera

y pacheco went along as a map

parties7
recio muniz of the rivera expedition were the parties
maker andres and Duc
ducrecio
lucrecio

7

guides

several other men and a few natives also accompanied the

expedition
day utah
presentday
the party entered present

few days escalante made

it

on september 11 and within a

abundantly clear that they were not pathfinders
path finders

but were following a well blazed trail noting we are following the ute

trail and this

is

the old slave route

20

there

is no

doubt that their route

to find a shorter trail to the pacific coast
missions including those to the north such as monterey A trail which cut
across utah and nevada would shorten the distance to these northern
missions moreover they hoped to find a way which would eliminate the
desert portions of the present trail from santa fe down through arizona and
across to the southern california missions for a good map of the spanish
trail and the old spanish trail see thompson lost treasures on the old
spanish
Sr anish trail in the preface

the fathers were attempting

20

20father
dominguez escalante journal
father silvestre velez de escalante the dominguezescalante
translated by fray angelino chavez edited by ted J warner brigham

13

had been in almost constant use for a very long time probably because of its

easy terrain and natural mountain passes

21

by september 23 the company turned southwest down diamond

creek into spanish fork canyon where escalante named the valley nuestra
senora de

la

merced de timpanocutzis and the lake laguna de

timpanocutzis

to find
southward

22

a pass through the deserts to monterey they decided to move

soon discouragement over the coming winter prompted the

party to return to santa fe

the decision to return to santa fe was reached

near the present site of milford this was on the same trail that pratts

southern expedition later followed the lots were drawn when the party
was east of present lund another area that pratt would later explore the
fathers continued south passing near present cedar city then southward
through toquerville la verkin and hurricane

all

of which were on the trail

used by pratts southern expedition

the

end of the spanish occupation

in

the west began

in

1810 when

father miguel hidalgo urged the indians mestizos peons and mexicans to
rebel against their spanish rulers

after a bloody eleven year war the

mexicans won their independence from spain and the spaniards were

young university press provo utah 1976 43
21

ibid

22

thompson lost treasures on the old spanish trail 69

14

forced to pull their soldiers out of the north abandoning most of their

western territory eventually to the american and european fur trappers and
traders
worn trails into utah valley
mexican traders continued to follow well
wellworn
on a fairly regular basis

following mexicos independence

in

1821 traffic

over pratts future trail seemed to even accelerate as the demands for slaves

increased

23
21

mexicans quickly took over the slave trade and mining

ventures where the spaniards left off maintaining almost continual contact
gos region until after
timpanogos
between santa fe and the indians of the lake Timpano

the mormons had arrived

in

the valley

documents on the slave trade are few but two important expeditions
are recorded in 1805 manuel mestas at age seventy and an indian

interpreter for more that fifty years of his life led an expedition from santa
gos indians whom escalante had visited at utah lake
timpanogos
fe to the Timpano

twenty nine years earlier
twentynine

the
231v

21
24

maurice arze and lagon garcia trading expedition also ventured

that

lure was there of course long before mexican independence
As early as 1716 in an expedition against the utes in southern colorado
the spanish had discovered the profit in selling captured indians as slaves
quick learners the utes entered the slave trade themselves and for the next
century spanish traders from new mexico penetrated ute country in
western colorado and utah trading horses knives and blankets for furs and
slaves william B smart old utah trails salt lake city utah
geographic series inc 1988 42

2gloria
egloria
gloria griffen cline Ex
exploring
gloring the great basin
press
1946 55
oklahoma

norman university of

15

Timpano gos lake area a few years later in the spring of 1813 and
into the timpanogos

returned by way of the sevier river while traveling along the sevier river

the explorers encountered a hostile band of indians who forced them to flee
for their lives east to the colorado

25

garcia expeditions traveled over part of
arzegarcia
both the mestas and arze

garcia
arzegarcia
what became the southern route moreover following the arze
expedition slave and horse trading accelerated into the utah lake area

it

would be contrary to presently available evidence to think that many of the

favored trails were not being employed time and time again

211
26

we may never know precisely how many people traveled the
pathways of southern utah before or after the escalante party but
evident that

in

the years following the fathers expedition

in

it is

1777
1776
17761777

several groups of spaniards came up to utah from the south to trade with

the indians

it is probably a fairly safe assumption

that most of them utilized

worn trails of earlier travelers this is not to say that there was
wellworn
the well
only a single track through the wilderness

most likely there were several

main trails with many forks and branches
in addition

the old spanish trail

trail of 1776 but the two overlap

25c1
lne
ine
cline

in

exploring the great basin

211

ibid

27

see map number one

is not identical with

the escalante

some areas near cedar city

55

27

16

moreover the old spanish trail which was used by most spanish traders
wits
shivwits
and the southern route used by pratt coincide from salina to the Shiv
indian reservation near st george utah

28

improvements of the two
later improvments

trails also intersect intermittently
it is not unreasonable to believe that many of the spaniards who
la ante
uez esca
nte expedition improved upon the fathers
dominguez
dominguezescalante
escalante
followed the doming

poor choice of a southern course

furthermore

it is

probable that

subsequent parties were not attempting to travel to monterey thus allowing
them to use the easier and more direct southern route through utah the
same as pratt and his company
it is very probable

1849

in

that the route pratts southern explorers would later

choose was either identical or frequently overlapped many of the trails of the
based on the evidence of all the groups

indians and spaniards before them

of explorers traders miners and missionaries who preceded pratt it

becomes increasingly apparent that pratts expedition relied on the well
worn paths which preceded them

29
21

without the tangible proof of journals or artifacts

it is

impossible to

conclusively assert whether the indians spaniards or mexicans actually
employed more than specific chronicled stretches of the southern route

28

ibid

spanish and mexican exploration and trade northwest from new
28 also see poll utahs
1853 27
mexico into the great basin 1765
17651853
2728
history 35
hi
47
3547
29
29hill

hill

17

consequently the recognition for being the first to actually document the
utilization of the famed trail belongs to the fur trappers and more specifically

to mountain man jedediah smith who charted and mapped out many of the

waterways and trails of utah

CHAPTER 3

government

FUR TRAPPERS TRADERS &

EXPLORERS

american fur trappers old spanish trail traders and a group of
united states government explorers

all previously travelled

portions of the

course pratts southern expedition would later utilize consequently an
examination of the routes these groups employed demonstrates that nearly
all of

the trails pratt would use were well known and functional to an extent

prior to the southern expedition

the

fur trade represents a significant factor in the exploration of

southern utah since

was the trappers and traders who first mapped out

it

the waterways and trails of the area

1

and even more importantly a few of

them were the first white men to document portions of the pathways pratt
and his company would later use
in

the early 1820s many trappers had been attracted to the beaver

the new mexico area

2

within a few years however the area surrounding

gloria griffen cline Ex
exploring
gloring the great basin norman university of

oklahoma press 1963

in

31

23 some 120 americans followed
has been estimated that in 1822
182223
the santa fe trail many of whom were trappers jack B tykal etienne
provost man of the mountains liberty utah eagles view publishing
1989
47
1989147
2it
aitt

18

19

santa fe was so depleted of beaver that

it

became necessary to explore

streams to the north following the eradication of the beaver

in

the new

born etienne provost and a companion were
mexico area the canadian
canadianborn

among the first trappers to travel north into the great basin in 1824

3

1824 25 their party spent considerable time
during the winter of 182425

the salt lake valley and they are believed to have trapped extensively
the utah and heber valleys

4

in

in

consequently the pathways of provost and

pratt undoubtedly intersected and parallelled
led one other
parallel

jedediah smith came to the mountains

in

5

1822 as a member of the

rocky mountain fur company during the years 18261827
1826 1827 smith
6

journeyed from the great salt lake valley southwest to california on two

bid 48
3lbidf

asee
see map number one in addition historians disagree over the notion
4see
that provost and his men may have arrived on the shores of the great salt
lake prior to the coming of jim bridger because this controversy has no
bearing on my thesis and since most historians support the bridger theory
it might be beneficial to note that tykal etienne provost man of the
provo
history
john
A
cliffton
of
and
moffitt
49
mountains 48
utah
4849
unpublished manuscript brigham young university library 1970 10
13
13f
1013
intrain the idea that provost may have arrived before bridger
intain
both ma
maintain
5the
athe
he information that tykal gives concerning the trails which provost
uses and also my information in chapter five and on map number two
clearly manifests the fact that the pathways of provost and pratts southern
expedition do intersect one another see tykal etienne provost man of the
49 and also map number two
mountains 48
4849
in may of 1831
ln

smith was killed on the santa fe trail by comanche
indians during his eight years in the west smith opened south pass as an
to south length of utah and became
emigration route travelled the north
northtosouth
the first american to reach california by crossing through utah

20

occasions much of the central and southern portions of his utah travels
covered nearly all of pratts future route

on august 22 smith left the 1826 rendezvous on the ogden river
and started south accompanied by over a dozen men

this area through
7

the center of utah was completely unknown to smith and his associates
from salt lake to spanish fork canyon salina to sevier and from cove

fort to st george smiths company of explorers and trappers travelled

in

1826 over the same paths that pratts southern expedition would follow

in

1849

the

following year smith and another company of men made another

trip through utah

8

once reaching salt lake valley the party retraced the

route to spanish fork however this time they decided to avoid the price

as
7s
maths
miths exploring party proceeded south through the great salt lake
smiths
valley and on into utah valley up spanish fork canyon and southeast to
proceeding on through castle
soldier summit before reaching price
valley the men rested on ivie creek before continuing west through salina
pass smith turned south following the sevier river and turned east at clear
parowan
carowan and cedar valleys the
again
through
moved
and
south
creek
party picked up the dominguezescalante
dominguez escalante trail just above kanarraville
Kanar raville and
followed ash creek down to hurricane and the virgin river where pratts
company stopped see map number one and george R brooks the
southwest expedition of jedediah S smith his personal account of the
journey to california 18261827
1826 1827 glendale california 1977 46
56 hiram
4656
martin chittenden the american fur trade of the far west 3 vols new
york francis P harper 1902 28283
282 83 and leland hargrave creer the
founding of an empire the exploration and colonization of utah 177618
1856 salt lake city bookcraft 1947 56

aie

morgan jedediah smith and the odening
opening of the west
nebraska university of nebraska press 1964 236
23677
8dale
adale
ale

L

lincoln

21

figure

1

jedediah smith

day 115
15 to
presentday
and castle valley area and proceeded on south following present
1

cove fort the company retraced the exact route they took

in

1826 from

cove fort to the union of the virgin and santa clara rivers near st george

9

narrows
by
virgin
of
deep
ravines
year
the
river
avoided
the
smith
this
wits indian
shivwits
velling north up the santa clara river into the present Shiv
travelling
tra

reservation and then south down the general direction that todays highway
131
91

follows

consequently smiths route

in

1827 and pratts

in

1849 merge

into the identical course from the salt lake valley to highway 91 on the

asee
see map number one
9see

22
Shiv
wits indian reservation
shivwits

10

between 1827 and 1830 the northern and central areas of utah were
well known to the mountain men and almost all the streams of any size and

importance had been depleted of beaver still the southern portions of the

state were only known to a handful of fur trappers who had followed

smiths southern route

11

this was to change however with the

development of the old spanish trail

12

by 1830 the market for beaver furs was declining nearly as rapidly as

the animals themselves

13

fortunately for the traders the development of

mbrooks
tbrooks
tB rooks the southwest expedition of jedediah S smith his personal
account 56 smiths trip to california in 1827 created the southern
biners and pratts southern
route which john C fremont the norty niners
expedition would subsequently follow jedediah smith left the great salt
lake region after 1827 as the greatest pathfinder of the great basin cline
exploring the great basin 163
1013
1013rooks

some of these trappers and explorers were ewing young kit carson
ttsome
peter skene ogden elijah barney ward etienne provost and much later
miles goodyear who having sold his trading post near ogden to the
mormons
cormons
Mor mons took a pack train over the entire salt lake
los angeles trail in
lakelos
1848 ward would later meet up with pratts expedition near salina utah
see LR hafen elijah barney ward in LR hafen ed the mountain
men and the fur trade of the west 10 vols glendale CA 1965
1972
19651972
7343 351 orson F whitney history of utah 4 vols salt lake city
7343351
george Q cannon and sons co 1892 1374 2188
12

after 1830

a few significant variations of the first trail were made

of the route the most notable advancement was
which improved portions odthe
ofthe
a shorter but higher trail through salina canyon where 170
70 cuts through the
fish lake mountains and then follows the sevier river down to the junction
present day kingston william B smart old utah trails salt lake city
at presentday
utah geographic series inc 1988 48
1

13c1
hinline
lne
ine
inline

exploring the great basin 163

23

the trail from missouri to california was just completed and trade between

santa fe and the pacific coast settlements appeared promising and very
lucrative

the old spanish trail became the

southern portion of utah

14

first charted route across the

the course of the trail between santa fe and

los angeles was designated as the old spanish trail and

a sizable portion

of the course passed through utah and over a segment of

pratts future

trail

15

the first documented

group to travel the entire length of what became

known as the old spanish trail was a party of twenty trappers led by the

experienced mountain men william wolfskill and george C yount

in

1830

coming into utah from colorado the group went northwest between the

canyonlands
lands national parks up near castle dale
present day arches and Canyon
presentday
moving south they traveled towards fremont and loa utah where they

turned west and then south resting near kingston

at this

point they

travelled to the future site of cedar city west to newcastle and south to

highway 91 over the identical path pratt would take

wolfskills
skills party
wolfskins
skins
after Wolf

in

in

1849

16

1830 the new route began employing many

trappers and traders as they brought annual caravans of horses mules and

ibid 166
168
abid
166168
tbid
ibid

14

ibid 164
65
abid
16465
tbid
ibid

15
16

see map number one

24
various commodities from california to santa fe and back

17

the old

spanish trail reached its zenith during the 1830s and 1840s and remained
an alternate route long after the united states government explorers had
scientifically surveyed the great basin and had made many improvements on

portions of the trail

the

first government explorer to travel through utah was an army

topographical engineer named john charles fremont
explorations into the western frontier occurred

in

his second scientific

1843 1844 and much of
18431844

the course he travelled through utah was the same route pratt would later
moreover nearly

use

all of

fremonts routes through utah were well

defined trails where animals indians mountain men and traders and trade

caravans had travelled

18

one additional mountain man named elijah barney ward should be
noted he came to utah in 1843 and became very fluent with indian
dialects he also became acquainted with the salt lake and utah valleys as
well as the southern route and settled in salt lake valley with his indian
family prior to the mormon arrived in 1847 ward later joined the church
and served as a guide interpreter and bodyguard to brigham young he also
meet up with pratts expedition near salina utah see LR hafen elijah
barney ward in LR hafen ed the mountain men and the fur trade of
1972 7343351
the west 10 vols glendale CA 1965
19651972
7343 351 hubert howe
bancroft history of utah san francisco the history company 1890
316 orson F whitney history of utah 4 vols salt lake city george Q
cannon and sons co 1892 1374 2188 B H roberts A
comprehensive history of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints 6
17

brigham young university press 1965 3464 5150 and
1959 utah
centennial committee gunnison valleys
18591959
valley
vaileys centennial 1859
1965 24

vols

provo

if

tjohn
ijohn charles fremont

has been nicknamed the pathfinder but he
actually found few new trails his excellent guides like kit carson and

25

fremonts second expedition involved collecting scientific data as
as topographical information

19

well

month trek began when the
fourteenmonth
the fourteen

equipped men including kit carson as guide left
wellequipped
thirty nine well
party of thirtynine

independence missouri on august 20 1843

20

the company travelled

through the mid
west plains and crossed through utah on their way to
midwest
california

of much greater importance

in

regards to this study however

segment of their journey
was the homeward segmentof
picking up the old spanish trail in

in

1844

los angeles the explorers followed

its path northeastward for nearly 300 miles where they entered the present

state of utah on may 10 1844 and camped on the santa clara river

21

passing by little salt lake on may 16 the party camped near the mouth of

joseph walker were accomplished mountain men who followed the trails
they and those before themselves had established one author went so far
as to say that fremont sometimes needed help to stay on paths that other
men had already established bill gilbert the Trail
blazers new york
trailblazers
156 also see angus M woodbury A history of
time life books 1973 1561
timelife
southern utah and its national parks salt lake city utah utah state
historical society revised and reprinted from the utah state historical
quarterly
Quar
teLly vol XII nos 3
tenly
344 july october 1944 1950 128

fremonts
tfremonts
1911

second expedition was planned with a view to create a
renewed stimulus to the already fastswelling
fast swelling tide of oregon
emigration his work it was hoped would furnish a scientific description
of the far northwest dispel the belief that the oregon journey was
terrifyingly difficult and show that the columbia valley was safe and
emr lne
ine 105
ire
attractive creer the founding of an empire

gene B ramsey scientific exploration and discovery in the great
20gene
unpublished doctoral dissertation brigham
1891
basin from 1831
18311891
young university 1972 11
12
1112
21

see map number one
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parowan
pass
carowan
opens
highway
into
20
present day
the
where
presentday
fremont
dav
vailey
valley

22

may
mav 23 found the expedition on the sevier river near delta

figure 2

22

john

C

fremont

1854 this would be the site of some of fremonts darkest days
davs
narrow IV survive the winter march through the
when his company would narrowly
parowan
carowan
Pa rowan frederick S dellenbaugh
canyon and be saved by
at
the
settlers
bv
fremont and 49 new york GP putnams sons 1914 266
in

27

utah

dominguez and escalante named the sevier river and lake on their

expedition in 1776

fremont was well aware of the names given to these

two water sources by the spanish fathers and refers to them as such

report as well as on his 1845 map

in his

23

on may 25 fremont and his party arrived
camped for two days on the spanish fork river

in

utah valley where they

24

while resting here fremont came to the conclusion that the vast interior

between the wasatch and the sierra nevada mountains was a land of
interior drainage truly a great basin

the expedition

and he so named it

25

left utah lake may 27 1844 by advancing up

spanish fork canyon about five miles to diamond fork creek where they
pushed on until they picked up the strawberry river they travelled west to

the duchesne river and fort roubidoux on the uintah river where they
camped june 3 they continued east through colorado and on back to

independence missouri where the expedition was eventually concluded on
may 29 1845
23

26

alexander baugh

john

C

fremonts explorations into utah

masters thesis brigham young university 1986 47
24

john C fremont hei
report
johnC
ont
ort
hel
bel
belont

of the exploring expeditions to the R
rocky
mountains in the year 1842 and to the oregon and north california in the
years 1843
44 washington gales and seaton 1845 272
274
184344
272274
25ci
lne
ine
cline
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this was not fremonts last

trip into utah in 1845 fremont spent
two weeks in october exploring both utah and salt lake valleys in
addition fremont and his men would probably have died on his final trip

28

fremont hardly took time to rest before he and his wife were on their
way to washington DC while

in

the capital city fremont and his wife

jessie diligently toiled for many months preparing
when published

the expedition

in

his long awaited report of

1845 it was hailed by many as being

the greatest document of western exploration ever produced

one group

in

particular which had anxiously anticipated the

publication of fremonts report was

the church

of

jesus christ of latter

cormons
Mor mons
day saints more commonly referred to as the mormons
been organized

in

127
27

the church

1830 under the leadership of joseph smith

fremonts report was published

in

28

had

when

1845 the heavily persecuted mormons

were seeking a religious refuge somewhere

in

the west since their

martyred prophet joseph smith had prophesied the rocky mountains as

the new haven for the saints before his death brigham young and other

church leaders found fremonts description of the great basin very
carowan
through utah in 1854 if it wasnt for the mormon settlement in parowan
saving their lives also see baugh john C fremonts explorations into
122 149
utah 122149
27

ibid

54 also see cline

28
28within

15
exploring the great basin 214
21415

within aadecadeof
decade of organizing the church several thousand people had
converted to this new religious movement the church membership soon
became the victims of severe persecution from the larger population do in
part for professing unpopular doctrines and practices alien to the commonly
accepted christian tenants of the day this persecution intensified as
smiths influence spread through america and across the ocean to the
british isles B H roberts A comprehensive history off the church of jesus
christ of latterday
latter day saints vol 1 provo brigham young university press
70 75
1965 60
80
6070
7580

29
significant as they weighed their options

fur trappers traders and government explorers had wandered over
nearly all of

pratts southern expedition route

prior to the mormons entering

thepresent
the present borders of the state of utah moreover the maps these groups
of explorers and trappers created had some influence in directing the

mormons to the great basin as the site for their future settlement

CHAPTER 4

establishing

A HOMELAND

GAINING KNOWLEDGE OF THE GREAT BASIN
LEADS TO

establishing

AND THE BEGINING OF ITS EARLY

UTAH

exploration

during the early 1840s and after three decades of exploration into

the rocky mountains there was still very little known about the great basin
and virtually nothing concerning southern utah

1

fortunately this

ignorance soon dissipated as more accurate maps and more detailed
knowledge made its way to the printed page and as more people emigrated

west

the

mormons were the next substantial group to enter utah their

knowledge of the southern portions of utah were so sketchy that they

dispatched the southern expedition

in

1849

however before the exploring

company began their trek many members of the mormon battalion and
niners traveled over much of pratts future trail this
several groups of forty biners

taA

good example of the lack of knowledge is john bidwells statement
bidwell bartleson party of 1841 our ignorance of the route
concerning the bidwellbartleson
was complete we knew that california lay west and that was the extent
gloria griffen cline Ex
exploring
of our knowledge
gloring the great basin
norman university of oklahoma press 1963 18990
189 90

30

31

biners
chapter will examine the trails of the mormon battalion and the forty niners

as well as

all

the mormon explorations south of the salt lake valley which

prece
proceeded
eded pratts departure so a determination can be made of the extent of

the saints knowledge of southern utah and the contribution of the southern
expedition
during the early 1840s the mormons thought they had found a haven
for religious tolerance when they settled in the swampy regions of western

within a few years however tensions between the mormons and

illinois

their neighbors had begun to intensify

2

As early as 1839
40 joseph smith mentioned a future home for the
183940

saints

in

the rocky mountains

3

two years later on august 6 1842 at the

installation of the officers of the rising sun lodge ancient york masons

montrose iowa joseph smith recalls

1I

in

prophesied that the saints would

continue to suffer much affliction and would be driven to the rocky
mountains

and some of you will live to go and assist in making

settlements and build cities and see the saints become a mighty people

in

mobert
robent bruce flanders nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi
robert
mississil2l2i urbana
university of illinois press 1975 306341
306 341
monald
donald K esplin suggests that the earlest references joseph smith
made to the far west as a possible refuge for the saints were in 1831 see
ronald K esplin A place prepared joseph brigham and the quest for
it
promised refuge in the west journal of mormon Hi
history
stoy vol 9 1982
85
87 also see davis bitton joseph smith in the mormon folk memory
8587
nial edition maurice L draper ed
restoration studies sesquicentennial
sesquicenten
independence mo herald publishing house 1980 75
94
7594
1I
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the midst of the rocky mountains

na
n44

for the next four years before their

arrival in the salt lake valley the saints expanded their efforts to gather as

much knowledge as possible regarding the great basin

lewis clark
oark christian and ronald
dark

K

1839 through the death of joseph smith

5

esplin demonstrate that from
in

1844 there were numerous

prop hesing a removal to the
prophesying
instances where individuals recorded joseph prophesing

rocky mountains

6

after the assassinations of joseph and hyrum smith

joseph smith history

jesus christ oday
off latten
latterday
latter da
salt lake deseret book company

of the church of

saints ed B H roberts vol 5
1950 85 also see lewis clark christian A study of the mormon
westward migration between february 1846 and july 1847 with emphasis
on and evaluation of the factors that led to the mormons choice of salt
lake valley as the site of their initial colony phd diss brigham young
university 1976 26
asee
see history of brigham young 1847
5see
1869 abstracts from an official
18471869
journal kept in brigham youngs name in the church historians office
sent to H H bancroft in three installments entitled early records in utah
1851 microfilm folder 3 22 brigham young journal of
184718511
1847 18511
18471851
discourses G D watt ed london latterday
latter day saints book depot exact
photo reprint of 1854 edition vol 4 41 and lewis clark christian A
study of mormon knowledge of the american far west prior to the exodus
masters thesis brigham young university 197281
meveral people documented hearing joseph smith talk about moving the
several
church to the rocky mountains in christian A study of the mormon
if
192 the author provides several examples of
westward migration 191
191192
individuals such as george H goddard oliver B huntington levi hancock
and his son mosiah who knew of joseph smiths intentions of moving the
church west
also see lewis clark christian mormon foreknowledge of the
west brigham young university studies vol 21 no 4 1981 407
ronald K esplin A place prepared joseph brigham and the quest for
it
promised refuge in the west journal of mormon Hi
history
stoy vol 9 1982
111 and davis bitton joseph smith in the mormon folk memory
85
85111
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independence mo herald publishing house 1980 75
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brigham young stabilized the majority of the church membership under his
direction and intensified the study of the great basin and the surrounding

areas

7

the members

of the church procured every available map and

account from the middle of 1844 until their departure to the west
many of these reports were reprinted

in

in

1846

8

the early mormon newspapers such

neighbor9
neighbor the travels of
as the times and seasons and the nauvoo neighbors
9

one on and
ore
lansford W hastings and portions of his emigrants guide to oregon

california were also reported

contributions

10

in

these publications as well as fremonts

for example on december 27 1845 parley read aloud a

keonard
leonand
leonard J arrington brigham young american moses chicago
am
brigham
university of illinois press 1986 113
bagh
118 milton R hunter bigh
113118
young the colonizer independence missouri zions printing & publishing
company 1945 8811
11
891
811

by december 1845 the church leaders had fremonts report of his
out
1844 expedition to oregon and california which contained a large fold
foldout
map of the same area during the winter encampment at council bluffs
justin groslande
Gros lande drew a map of the area west to fort laramie and north to
the yellow stone river in the spring of 1847 brigham young wrote to
joseph A stratton asking for copies of augustine mitchells map on oregon
and california then thomas kane sent a copy of fremonts topographical
map of the road to oregon christian A study of the mormon westward
migration 191
192 also see christian mormon foreknowledge of the
191192

west 409

season nauvoo illinois 1845
1846 and the nauvoo
18451846
neighbor nauvoo illinois 18451846
1845 1846
times
imes and

beginning on 25 october 1843 the nauvoo neighbor ran excerpts of
report
expedition
john C fremonts 1842 report titled be
ont of an Ex
ort
exdedition
Dedition to the country
een the missouri and the rocky mountains on the line of the
lying bet
between
kansas and the great platt river washington gales and seaton 1843 in
1845 considerable space was given to fremonts second expedition titled

34
portion of hastings account to the twelve and bishops

toeple
the walls of the nauvoo tmeple
fremonts journal to heber
it seems clear

C

11

in a

meeting within

two days later parley read from

kimball and brigham young

12

that even though the leaders and members of the

church were going to be crossing areas of the country which they had never
seen before the maps they had acquired were painting a picture that
ies s hazy as the time for their departure approached
les
became less

13

however

only one of these reports detailed anything about southern utah

14

just a few months before the saints were about to depart for the
great basin they learned additional information concerning the salt lake
valley from a jesuit priest named father pierre jean de smet de smet was
a missionary who traveled over many of the trails in the

1841
1846
18411846

northwest from

but no mention of southern utah was recorded by the

report of the Ex
exploring
gloring expeditions to the rocky mountains in the year
ore oon
aon and north california in the years 1843
1842 and to the oregon
44
184344
washington gales and seaton 1845 on 29 january 1845 the neighbor
extracted portions of that report with emphasis on the salt lake region
journal history of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints
harold B lee library microfilm collection brigham young university
provo utah december 27 1845
11

ibid
abid
ibid
tbid
12
13

december 29 1845

christian

A

study of the mormon westward migration

Fr
defered to southern utah on
fremonte
fremonts report refered
emonts

14

however his references were extremely vague

191
192
191192

a few occasions

35

mormons from de smets visit

15

along the trek from nebraska to the salt lake valley the pioneers
met several other people who informed them about the country ahead

for example james

H

the utah country was

16a

greive who led a party of emigrants told the saints
17
07
beautiful
while

26 28 the
at south pass june 2628

mormons spoke with an seasoned mountain man named major moses harris
who described salt lake valley

A

short time later another experienced

mountain man by the name of thomas

L

peg leg smith visited the

mormons and also told of salt lake and the cache valley area soon

the west addressed to the
Hist orique bruxelles on january 19 1858 de smet
editor of the precis historique
related in the fall of 1846 as drew near to the frontier of the state of
mormons
Mor mons numbering about
missouri found the advance guard of the cormons
10000 camped on the territory of the omaha not far from the old council
bluffs they asked me a thousand questions about the regions had
S george ellsworth utahs her
explored
heritage salt lake city
peregrine smith inc 1977 143 and creer the founding of an empire
168
167
167168
15

in a letter describing his

experiences

in

1I

1I

1I

kenney scott

ed wilford woodruffs journal 1833
1898
18331898
typescript vol 3 midvale utah signature books 1983 237
240
237240
members of the brigham young company which came to utah july 22
27
2227
1847 and which would also accompany pratt in the southern expedition
include starling driggs wm wordsworth wm vance john brown
G

captain and joseph matthews captain frank esshom pioneers and
prominent men of utah salt lake city utah pioneers book publishing
company 1913 46 and pratt autobiography 366
kingdom lincoln university of
leonard J arrington great basin kin
nebraska press 1966 61 65
66185 also see dale morgan ed
6566185
california oregon trail vol
overland in 1846 diaries and letters of the californiaoregon
georgetown the talisman press 1963 89 BH roberts
tst A
Rober
comprehensive history of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints
17

vol 3

provo

brigham young university press 1965

195

1

36

thereafter jim bridger came upon the mormons and described the route to
the salt lake and utah valleys and the roads streams and the country
18

generally

none of these men were reported as disclosing anything

about southern utah
A

few days after leaving fort bridger the pioneers met miles

goodyear on his way to trade with some emigrants
central utah
first man to allude to the area of south
southcentral

9
19

goodyear was the
if any

other visitors to

south central utah then the available
the vanguard company mentioned southcentral
literature does not reveal it unfortunately even goodyears account of

southern utah was void of any substantial detail

20

the saints pushed

on

to the salt lake valley where brigham young dedicated the land and
immediately commenced a systematic program of exploration

were sent

in

roberts

21

parties

every direction with instructions to record information about

A

comprehensive history of the church vol 3 199
201
199201

goodyear had travelled down to los angeles in the fall of 1846
while there he sold merchandise to john C fremont and his troops leroy
R hafen and ann W hafen journals of forty niners
biners salt lake to los
angeles the far west and the rockies historical series 18201875
1820 1875 vol 2
glendale california 1954 21
22 also see charles kelly and maurice L
2122
howe miles goodyear first citizen of utah salt lake city privately
printed 1937
9mile
amile
miless

roberts
oberts

2013
2013oberts

A

comprehensive
203 204
comerehensive history of the church vol 3 203204

john brown and orson pratt were the first two mormon pioneers to
see the salt lake valley journal history july 22 1847 in addition john
brown will also latter accompany pratts southern expedition parley P
pratt autobiog
autobiography
rarhv of parley P pratt salt lake city deseret book
company 1980 365
366 also see john brown in the appendix D
365366
21

37
farm and grazing lands water timber mill sites minerals and other

resources essential for settlements

22

anxious to explore their new

surroundings many saints promptly formed exploring groups to

reconnaissance the area
excursions

in

fact even young went on many short exploring

23

the earliest

exploring party to go south departed on july 27 and

beheld for the first time utah lake and valley

preliminary explorations of

utah valley were made a few days later on august 4 by jessie

C

little

samuel brannan and lieutenant W W willis on their return little
reported to president young concerning areas with agricultural
possibilities

24
1.1

approximately a week later albert carrington and two friends
launched their boat near the jordan narrows after exploring the area

25

when carrington returned to report his adventures he witnessed the arrival

president young said that he intended to have every hole and corner
from the bay of san francisco to the hudson bay known to us milton R
hunter utah in her western setting salt lake city the deseret news
press 1943 129 and also arrington great basin kin
kingdom 42
22

kenney wilford woodruffs journal vol 3 237
240 and also
237240
151
hen
152
ellsworth utahs heritage
her
151152
23

1

orson F whitney history of utah vol 1 salt lake city george Q
cannon and sons co publishers 1892 350
24

star liverpool england july 15 1850 and eugene E
campbell establishing zion the mormon church in the american west
13
1869 salt lake city utah signature books 1988 12
1847
18471869
1213
25m
illen nial
millennial
illennial
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figure 3

brigham young

of several members of the mormon battalion

226

the battalion

had marched

over two thousand miles from council bluffs iowa to san diego california

26 iv

the experience of the battalion reveals several important facts

concerning mormon knowledge of the west first in august 1846 the
head quarters would be in the
church leaders informed the men that church headquarters
great basin some eight hundred miles in from the coast this confirmed the
earlier decision of august september 1845 and march 8 1846 that the
basin was still the goal of the leaders through the battalion detachment at
pueblo the church leaders received valuable information pertaining to the
animals and land of the salt lake and bear river areas from trappers who
had been in those areas christian A study of the mormon westward
109
110 also see frank alfred golder the march of the
migration
109110
mormon battalion new york the century co 1928

39

between july 1846 and january 1847

27

one of these returning battalion men named captain jefferson hunt
volunteered to lead a small party to southern california to secure seed and
livestock that was seriously needed by the salt lake colony

hunt wished

to lead this party through southern utah and on to los angeles

he was

certain that they could reach california based on fremonts descriptions

28

president young after careful deliberation accepted hunts offer the
cavalcade left salt lake city on november 13 1847 and their route took
them over much of the trail pratt would later utilize and what would soon be
designated as the mormon route or more commonly referred to as the

southern route

29

after an arduous trip to los angeles the party purchased the needed
cattle seeds and other various ssupplies and returned to utah on february
the mormon battalion who would also accompany pratt on the
ailen john brown william W brown
alien
southern expedition were rufus C allen
ephriam green dimick B huntington benjamin stewart WSS willis and
samuel gould frank esshom pioneers and prominent men of utah salt
45 and
lake city utah pioneers book publishing company 1913 43
4345
pratt autobiography 365
366
365366
27

those

in

28

fremont was the first to chart this trail deviously traced from one
water hole to another and to publish a good description and map of the
route in addition traffic caused this old spanish trail to become an
worn route long before the mormons came to settle the
wellworn
established well
great basin in 1847 hafen journals of forty niners
22 also see
biners 21
2122
leroy R hafen the opening and development of the first route from the
orv no
history
rockies to the pacific charles redd monographs in western Hist
historv
5 essays on the american west 1973
1974 provo utah brigham young
19731974
20
university press 1975 5520
29

see map number one for their route

40
15 1848

30

the last

ffifty

days of hunts journeying to

salt lake on the southern

route the carcasses of cattle
were a vivid remnant and
reminder of the rigorous

desert trail
A

31

portion of the

battalion which had remained
in

san diego completed their

re
reenlistment
enlistment on the 14th of

march 1848

these

veterans departed for salt

st the
21st
lake valley on the 21

figure 4

jefferson hunt

30we
we learn from his report that the trail was definitely not well trod at
this time or there was so many trails going in different directions that it was

difficult to know which path to take orrin porter rockwell was the partys
experienced tracker and scout and for him to get lost or lose the trail infers
that there was probably not evidence of one trail standing out much less a
clearly marked path hunt described the trip in an article for the deseret
news salt lake city utah october 7 1905 also see harold schindler
orrin porter rockwell man of god son of thunder salt lake city
university of utah press 1983 171

31hunt
hunt reported we started out with about 200 cows for which we
gave him colonel williams 6 each and a few pack animals and mares
also about 40 bulls he told us he would give us all the bulls we wanted to
drive off they all died but one from thirst while about 100 cows also
26
biners 25
perished hafen journals of the forty niners
2526
31

41

21st
st the company of
veterans departed for salt lake valley on the 21
twenty five men was
twentyfive

led by captain HG boyle

32
12

on the 31
st they
31st

arrived at williams rancho and joined with orrin porter rockwell who had
fall
fali
before with
fallbefore
travelled the southern route the fail

hunts party

together these men followed hunts trail of dead cattle across the
old spanish trail through cajon pass across the mojave desert to las

vegas and on to the virgin river

13
33

from this point they travelled over

the same trail pratt and his explorers would later use

in

1850

34

in addition

to themselves they brought over one hundred mules and the first wagon to
travel over the southern route from california to utah which consequently

transformed the trail into a wagon road

tyler
tyler

32

mormon battalion

in

35

the mexican war 331

rockwell had refused to return with hunt schindler orrin porter
173
172173
rockwell 172
33

schindler orrin porter rockwell 173 see also journal history june
5 1848 and tyler mormon battalion in the mexican war 331
32
33132
31 31schindler

35 in

fifty wagons went over this same trail to
next year more than two hundred wagons would travel it

that same

california

the

fall 1848

69 hunts route the corridor
throughout the next twenty years 1849
184969
was the only road from salt lake to the coast that was open during the

winter the mormons were greatly responsible for its development into the
most important road from the basin to the pacific coast during that period
although some of the early season travelers to california went via fort hall
and the humboldt yet later in the season the southern route was the one
always used sheep drivers also repeatedly traversed this road
consequently it was the most important route for freighters as well as
emigrants until the completion of the central pacific and union pacific
railroads in 1869 restored the preference for the old western route northern
history
route from salt lake city wain sutton ed utah A centennial Hi
stoy
vol 1 new york lewis historical publishing co inc 1949 476

42

two important factors resulted

from

hunts trip and those of the

battalion which followed hunts trail a few months later first hunt and his
followers who opened the trail as a wagon road were the first mormons to

observe southern utah and beyond with the notion of where future
secondly based on hunts report of possible

settlements might be initiated
settlement locations

it

seems as though the attention of church authorities

began focusing on colonizing

in

south central portions of the territory
the southcentral

36

several months after hunt returned from southern california parley
pratt wrote
1I

started

in

sometime

in

december having finished sowing wheat and rye

company with a brother higbee and others for utah lake with a

boat and fish net

here we launched our boat and tried the net being

probably the first boat and net ever used on this sheet of water
37

times

P

after exploring the lake and the valley for

in

modern

a day or two the

company returned home
exploration continued through 1848 as hunt and rockwell returned to

utah via the southern route but 1849 was to see exploration on a far

flattering reports of the agricultural possibilities of the san
bernardino country were given to the church officials resulting in centering
the mormons attention on developing the mormon corridor to the sea and
in establishing an outpost in southern california sutton utah A
Hi stoy vol 1 474475
474 475 in addition leland hargrave creer
centennial history
says it was the reports of these early explorers hunt that determined
largely the location of future mormon towns
leland hargrave creer the
founding
found ing of an empire the exploration and colonization of utah 1776310
1856 salt lake city bookcraft 1947 309
309310
36 v

37

ibid

361
360
360361

43

the

grander scale than anything thus far attempted
california bound immigrants
californiabound

if

1849 made

it

mandatory to find new

church leaders calculated that they would soon

locations for settlements
be deluged

in

influx of mormon and

other settlements were not initiated to absorb the flood of

immigrants

consequently on january 6 1849 president young designated

amasa

M

dimick

B

lyman orrin

P

rockwell jedediah

grant david fullmer

M

huntington and several other pioneers to investigate utah valley

to determine its capabilities for a cattle range

38

in addition

they were to

39
31

concurrently

send approximately forty to fifty men to protect the herd

isaac

M

higbee john S higbee and william wordsworth were counseled to

go to utah lake to find suitable areas to establish fisheries

40

by march of 1849 young was anxious to move ahead in establishing
a

settlement

in

utah valley by march 13 john

explored the valley with parley

P

pratt

in

S

higbee who had

december 1847 was named

nine men and their families
twentynine
leader of the group of twenty

after receiving

some instructions from president young these men and their families
david fullmer and dimick B huntington will later accompany pratt on
366
the southern expedition pratt autobiography 365
365366
38

31jo
ry 6 1849 and ray C colton A historical
journal
january
urnal history janua
study of the exploration of utah valley and the story of fort utah master

44
thesis brigham young university 1946 43
4344

40jo
journal
urnal history january 6 1849 and colton A historical study of
44 in addition william wadsworth will
the exploration of utah valley 43
4344
accompany pratt on the southern expedition pratt autobiogr
365
autobiography j365

44
consisting of approximately 150 settlers moved south into utah valley
A

few months later on june 14 1849 chief walker and a band of

ute indians requested some mormon colonist to
manti

41

live in San
pitch valley
sanpitch
sanditch

to teach his tribe how to construct homes and raise better crops it

appears that a party was soon despatched to examine the area
thorough exploration followed

in

for creating a colony in this area

42

A more

august and reported favorable conditions
443

nearly three months later a company

of about fifty families passed by the beginnings of provos settlement

cleared roads built bridges and successfully passed through salt creek

canyon without any great hardships and eventually arrived at the present
site of manti to began their settlement november 22 1849

44

these

colonists left just days before pratts southern exploring party and provided

the clear path for pratts group to follow

all

the way to manti

consequently prior to pratts southern exploration colonies had been

provo pioneer mormon city
mort 1942 43
45
4345

41work
work project administration WPA

portland oregon Bin
binfords
fords
42

it appears to

andrew

&

neff that this first party left in the spring to
investigate the manti area andrew L neff history of utah salt lake city
deseret news press 1940 155
L

joseph home
horne ira willes and D B huntington left utah
valley in august with chief walker as a guide and arrived at the present
site of manti august 20 1849 to see if the area was suitable for
colonization journal history june 14 and august 20 1849 phelps
horne
home and huntington will accompany pratt on the southern expedition
pratt autobiography 365
366
365366
43w
W W phelps

44

neff history of utah 155

45

established

in

utah valley and as far south as manti

in

sanpete valley

although mormons travelled over a thousand miles to get as far from
their enemies as possible less than two years after they arrived

in

the salt

lake valley the gold rush put them right on the path of hundreds of
emigrant miners journeying to california

1849

15
45

in

the spring and summer of

niners entered salt lake valley they were
when the forty biners

anxious to pass through as quickly as possible most of these miners

purchased pack animals and supplies and hurried on to the gold fields over
the northern nevada desert to california
during the late summer and fall of 1849 hundreds of these california

emigrants poured into the salt lake valley too late to make the trip

westward across the sierra nevada mountains

446

the fate

of the donner

well known to risk starting so late however wintering
reed party was too wellknown

among the mormons was also unappealing since there was little food or

employment and since the church members did not care for a huge number
non mormons staying
of nonmormons

in

the city for the winter

parties from the east en route for the california gold mines began to
arrive in the valley and during the summer they traveled through by
thousands they brought all kinds of merchandise wagons tools and
farming implements etc which were sold to the saints below original cost
journal history may 16 1849
in exchange for provisions
45 it

dale morgan ed california manuscripts being a collection of
important unpublished & unknown original historical sources new york
edward eberstadt & sons 1962 the entire chapter of manuscripts on the
forty niners
biners relates to the notion that those who arrived in salt lake late in
the summer were not anxious to winter utah

46

over 500 of these forty niners
biners hired jefferson hunt to guide them to
california via the southern route

hunt accepted their offer to guide more

biners however
than 100 wagons at ten dollars per wagon these forty niners

were not the first group to reach los angeles from salt lake city
of 1849

in

the fall

another large group of miners without wagons and numbering

130 men moved ahead of hunts party near chicken creek utah on

october 8 and arrived at rancho del chino at the end of october after
enjoying a quick and relatively good journey

the second

17
47

party of forty niners
biners to leave salt lake in the fall

consisted of between thirty and fifty wagons these people chose not to
pay hunt the ten dollar fee but found another experienced scout who

consented to lead them this group suffered many afflictions and nearly
starved to death

in

sert
the mojave de
desert

488

hunt led the third and most numerous party to travel the southern

route

in

the fall of 1849

hobble creek

in

49

biners at
hunt assembled his group of forty niners

late september and then moved the large cavalcade

towards los angeles on october 2
47

50

each day on the trail small groups

biners 28 47
50
hafen journals of forty niners
4750

28 31 51
57 luckily the jefferson hunt party eventually
5157
caught up to these people and gave them enough provisions to save their
418

ibid

lives
AQ
great
gold
city
in
18.
18
brigham
madsen
18497
rush sojourners
salt lake
and 1850 salt lake city university of utah press 1983 161
164
161164

D

50

ibid

31
32
3132

47
or individual wagons caught up to

wagons and packers

hunts party and joined the vast body of

51

nearly twenty mormon missionaries bound for the society islands to
preach the gospel took the opportunity to travel to california with the
fortune seekers

52

with this last contingent of mormons came about

non mormon packers with OK smith as their captain
twenty other nonmormon

parties
artles traveled together
arties
the two ppanties

53

or near each other until they caught up

with the hunt wagon train on beaver creek near the present city of beaver

utah

it 54

smith convinced that there was a shorter route to california

belders
5elders
eiders addison pratt and hiram H blacknell were part of the stragglers
elders
which joined hunts cadre during these days the journal kept by addison
pratt on his trip was no doubt of value to the leader of the mormon colonial
movement in helping him to determine where to send colonists hafen
journals of forty biners
niners 32 222 also see addison pratt journal
LDS church archives salt lake city utah
special collections LIDS
51

52

second company of gold missionaries consisting of about thirty
men with simpson D huffaker as captain left salt lake city on november
12
1849 just a month after the first company and less than two weeks
121849
kin
before pratt arrington great basin kingdom
74
75
7475
A

george

cannon was among these missionaries he reluctantly
journeyed to the california mines in 1849 having been outfitted by his
it
years
ago
a trip to california
uncle john taylor his serial twenty
appeared in the pages of his juvenile instructor in 1869 and was later
printed in booklet form his recollections of joining with OK smiths group
and the remainder of the trip are invaluable his overall contempt for gold
mining can be seen from this excerpt there was no place that would not
heartily despised the work
rather have gone to at the time than california
of digging gold there is no honorable occupation that would not rather
cannon A trip
follow than hunting and digging gold
trig to california 4455
99
biners 222
also see hafen journals of forty niners
53

Q

1I

1I

I1

54

the total

person

membership of the combined companies now was 545
33
biners 32
hafen journals of forty niners
3233

48

suggested a cutoff
cut off he said that a map had been given to him by elijah
supposedly
posely was
supposely
barney ward a former trapper and mountain man who sup

familiar with the area

moreover smith maintained that the route would cut

five hundred miles off the old spanish trail since it went through the sierra

nevada mountains thus putting them

smiths new route was so
inclined to try it

in

the gold fields

in

55

twenty days

alluring that the majority of the party were

from beaver creek the hunt wagon train moved

southward along the known route to enoch and on towards cedar city on

october 30 near present cedar city apostle charles

C

rich the leading

ecclesiastical authority for the mormon contingency announced that his
cut
followers had voted to take the short
shortcut

the

following day while the tail end of the huge company was

preparing to camp near the present site of cedar city several members of

the party made an interesting discovery of a great deal of iron ore
was the first mentioning of iron deposits

the saints
in

55

ibid

in

56

the area since escalante

this
in

1776

of course were unaware of father escalantes observations

57

the meantime the front portion of the cavalcade proceeded to the

35
34
3435

norta niners
5hafen
chafen
biners 78
hafen journals of nortv

we travelled thirteen miles and camped on a stream called
near iron springs in
muddy7 present coal creek of cedar city
little muddy
west end of the valley on the following day the company saw the immense
57

voct
uoct
oct 31

quantities of rich iron ore hafen journals of forty niners
biners 78 and 184

49
area near newcastle the following day arriving at the fork of the two
trails

58

captain smiths company of packers opted to take the more direct

route which he had suggested and so they turned from the old spanish

trail a few miles southwest of the site of newcastle and traveled
westward passing what

is

now enterprise and moving up shoal creek

59
51

twenty of the mormon missionaries and miners under the leadership of rich
followed after smith

captain hunt was determined to continue on the known and
comparatively safe old spanish trail since many of these men had caused
him a great deal of trouble and had even threatened his life

hunt warned

cut but to no avail all of the
the splintering groups not to take the short
shortcut
company except for seven wagons eleven men two women and three
cut off
children chose to follow smiths suggested cutoff

60

5the
athe
the hunt wagon train

had been pretty disorganized from the start with
stragglers and lingering wagons strewn over many miles of the trail

since
taken short cut at beaver creek hunts expedition
the ill
illtaken
however sincethe
sincethe
was virtually nothing more that several small disfranchised parties
59 A

59astone
stone marker obscurely placed down a dirt road five miles southeast
Astone
of newcastle indicates the separation point see photograph
6oafter
after the division each company stopped to bid the other adieu some
aften
of the men had bored holes in trees filled these with powder and firing
break up of the company
them exploded the trees in symbol of the breakup
james S brown life of a pioneer being the autobiography fo james

brown salt lake city utah george Q cannon & sons 1900 136 A
few days after leaving the old spanish trail george Q cannon said up to
this point we had been traveling on no trail we had followed the course of
streams and were only able to know what our general course was by the
compass there were plenty of trails but they ran in all directions over the
country being made by the indians to suit their local convenience cannon

50

hunt and those few who remained with him proceeded through
mountain meadows and over the great basin rim to the virgin river where
their trail and pratts future course separated

hunts party safely reached

williams ranch on december 22 1849

after eleven days of wandering

in

the scorching desert

it

was evident

to the mormons that smith was completely lost with water and food at a
premium rich and the rest of the mormons decided to return to the old

spanish trail and follow hunts wagon ruts on to california which they
did

61

two days after the mormons turned back smith and a few members
of his party did also

howard egan who followed hunts original company

from salt lake eventually found smith and his party nearly dead not far from

A

trip to california 23

on the morning of november 12th rich proclaimed

1I

am not going to
be led around like this if we go on as we have been going we shall all
am
perish in these mountains well am not going to die here
determined to have my way As soon as can get ready shall start for the
trail and anyone who wants to go with me may do so and anyone who
does not want to go with me may go his own way hafen journals of
forty niners
biners 223 and journal history november 12 1848 rich and his
missionaries hurried south catching up with hunt just two days short of las
vegas rich eventually returned to utah in the fall of 1850 six months
after pratt had returned from his southern expedition richs report of his
findings together with pratts and others helped to determined future
settlements john henry evans charles coulson rich pioneer builder of
the west new york the macmillan company 1936 and leonard J
arrington charles C rich mormon general and western frontiersman
provo utah brigham young university press 1974
I1

1I

1I

1I
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cedar city egan assisted them

in arriving

to california safely

62

one of the splinter groups however was not so lucky this large
group continued on into death valley where the disaster occurred which

gave the valley its name

63

two more wagon trains made the
angeles

in

trip from salt lake city to

the fall of 1849 prior to pratts southern expedition the first of

these was the pomeroy company from missouri

64

the second was

howard egan comprising about forty persons and three wagons
in conclusion

the total

roads

los

led by

115
65

worn paths and
biners helped create well
the forty niners
wellworn

number of people who travelled on the utah segment of

egan kept a detailed account of the distance watering places feed
and suitable camp grounds numbered from one to eighty nine from fort
utah to california his journal was published and made available for a future
travelers guide hunts work in exploring and establishing his trail and his
reports to the church officials augmented by the journal of howard egan
and the report of parley P pratts southern exploring company were
paramount factors in determining the great amount of attention that brigham
young paid to the development of the mormon corridor
sutton utah A
vol 1 476 see appendix number 2 and also hafen
hist
centennial history
journals of forty biners
niners 321
322
321322
621

63jo
journal
urnal history september 20 and october 2 1849 and also see
vailey new york the macmillan company 1930 90bourke lee death valley

116

64

this party which comprised altogether about fifty wagons left salt

Cuca monga rancho on february 1
lake city november 3 and arrived at cucamonga
starving and destitute condition hafen journal of forty niners
biners 43
44
4344
15

this company which

in a

left salt lake city on november 18 1849 made
a fast and successful trip to california in fifty days major egan kept a diary
pignee
of the trip which was published by the egan family in 1917 as pionee
pioneering
diary reprinted in hafen
the west 1846 to 1878 major howard egans D
journal of forty
biners 44
fortv niners
forta
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the southern route between 1847 and the time when pratt utilized the trail
were more than a thousand individuals and probably more than two hundred
and fifty wagons this much traffic it seems would constitute an
identifiable trail even without broken wagons miscellaneous discarded

items and animal carcasses strewn along the route
it is clear that the mormons had obtained a substantial amount of

information concerning the west prior to their exodus from nauvoo

it is

also apparent that they relied heavily on fremonts maps and other available
knowledge from mountain men and traders to analyse possible sites for

settlement during this same period of time but still very little was know
about the central and southwestern portions of the territory
moreover many mormon exploring groups were sent out after their
arrival in the salt lake valley to discover the natural resources and to

determine possible settlement sites based on these observations brigham

young initiated two southern colonies

in

utah and sanpete valleys

by the end of 1849 no one as of yet had carefully reported to

president young exact areas along the southern route
colonization and settlement

in

terms of

jefferson hunt had made some suggestions

but apparently his report was lacking some necessary details

66

regardless no mormons had explored the area south of manti critical
that hunt made a written report for president
assume therefore that they must have spoken to each other

there

is no evidence

young
about the trail
1I

53

information was required to move ahead with settlements along the utah
portion of the southern route

CHAPTER 5

expedition

THE SOUTHERN

NECESSITY FOR

exploration

pioneers and gold
diggers earnestly sought to push across the plains
golddiggers

at the first signs of spring

in

1849

however the extremely long and

intensely cold winter of 18481849
1848 1849 had taken such a toll on salt lake

valleys natural resources that mormon officials feared that the projected
numbers of emigrants desiring to settle

in

the valley would eventually

ap abilities
C
apabilities
exceed the limits of the areas natural capabilities

1

nevertheless when the

ground began to thaw large groups of mormons started for the great basin

moreover thousands of nonmormons
non mormons also joined

utah and beyond to their destinations

in

in

the exodus towards

the gold fields of california

faced with the approaching emigrant parties brigham young began
sending out colonies to absorb and spread the population base thereby

ithe
the excessive cold and heavy snows resulted in considerable suffering
among the residents of the valley even though no one died from the
winter uncertainty over the predicted harvests calculated on those already
living in the valley and on those projected to arrive during the summer
presideny
sideny limiting the number of emigrants that
Pre
justified caution in the first president
came into the valley this year see the journal history april 9 and 12
1849 in addition thomas bullock records that the winters are so cold and
long in utah that rumors are very strong that this severe winter will cause
many to leave the valley in the spring journal history jan 31 1849

54

55

alleviating much of the strain on the salt lake valley to produce and supply
all

the resources for the growing populace

2

As we have seen the first

settlement south of the salt lake valley was established at provo

in

utah

valley during the early spring of 1849 the founding of the second

southern colony at manti

in

the sanpete valley occurred

in

late november

after the 1849 immigrant parties had been assimilated into the
various utah communities president young focused his attention on the
critical need to implement a more comprehensive colonization program for

the forthcoming years

3

desiring to accommodate all the saints who

wished to gather to utah brigham young formalized a strategy which
included settling portions of the territory of deseret and founding towns all

the way to southern california

4

his plan hinged on the idea of stretching a

or a listing and chronology of the creation
for
milton R hunter brigham young the colonizer
news press 1940 361
365 and also richard
361365
alexander eugene E campbell david E miller
provo brigham young university press 1978

utahs settlements see
salt lake city the deseret

of

D poll

thomas

G

eds utahs history
685
684
684685

purpose to argue for or against the concept of an outer
cordon or a comprehensive plan to build a great basin empire for
campbelfs brigham youngs outer cordon
possibilities see eugene E campbells
cordonaA
quarterly 41 summer 1973 220253
reappraisal utah historical quart
220 253
31tt

is not my

stated that we hope soon to
explore the valleys three hundred miles south and also the country as far as
the gulf of california with a view to settlement and to acquiring a seaport
journal history of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints harold
B lee library microfilm collection brigham young university provo utah
march 9 1849 from hereafter noted as journal history
inn march of 1849 brigham young

56
row of settlements or forts from salt lake city to san bernardino

5

As important as the development of a good wagon road along the

southern route was to president youngs ultimate intentions his foremost
6

concern apparently centered around permanent settlements for the saints
his urgent desire to absorb the emigrants and to diversify the population

base away from salt lake citys diminishing resources prompted him to call
on captain jefferson hunt to report on possible settlement sites along the

southern route

7

knowledgable
knowledg
able mormon regarding the
hunt was the most knowledgeable

trail leading to southern california

hunt expressed great enthusiasm for the

project and described several possible locations

hunts suggestions

8

apparently however

lacked details which young was compelled to acquire

before dispatching colonists consequently a more scientific and

microfilm
1872
early history and records of provo utah 1849
18491872
provo
young
B
university
brigham
library
utah
collection harold
lee
november 26 1849
mtv
5tv

gas
As important as weigh stations were along the southern route the
southern expedition was charged to locate settlement sites which could
support large groups of emigrants if however these sites could be use
dual capacity ie for colonies and rest stops then so much the better

jefferson
nefferson hunts report to brigham young was probably only

in a

a

conversation rather than a written account no evidence remains of any
written report or map that was used during this meeting

aln

waln
history vol 1 new york
ain sutton ed utah A centennial hist
wain
475 and leland hargrave
474475
lewis historical publishing co inc 1949 474
creer the founding of an empire the exploration and colonization of
18
310
1856
salt lake city bookcraft 1947 309
309310
utah 1776
17761856
177618
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systematic exploration to the south was necessary

organization

9

AND FORMATION

attempting to facilitate a more extensive exploration govenor young
called on the legislative assembly of the provisional government of the

state of deseret at
P

its november 1849 session to commission elder parley

pratt to raise fifty men with the necessary teams and outfits to conduct

an exploring expedition into the central and southern portions of utah

the

10

newly formed legislature agreed with governor young regarding the

necessity of such a venture and issued the formal invitation to elder pratt as
he sat in the meeting

11

pratt records in his autobiography that they were ready for a
march into the dreary and almost unknown regions of southern utah
parley P pratt the autobiography of parley P pratt salt lake city
deseret book company 1980 365

parley

P

10bh
BH roberts A comprehensive history off the church of jesus christ
provo
day
latterday
3
vol
brigham young university press 1965
saints
of latter
parowan
parow
carowan
nowan
Pa rowan
485 in luella adams daltons history of iron county mission panow
utah utah brigham young university library 1973 2233 she states that
it was the september session of the legislature which commissioned the
southern expedition in orson F whitneys history of utah vol 1 salt
lake city george Q cannon and sons co 1892 420 he maintains that
it was the legislatures december meeting it is clear however that it was
the november legislative session which actually commissioned the
expedition see the report of the southern exploring expedition submitted
to the legislative council of deseret by parley P pratt february 9 1850
LDS church archives hereafter noted as report of the southern expedition

oltit is interesting to note that elder pratt was one of the members of the
nit
legislature who was present in this session if parley knew of this call prior
to hearing his name discussed during the business of the meeting then it
was never recorded

58

figure 5

parley parker pratt

As the expedition was explained parley was to organize and lead a

body of explorers to the southern rim of the great basin and to become

acquainted with the character of the country

in

that area as

it

related to

building a permanent chain of forts or settlements for the saints

his task

was also to maintain a complete record of the soil conditions topography
vegetation streams timber pasture lands and

all

other natural resources

59

and items which might prove significant

settlements

in

determining locations of future

he was also to ascertain and recommend exact sites which

could be immediately colonized

12

following parleys acceptance of the call he set about the task of
raising the necessary funds and manpower to accomplish his mission
it was necessary to choose men for this expedition who were experienced in

many areas

nearly every man who was chosen had some talent which lent

itself to the betterment of the group

13

for example the leadership

capabilities and dedication of parley were very well known by the governor
and legislative assembly of deseret

the ability to scout

and also to talk

and trade with the indians were unique talents of dimick huntington

john brown william henrie and joseph matthews were

all

14

expert

whitney history of utah vol 3 485 also see journal history
november 26 1849 and october 27 1850
12

13

see appendix 4 for

see appendix 9 for
a short biography of each man in addition whitneys history of utah
suggests that some of these explores were mormon minute men he notes
that both thomas ricks and nathan tanner were members of this
association perhaps many of the party of southern explorers were chosen
because of their affiliation in the minute men organization see whitney
history of utah vol 4 157 635
637 also see mary ellen smoot and
635637
marilyn sheriff the city in between history
erville utah
centerville
historv of Cent
bountiful utah carr printing company 1975 157 255
a list of the explorers aand
nd also

brigham young stated that only dimick huntington and alexander
williams had his okay to trade with the indians in utah valley see journal
history may 27 1849
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hunters
clerk

16

15

robert lang campbell was an accomplished camp historian and

william W phelps was a brilliant surveyor and chief engineer

moreover one third of the men had prior experience

in

exploring

17

subsequent to parleys notification his counselors william phelps and
david fullmer were the next men to be called

most of the remaining

individuals learned of the role they were to play in the expedition by the
middle of november

november 9

for example isaac

C

haight wrote

in his

journal on

president brigham young desired me to postpone my

intentions of going to the mines and instead accompany brother parley

pratt to explore the valleys southward
and prepared to go with him

P

accordingly altered my purpose
1I

18

numerous logistical items had to be worked out before the company
could begin their journey

one of the foremost concerns centered around

the time commitment which the expedition would require other issues
involved procuring money for equipment and supplies determining whose

15

all three of these men were called as hunters
vanguard company of 1847 see appendix 9

in

brigham youngs

journal history october 19 1848
men ranged in age from 71 samuel gould to 18 alexander
lemon with the mean age in the mid thirties since the exact date of birth
fifty two men could not be determined the possibility exists
of a few of the fiftytwo
that an older or younger man could have participated and that the average
age therefore might also be inaccurate
17

the

esaac
tsaac
isaac C haight journal
isaac

salt lake city utah

historical department LDS church archives
november 9 1849
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wagons and animals would be utilized and the distance of the trip several
meetings were held
A fund drive

in mid
november
midnovember

to tackle these items and concerns

was sponsored to elicit monies and provisions and many

subscriptions were gathered over a period of a few days

199

by november

18 the only things lacking in their preparations were acquiring a couple

more wagons and some outstanding provisions

raised by the subscriptions and

equipment

20

A total of 23850
238.50
23850

was

239.11
23911 was spent for food and

21

As all the preparations were being completed another meeting was
held on nov 20 in which the first presidency of the church was in

eider pratt would determine when the
elder
attendance it was decided that elderpratt

company would return and exactly how far they would travel

it appears

that the explorers would not be required to go any farther than the present
site of las vegas and that they would return

in

the spring

meeting adjourned presidents brigham young heber

C

22

before the

kimball and willard

for a list of the subscriptions see appendix 2
journal history nov 17 1849 on the november 18 aa
1aA meeting
was held in the bowery at 11 am at which ezra T benson parley P pratt
and heber C kimball preached and a collection was made for the southern
exploring company amounting to 186.02
18602 journal history nov 18
1849
20
20journal

21

see appendix

2 and 3 for a list of the contributors donations and

expenses
brigham young said that
the exploring expedition south and will be
journal history november 26 1849
back in the spring
22

62

richards blessed parley and david fullmer preparatory to their departure

the

23
21

following day a few of the brethren began to gather at john

browns new home on cottonwood creek near 13th east and 7200 south
the vicinity of fort union

224

browns property was a good rendezvous

since it was nearly the southern most house
recorded on november 23

in

in

the valley

25

isaac

C

haight

bade adieu to all on earth that is desirable my

wives children and home to go with PP pratt and a company of fifty men

to find a valley for another settlementof
settlement of the saints
mountains of israel

226

in

the south part of the

by the evening of november 22 most of the men

including parley had arrived to join the assembly

27

by the afternoon of november 23 a meeting commenced at browns
23jo
journal
urnal history november 20 1849

parley P pratt wrote that his company was raised armed equipped
and ready for a march into the dreary and almost unknown regions of
southern utah parley P pratt autobiography of parley P pratt salt
366
365366
lake city deseret book company 1980 365
24

25n

the company was

organized at captain browns residence on
cottonwood about the only house then intervening between salt lake city
422
and the provo settlement whitney history of utah vol 1 421
421422
also see journal history november 21 1849 and map 2

saac
isaac

261
211 esaac

C

haight journal november 23 1849

took leave of my family and great salt lake city on thursday the
22nd nov 1849 reached captain browns the same evening where many
of the company had already arrived report of the southern expedition
under the date november 22 1849 in addition on this same evening
totalling
to
talling over 220
another body of pioneers led by isaac morley and hotalling
members were making their first nights camp 135 miles south of salt lake
in sanpete valley history of sanpete and emery counties utah
ogden
utah WH lever 1898 12
2799
27

1

I
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home where more than forty men organized themselves into the southern
exploring company

the assembly was

called to order by parley who gave

instructions relative to the necessity of preserving peace order and good
feelings during the expedition

228

the group decided to employ the

identical

military organization that had functioned in bringing the saints across the

plains

29

division

however

the

in

this instance men not wagons were the units of

plan consisted of a captain over the fifty and then five

additional captains over ten men each

the

o
030

men voted parley to be the president of the company with

william phelps and david fullmer as his counselors

john brown to be the captain of the fifty with isaac

another vote authorized
C

haight joseph

green
ephraim
and josiah arnold as captains of
joseph
horne
home
matthews

tens

in addition

brother phelps was elected topographical engineer with

ephraim green as chief gunner and robert
historian

L

all the voting carried unanimously

hitch up to morrow morning after breakfast

28

pratt autobiography of parley

21

on the outset

P

campbell as clerk and
331

the meeting adjourn to

132
32

pratt 366

appears that this was to be a religious organization as
well as a systematic exploration
it

m young the colonizer 39
brigham
hunten
47
hunter bri
3947
lunter

301

3robert
arobert
robert

journal historical department LDS church
archives salt lake city utah november 23 1849
32

L

campbell

see appendix

7 letter A

64

the

exploring company was outfitted and supplied under the direction

of the council of fifty

33

twenty four yoke of oxen pulled twelve large
twentyfour
34

wagons loaded with supplies including a large quantity of indian trade

thirty eight saddle horses and mules furnished mounts for
thirtyeight
driving a wagon or the one carriage

all

those not

these animals would enable the

company to explore off the wagon trail or road

robert campbells wagon

provided the odometer to measure distances and several other scientific

instruments such as a thermometer to record temperatures and other
devices to measure latitude and longitude
pulled a brass field piece cannon

A

15
35

ephraim

greens wagon

few of the wagons were loaded with

blankets and various supplies and tools while others were filled with food

they recorded taking seven beeves 150 pounds of flour per man besides
crackers bread and meat

36

in addition all forty
seven men on
fortyseven

the roster

were equipped with firearms and a sufficient amount of ammunition

leonard J arrington great basin kingdom
nebraska press 1958 86
33

lincoln university of

of fifty was originally organized by joseph smith in the
spring of 1844 to provide a pattern of political government under the
direction of the presiding priesthood authorities the council preformed
various duties through out its existence after the westward migration one
of the responsibilities of the council concerned implementing specific duties
of the territorial legislature such as outfitting the southern expedition

the council

34john
john brown ed autobiography of john brown 1820
1896
18201896
1941 107
lake stevens and wallis co 1941y

campbell journal november 23 1849 and journal history
november 23 1849
35

journal history november 23 1849

salt

65
FROM SALT LAKE VALLEY TO THE SEVIER

the

day before the southern exploring company set out on their

to president young informing him of the
mission parley wrote a letter topresident

organization of the expedition
fitted out and

in

pratt concluded by saying

good spirits and we now commend ourselves to the lord

and to your prayers and that of the church

the

37

company had barely started for provo when a snow storm

enveloped them near draper
in

we are well

38

after securing the cattle the men huddled

their wagons or around the camp fire as the storm unleashed its ferocity

on the intrepid party

39

hampered by a foot of snow the company passed by fort utah
provo on november 27 and recorded seeing the fort composed of fifty

seven log houses one hundred rods from the provo river on a little over 17

acres of ground

0o
40

the

37

see apendix
appendix

38

the expedition

exploring party continued on another 75
7.5
75 miles

7 lettera
ietter
letter A

probably left during the winter so they could complete
their mid
november harvest see eugene campbell establishing zion the
midnovember
mormon church in the american west 1847
18
1869 salt lake city utah
18471869
184718
771
77 secondly the explorers could expect a
75
signature books 1988 75771
7577
very favorable climate in southern utah during the winter

campbell journal november 24 1849 and journal history
november 24 1849
31

journal november 27 1949 excerpts from campbells
journal were used to write the bulk of the official report of the southern
exploring company and also much of the account in the journal history
oC
ocampbell
campbell
campbeli
ampbell

66

AA

plow

low

dud
dua

figure 6 samuel appersons
jeppersons drawing of fort utah

67

camped in some cottonwoods at hobble creek

41
4

that evening parley

william phelps and david fullmer went back to the fort and held a meeting
for the provo settlers

over the next three days the company travelled on a good firm wagon
road crossing into juab valley

42

they continued down the valley passing

by mt nebo on november 30

43

that afternoon they started

up salt creek

canyon where they camped a few miles past the entrance of the canyon

44

along the way they recorded several choice areas for possible

cambell journal november 27 1849 and journal history november
27 1849
41

42

juab valley they came upon

a bottomless spring where indian
year old inhabited
eightyearold
ledgends
ds claimed a hairy being about the size of an eight
ledgen
in

the spring and came out at night making strangle noises to frighten and
inqui
ledgerd said that once captured you would
inquistive
stive indians the ledgend
snatch inquisitive
be drawn into the bottomless pit forever journal history november 29
1849

4while
awhile
while passing mt nebo william phelps pointed out to the men that
this was the highest peak in the wastach
mastach mountain range and that a few
months early he had climbed to the top of the mountain to made some
observa tions phelps was utahs surveyor general and cheif
scientific observations
engineer see journal history april 28 1849 august 24 1849 and
november 30 1849
Peteet neet creek colonel john scott the marshal for
while camped at peteetneet
the area arrived in the camp of the southern expedition asking for
assistance from the explorers in tracking some horse thieves nine men
were dispatched to go with the officer but were cautioned by parley not to
be gone more than two days on the evening of november 30 the men
who accompied marshal scott returned and reported that they had followed
theives all the way to the sevier where they decided to conclude
the horse cheives
30 1849
the chase and return journal history november 28
2830
44
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settlements

45

the explorers seemed to

have enjoyed the evening campfires and

many
nights were spent huddled around camp fires telling
als
devotionals
devotion

stories discussing doctrine or relating spiritual accounts where the lords
guiding hand had been manifested

many of these nightly meetings lasted

trav ellers should have
long into the night probably hours after these tired travellers
been a sleep

moreover throughout the expedition several faith promoting

experiences occurred

446

for example during the evening of november 29

dan jones reported feeling very

ill

after having hands

robert campbell prophesied that god would heal

laid on his head

him and restore his health

he would be preaching the gospel
and vigor so that when the day came that
thathe
teathe

to the congregations of the world that he would have the roar of a lion

another man also came forth and was blessed this prompted alexander
wright to relate an experience of the prior night

in

which he was so

ill

that

he asked for a blessing by the laying on of hands and was now perfectly
well

following these accounts the camp joined

in

singing one of parleys

45j0
journal
urnal history november 29
30 1849 also see appendix 8 for the
2930
settlement sites recommended by the southern expedition
41 in

many ways the southern expeditions nightly devotionals resembled
the meetings that were experienced during the 1834 trek of zions camp
in fact parley and nathan tanner both participated in this march from
kirtland ohio to the outskirts of jackson county missouri see roger D
launius zions camp expedition to missouri 1834 missouri herald
publishing house 1984 39

69

ye slumbering nations who have slept

hymns

parley told of the origins of the hymn

he had written

while preaching the gospel in new york

speaking

in

it a

few years earlier

he went on to rehearse how the

power of god was displayed so remarkably
in

following the singing

in

prayers visions healings and

tongues as he and others fulfilled their mission to new york

dimick huntington related similar experiences in preaching the gospel to the
indians

the next evening

many members of the company stayed up late to

discuss gods angels and prophets

47

indeed the evening devotionals

were some of the most memorable times of the entire expedition

the explorers

made their way up salt creek canyon and descended

pitch valley
San
down into the sanpitch
sanditch

48

parley and dimick left the body of the

company and travelled on to the manti settlement which was less than two

weeks old when the company of explorers reached manti on december 3
they found parley very
wagons

17

ill

and therefore decided to rest a day and repair their

49

see journal history november 29
30 1849 campbell journal
2930

30 1849 and also haight journal november 29
30 1849
november 29
2930
2930
4899

in this place we discovered a large mount of light
lightcolored
colored formation

which was said to be plaster of paris john brown journal historical
department LDS church archives salt lake city utah december 1
1849 they also found a sizable salt deposit appearently the naming of
salt creek canyon correlates with these deposits john christopher
armstrong diary historical department LDS church archives salt lake
city utah december 1 1849 and journal history december 1 1849
parley wrote president young a letter before leaving manti
appendix 7 letter B for the contents
49

see

70
parley had gone ahead to call for additional volunteers for his

expedition

consequently when the company moved out of manti on

december 5 their numbers were increased by five men and two wagons

o
050

proceeding down the sanpete valley the explorers came upon
mountain man barney wards wagon road and followed it for two days until

they reached the sevier river

51

OVER THE MOUNTAINS THROUGH BROWNS PASS

late

in

the evening of december 6 five indians came into the

explorers encampment to notify them that chief walker and a large hunting
party were only a few miles south on the sevier river

52

A

tense hush

fell

over the men as they realized the probabilities of confronting the indians in

the morning would the indians be friendly or hostile
evening was spent preparing for an encounter

53

the remainder of the

it was clear

that they

50the
the five men who joined the expedition at manti were madison D
event and john
hambleton gardner G potter sylvester hewlet edward evertt
lowry jr the company now consisted of 52 men 15 wagons ox teams
and 37 horses and mules

see map number

2

52jo
journal
urnal history december 6 1849 and campbell journal december

661849
1849

got so cold after the indians came into the camp that some of the
men brought out a fiddle and danced to keep themselves warm in addition
the music took some of the tension out of the air and put the explorers as
well as the indians at ease john armstrong wrote the indians were very
pleased to see and hear the singing and dancing armstrong journal
december 6 1849
511t
it

71

would be ready for either situation

the explorers saw the

indians as a valuable resource as far as

knowledge of the trails were concerned in hopes of securing amicable
relations they had brought along a significant supply of trade goods food to

share and special greetings from brigham young

54

however underlying

feelings of mistrust and suspicion prompted many of the explorers to view

the indians more as an impediment than as an asset for example
whenever an animal turned up missing they usually blamed the indians
ffinst
rst
first
i

55

consequently more guards were usually posted when indians were

known to be

in

the area

56

pratt read a letter to the indian chief from president young the
letter told of the sack of flour that the big mormon chief had sent to the
ute chief see journal history december 7 1849 and campbell journal
december 7 1849 concerning the large quantity of indian trade goods see
brown autobiography of john brown 107 and pratt autobiography of
parley P pratt 365366
365 366
54v

after an ox was found missing john brown wrote it belonged to
captain horns team and was supposed to have been stolen by the indians
brown autobiography of john brown 106 robert campbell recorded that
they found indian tracks next to the path of another ox that mysteriously
walked away campbell journal march 22 1850 on another occasion
55

they captured an indian with one of their missing horses armstrong
journal december 12 1849
51

skepticism towards the indians prompted the company to closely guard
their animals when indians were around for example robert campbell
noted that after one ox was stolen the company responded by posting six
guards that night three more than usual campbell journal march 18
1850 on january 1 1850 the journal history reads having seen the
indians kept strict guard that night for additional references see
campbells journal on march 22 1850 and journal history december 3031 1849

72

perhaps more as a deterrent than as a weapon of attack each man
brought with him a rifle and ammunition
a cannon

57

in

proportion

the party

also towed

overall however the indians proved to be friendly and

helpful as on this occasion when chief walker and his hunting party

cordially greeted the explorers

51
58

walker offered to trade with them

if

they

57

only once were tensions possibly stressed to the point of bloodshed
between the indians and the explorers late in the evening on new years
day just north of the santa clara and rio virgin confluence a group of
indians equalling the number of the forward company of explorers
surrounded the encampment the indians were well armed with bows and
poisonous arrows in luella adams daltons history of iron county mission
assion
ission
pa nowan
parowan
carowan
rowan utah utah brigham young university library 1973 2233 she
states a band of indians attacked them someone in the group wanted to
show them what their guns could do as they only had bows and arrows
but parley P pratt said no no we dont want any bloodshed they made
a barricade by digging into the sand and piling their saddles and equipment
on top the indian arrows went wild some falling far short of them As
they watched far into the night the indians disappeared and they were left
alone in the desert
four other accounts seem to confirm a different version of the story
1
journal
history
january
1850 records that the chief of these
the
indians welcomed them cordially wishing to be friendly with walkers band
of utes the americans and all good people the chief strongly invited the
brethren to settle amongst his people and raise something to eat the
company gave the indians presents of flour dried meat and peas fed them
them they joining with much glee in the chorus of bro pratts
and sang for thern
new hymn 0 come come away also see campbell journal january 1
1850 haight journal january 1 1850 and brown journal january 1
1850
it appears that daltons account comes from an oral interview from
the son of samuel gould gould however was not a member of the
forward company nevertheless it is impossible to confirm or deny her
account

5the
athe
the

indians were most helpful when they were serving as guides
they were only detrimental to the expedition when they were stealing
livestock or causing them to spend additional time guarding the animals
see footnote 54 regarding indian thievery

73
would only backtrack a few miles to a site he fancied

59

reluctantly

lon on the
ion
parley rerouted the company back to walkers preferred cocat
location
locat

banks of the sevier river

80
60

the explorers traded often
expedition

61

with the indians throughout the

on this instance however

it

was the indians who initiated

the exchange soon after negotiations commenced walker became
an d refused to accept brigham youngs letter of greeting and sack
infuriated and
of flour

the

difficulty resulted from the fact that

and many of his tribe had not yet arrived

john armstrong wrote

59
51john

walkers brother arapeen
araleen

in addition many in his tribe

left camp at nine oclock got one

were

mile on

the road met walker the indian chief who turned us back about two and
12 miles the company all dissatisfied with the back track armstrong
journal december 7 1849
60 in

describing the sevier river it seems that robert campbell was
relying on dan jones seafaring experience when he wrote the sevier is a
noble river several feet deep with a sluggish current and having much the
appearance of the jordan but considerable larger it is apparently navigable
journal history december 6 1849 and campbell
for small steamers
journal december 6 1849 in describing the general area john armstrong
wrote ought to be called severe valley A large dreary wilderness a
it
complete barren waste armstrong journal december 6 1849
61

several journals detail occurrences of bartering with the indians other
1
than on this instance with walker for example john brown wrote
bought about a gallon of corn from an indian and gave him some flour for it
we also gave them some presents on another occasion brown recorded
an unusual trade between a member of the forward company and an indian
who asked for a blanket assuming the indian was cold the explorer
handed him his saddle blanket moments later the indian had slipped away
oraghy
orathy
autobiography
with the blanket leaving his bow and arrow behind brown autobio
109 111 also see campbell journal january 1 7 and
of john brown 109111
march 14 1850 and haight journal march 14 1850
I

74
suffering terribly from the measles
many members of his party arrived

62

63

later that morning arapeen
araleen and
tensions subsided after the sack of

flour was divided between the brothers

64

way and
shumway
towards afternoon elijah alias barney ward charles Shurn

james allred came into the camp these three men had been exploring the
area and found salt iron ore and some good stone coal nearby

185
65

parley

decided to remain at the camp the rest of the day and try to learn of the

area that lay ahead of them

later that afternoon

a council meeting was held with chief walker

barney ward and the leadership of the southern expedition it appears that

the county south southwest and southeast was discussed parley was
informed that there

wasnt

a pass over the mountains to the

62

the next day as the expedition

13

after arapeens party arrived

southeast he

nears coal creek they discover chief
walkers mother laying on the banks of the stream she was old and sick
and had been left there to die see journal history december 8 1849 and
campbell journal december 8 1849

because so many of
the indians were sick with measles journal history december 7 1849
a dog was sacrificed

64

robert campbell goes on to say that they traded some with the
campbell journal
indians but the indians wanted too much for nothing
december 8 1849
brown autobiography of john brown 107
10788 robert campbell went
way was going to inform brigham young of the minerals
shumway
on to say that Shurn
they had found in this area campbell journal december 8 1849
moreover the following day we left walker and took up the east side of
the river we crossed a creek where stove coal had been found specimens
of which ward and company showed us journal history december 8
1849
65

75

was also advised not to go
parched and destitute

66

in

that direction because the country was

parley showed walker his map and asked him to

like an experienced

point out the areas which he was acquainted with

the chief pointed out on the map several areas and told them

geographer

about the conditions pertaining to each one

117
67

he also showed them

where on the rio virgin that they could raise corn

the

explorers were amazed with walkers knowledge of the territory

primitive map
and his ability to interpret their primitive

188
68

walker and ward agreed

that the explorers should proceed south and then turn up a canyon to the
west and there they would find a pass which would take them over the
mountains to the southern route

that

69

evening at walkers request parley dan jones and dimick

huntington went to the chiefs camp and blessed many of the sick indians
rebuking their disease and laying hands on them
in addition

in

the name of jesus

70

they also gave them some tea coffee sugar bread meat some

parley and john brown had gone out earlier in search of a pass over
the mountains to the southeast armstrong journal december 7 1849
67

report of the southern expedition december

5 1849

report of the southern expedition december 7 1849 and also the
journal history december 7 1849
68

armstrong journal december 7 1849
journal history december 8 1849 in addition walker took a
particular liking to dan jones he said good little man he know great
spirit ivan J barrett captain dan jones salt lake city hawkes
103
publishing inc 1989 99
99103
70 70journal

76
good medical advice and some presents

71

walker was so pleased with

Amm ornah with the explorers to
the gifts that he decided to send his brother ammornah

guide them along their way saying that he would have gone himself

people had not been so

if his

72
ill

before the company separated the next morning walker again
became upset with the explorers it was his intention to trade or sell some
paiute slave
children whom he considered guilty of bringing the measle
slavechildren
plague upon his tribe

the confrontation became heated

informed the chief that they could not buy the children

responded by saying he would
them

kill all

the children

if

73

only after parley

walker

parleys men did not buy

quick talking
he then selected a young boy and shot him dead with quicktalking

and a persuasive argument parley convinced the chief not to
remaining children

74

kill

the

soon after the two groups parted company

over the next ten days the explorers trudged down the sevier
blizzard conditions

the

trail was often obscured by deep snow

in

in

7barrett
abarrett
barrett captain dan jones 101
71jo
journal
urnal history december 7 1849 and also
expedition december 7 1849

report of the southern

73
73dimick

dimick huntington interpreted between parley and walker

1829 1915
anderson sketch of the life of john lowry jr 18291915
john lowry manuscript collection located in the university of utah special
collections department salt lake city utah 5 in addition isaac haight
said that they were about to leave when they shot a young pah utah boy
as a sacrifice that the sickness may stop for another source see haight
journal december 8 1849 also see journal history december 8 1849
and campbell journal december 8 1849
710live
olive

77
addition the temperature hovered well below zero

15
75

the

whipping winds

blew a biting chill through the air taking a tremendous toll on both man and

beast

776

their indian guide became disconcerted over the cold weather

coupled with a lingering illness and chose to abandon the company after
77

four days

the

explorers continued on their journey crossing the partially to

completely frozen river several times

on the evening of december

11

1849 after returning from a scouting trip parley rode into the camp with a
cleverly devised way to relay the good news that he had found the trail

ahead

78

parley sang

75 tv

thermometer 21 degrees below zero extremely severe frost the
river frozen hard thermometer 10 degrees below zero at 9 pm
campbell journal december 10 1849 and also the journal history
december 10 1849
76 vi

this night

7711

A band of

the coldest we have had both of my feet
frozen the following day armstrong continued by saying the cold wind
almost cut their faces as they travelled armstrong journal december 9loy
101849
lor 1849
is one of

lake ute indians were camped above the creek ammon

sp said that the company of explorers did not make medicine enough for
him that there was an old medicine squaw at the indian camp that he
would go there and that if he got better in two or three days he would
follow and overtake them he never rejoined the expedition journal
history december 11 f 1849
78

perhaps walker and ward had advised the explorers to take the clear
creek canyon trail over to the southern route if this was the case then
why didnt they turn west on the old spanish trial near sevier utah one
explanation could be that their indian guide was too sick and cold to
recognize the trail when the company came upon it on december 11 1849
another possibility is that they may have thought the trail was further
ahead it is interesting to note that on december 11 parley had sent

78

0 boys weve found the

trail

leading thro a beautiful vale
weve found out the trail boys
where over we go
tis a rich grassy vale
mid the mountains of snow
and the meadows beyond
it look pleasant and fair
and the evergreen forest
is flourishing there
0 come come away
to this sweet southern vale
through the mountains of snow
79
trail79
trall
boys weve found the trail

parley had found the way over the mountain pass that led into a
Marys vale
beautiful vale present day marysvale

getting to this valley however took

considerable effort As the canyon walls closed

in on

the east and west the

company was forced to build a new trail over a spur of the rocky

landscape

0O
80

they ascended the narrow steep canyon

all

the time aiming

for the gap at the crest of the mountain where the river had frozen

there they picked

81

up a branch of the spanish trail and followed it down into

the valley parley was so delighted with the area that he named

it

merry

scouting parties ahead however it is unclear as to whether they were
looking for a pass to the west or for the pass which led them down into
Marys
marysvale
vale the following day
71

80

campbell journal december

11

1849

nthermometer
thermometer 21 degrees below
sides they contain quicksilver mercury
december 10 1849

the mountains

high on both
come 10 miles
haight journal

the last quarter of a mile being very steep we doubled teams for
200 yards in traveling through rocks and a forest of cedar and shrub pine
journal history december 12 1849
81

79

vale

9982
82

continuing up the river for two days they reached the forks of the

sevier where they camped on the southwest fork the other fork bore
eastwardly a lofty range of mountains divided the river this had been a
difficult two days journey as demonstrated by john armstrongs journal

entry on december 13 1849

travelled six miles today had hard work breaking the ice to cross the
river one ox fell down in the river and the wagon went over it and
went
broke one horn and cut it but it sustained no other damage
out with brother pratt to explore the mountains rode hard all day and
when we got back to camp was so tired cant stand nor sit down
walked as well as
could not lift my leg up to step in the wagon
slipped off to bed rubbed my
prayerslipped
could and blew the trumpet for prayer
limbs trembling all the time with cold my teeth chattering in my head
truly thought of home and a good comfortable bed
I1

I1

I1

1I

1I

1I

1I

unfortunately the trail only grew worse on december 15 robert
campbell wrote

the

valley terminated in an impassable canyon and abrupt

chain of mountains sweeping before and on each hand and the river rushing
like a torrent between perpendicular rocks

for two days while scouts were sent

in

883

the company remained here

every direction to find walker and

wards pass

12 parley

remarked that the name of this valley just came into his mind
merry vale now marysvalel
Marys vale
marysvale
vaie
he went on to say that he had not felt so
much at home since he left juab valley he had no doubt that this cozy
campbell journal
little nook in the mountains would be settled
december 12 1849
83

1849

this

Cir cleville
is now called circleville

canyon journal history december 15

80
in

the late evening on december 16 capt brown and robert

campbell returned from a scouting mission where they reported

11

a route

very difficult but not impassable winding over a succession of canyons
with steep ascents and descents nearly perpendicular

and cobblestones all the way

in

places with rocks

john brown confirmed that

impractical but barely possible

81
84

it

was

poking a little fun at parleys song a

few days before robert sang a little tune with these words

weve

found out the trail boys
where over we go
it lies thro the mountains
deeply covered with snow
its rough rocky road
the route we have been
but there is plenty of deer
for for them we have seen
we looked away far beyond
but nothing could we see
save the blue expanse of ether
so clear and so free
but to a high mountain
some of us did ago0
and we spied out a trail
g081
9081
9086
9085
where the mountains can go86

after hearing

a more detailed description of the pass from

john brown

it81 it was
and john bankhead the men shouted jubilantly we can go it86
campbell journal december 16 1849 and journal history december
16
1849
161849
81

85

ibid

nibleys
brown journal december 16 1849 in preston Ni
LDS
bleys
courage salt lake city publishers press 1971 52stories of faith and co
59 he includes a story about the southern expedition by an unknown
first person account written at least thirty years after the
author this is a firstperson
86
86brown

81

attemping
att
emping this perilous mountain
clear from captain browns report that attempting

pass during the winter would require a herculean effort on the part of the
men and beasts

87

present day
for the next five days their journey over much of presentday
highway 20 took them across several rugged mountain passes with a

succession of hills and divides

88

places where the trail was

in many

almost perpendicular they had to let down the wagons with ropes by
hand in several other places they had to draw up the cattle by hand while

they

in

turn drew up the wagons

89

the company descended and

ascended these steep rocky passes while much of the way shoveling snow
as high as 4466 foot

in

90

order to make a trail

occasionally they dismounted

their horses and stamped a double track where the animals and wagons
would follow

in

some places twenty men would use axes spades and

trek from the details given in the story plus information have gathered
while working on this thesis have been able to clearly determine that the
author was john H bankhead although do not quote from this source
found his account very informative and accurate
I1

1I

1I

87

they named the pass browns pass

brown
18

in

honor of its discovererjohn
discoverer john

journal history december 16 1849

see map number

2 december 18
22 1849
1822

89report
report of the southern expedition december 17
20 1849
1720
89

90report
report of the southern expedition december 17
20 1849 and
1720
journal history december 17
20 1849
1720
90

1I

82
picks to open up narrow gaps in the trail

91

A

few of these nights the

company camped apart because the work was so tedious and the terrain so
difficult

92

once when

it

seemed as

if

few of the men began to despair

there was no way out of the mountains a
93

this discouragement quickly turned

into animosity as they continued to struggle through the rough ascents and

damd capt
descents tempers flared when schyler jennings swore and adamd

jones

in

gods

name to take his horse away from near his wagon and

threatened him with club

in

hand

94

parley responded by scolding the men and commanding them to stop
all

the folly nonsense and vanity that he had seen displayed

by saying that their guardian angels

grieved on account of cursing

in

as well as the

lords

he continued

spirit were

the name of the lord and that he would

have no fellowship with people who did so he concluded by recommending

they all pray for gods forgiveness so the lord would not hedge up their
way

while parley was speaking schyler jennings said

in

the hearing of

george matson and john lowry that he had a good mind to black his
gigg
9111
91

myself capt jones phelps fullmer dustin and 20 others waded on
foot among the snow axes spades and picks in hand preparing the way for
the wagons which followed campbell journal december 17 1849
92

ibid

93

brown autobiography of john brown 110

14 campbell

18
1849
181849

journal december 18 1849 and journal history december

83

parleys mouth and used the word damned

95

after this parley dan

jones william wordsworth and robert campbell climbed into
and prayed for the

lords forgiveness

a carriage

96

fortunately on december 20 parley and john brown rode into camp
toward evening and reported a pass had been discovered leading to the

southern route

97

the following

evening the exhausted explorers set up

camp on the northern extremity of little salt lake valley

98

upon reaching

mountain scape
the valley john armstrong turned around and looked at the mountainscape
which they had just come through and wrote

must mention here that we have fought with the storms and
tempests and it must have been by and thru the divine
interposition of the providence of god who led nephi of old
that we were brought over these mountains to look at them it
would be said that no white man could do it or be rash enough
to undertake it or have enterprising spirit enough to attempt it
the mormons are the boys for such expeditions they fear
neither canyon mountain snow storms gullies or rivers
because they know they are led by the mighty god of
1

I

jacob

99

journal history december 18
19 1849
1819
campbell journal december 18 1849
As terrible as the weather and terrain was to endure it appears that
the snow may have been a godsend the loose rock and cobblestones
would have undoubtedly crippled many of the animals had not the snow
97

been there to cushion their steps

here isaac hatch reported that gold and silver existed

in

the

his mineral rod was attracted most strongly and he was
mountains for
sanguine that he could find gold journal history december 21 1849

armstrong journal december

21

1849

84
BEYOND THE RIM AND BACK

the company continued

their journey southward camping on the

Para gonah on december 23
meadows of red creek now paragonah

were completely exhausted and

it

was considered absolutely necessary to

rest them in addition many wagons were

consequently

it

all the oxen

in

serious need of repair

00
100
loo

was the decision of a council meeting to divide the

company thus enabling a portion of the men to continue exploring to the

rio virgin by pack animals while the balance of the company remained to
guard the cattle repair wagons and to explore the surrounding region
it was also decided

that david fullmer be

in

101

charge of the thirty men of the

wagons company while parley directed the twenty men of the forward
group

102

furthermore joseph matthews and schyler jennings were given

honorable furloughs to carry mail back to salt lake city

on christmas day the men remained

in

103

camp writing letters to loved

ones robert campbell and parley also wrote letters to brigham young

Oo
tec
loo
loc
tecreport
ooreport
Report

101
loi

of the southern expedition

25 1849
december 22
2225

journal history december 24 1849

thirty division of the company had more to do with the
twentythirty
the twenty
athe
ithe
tthe
102

number of healthy horses and pack animals than anything else see
appendix 5 for a listing of the twenty men of the forward group

treport
report
port
of
the southern
tRe
ire
103

expedition december 24
26 1849 both men
2426
were given a horse and food to last their journey in addition the selection
of schyler jennings may have had something to do with his threats towards
dan jones and parley a few days earlier

85
informing him of the status of the expedition

104

some of the men who

had been selected to go south busied themselves by fixing up their pack

saddles and jerking meat the forward company chose to take 30 pack
horses and mules for their trip leaving 5 horses and

all

the oxen to the

wagon company

around noon on december 26 parley called
together
in

in his

all fifty
fiftytwo
two men

address he told the explorers that they would share equally

any glory they may later receive whether they carried the mail stayed

with the wagons or continued on to the rio virgin

he also gave specific

instructions to david fullmer and the wagon company never to have more
half of their force away from camp at one time they could send
than one
onehalf

out exploring parties for 10 days

if

needful but for no longer after he

finished joseph matthews and schyler jennings started for salt lake city
and the forward group proceeded south towards the virgin

even though exploring was a serious business occasionally amusing
incidents occurred one such occasion happened shortly after the forward

company left paragonah
Para gonah for the south

earlier parley had borrowed robert

campbells horse for the trip south this left robert without a horse for the
journey

robert smith jokingly volunteered his unbroken mule comanche

surprisingly robert accepted his offer the company saw the offer more as
a dare than an act of kindness since the entire party including

see appendix 7 letter
10see
losee

C

robert

86
campbell were well aware of the fiery temperament of smiths mule
humilitated
not wishing to be thrown off the mule and hu
militated
men robert had his legs tied to the saddle of the mule

in

front of the

just three

miles

after starting the mule stumbled over a gopher hole leaped backwards and
fore legs
both rider and saddle slipped over the animals head and forelegs

the next

instant robert campbell found himself amid the infinite merriment of the
whole company still astride of the saddle but with it safely landed on terra
ffirma
irma

005
105

another humorous episode resulted when john armstrong attempted
to burn what he thought was a wolf out of a large stand of grass just off the
side of the trail

after setting fire to the tall grass john ran back to the

wagons and told some of the men to watch what ran out of the grass
moments later isaac brown came running out isaac was apparently too
occupied

in

companions

fastening his pants to laugh along with his cackling
log
106
06

within a few miles parleys company came to the present site of
parowan
carowan and commented that the location would make an excellent

settlement

robert campbell noted the abundance of natural resources and

the rich fertile soil

107

continuing down the southern route they came to

105journa
journal history december 26 1849
I

log
106
106armstrong

armstrong journal december 2 1849

tcampbell
campbell
campbeli
tC ampbell journal december 26 1849

107

expedition december 26 1849

and report of the southern

87
muddy creek

here thousands of acres of junipers

now cedar city

flourished with an almost inexhaustible supply of fuel

in

the form of coal

underneath consequently they renamed muddy creek coal creek
while employing the telescope to see the forests
reported

in

the center of these forests rises a

he went on to say

108
iob
lob

in

the distance campbell

hill

of the richest iron ore

water soil fuel timber and mineral wealth of this and

little salt lake valleys are capable of sustaining and employing from

50000 to 100000 inhabitants

all of

which would have these resources

more conveniently situated than any other settlements the company has

seen west of the states

log
10
109

the southern expeditions
most famous accomplishment
108
101t

loit

10
110
lio
llo

rediscovery of the iron ore constitutes their

one reason for this could be the fact

at this juncture that robert campbells journal
and also the journal history become replete with past tense terminology of
course past tense is used throughout both journals but here those terms
are magnified in number it seems to be that much of the next two weeks
will be recorded anywhere from two to five days after the events
moreover the journalists will write about two to three days of events under
the date of the first entry for examples see the journal history december
31 and campbell journal december 2731
27 31
27
2731
is interesting to note

journal history december 28 1849

ttcthis
this

is a rediscovery

because in escalantes journal he earlier recorded
the mineral deposits near the present site of cedar city moreover several
groups of forty biners
niners recorded the iron deposits on their way to california
if fact parley was even told by some south bound trav
ellers of the largest
travellers
iron ore deposits see father silvestre velez de escalante father
77
escalantes journal with related documents and maps 1776
177677
translated and edited by cecil J alter utah historical quarterly july
1943 and october 1943 63 and leroy R hafen and ann W hafen
journals of forty
fonty miners
fortyminers
biners glendale california the arthur H clark
niners

88

ploughshares
shares wire
that iron was desperately needed by 1849 to make plough
skillett
sk illets horse and oxen shoes nails
fences scythes utensils stoves skillets
ili since iron was heavy and
wagon tires and scores of other items lii
111

difficult to transport to the salt lake valley from either the east or west

everyone was urged to conserve their iron products and to bring any excess
iron to the attention of their respective leaders
in

the first epistle issued by president young

for iron was made to the church membership

plans for

utahs

12
112

in

cail
cali
call
1849 the official
officialcall

soon after this epistle

first iron foundry were proposed and submitted

A call for

skilled workmen to operate the furnace was sent throughout the

membership of the saints and even as far as western europe

113

in

the

company 1954 3643
36 43 also see chapter one for further references
ili
lii one of the worst deficiencies we had experienced was with respect
ilione
111one
to iron to manufacture or repair with but as many of the diggers left their
wagons on the other side of the ferries or sold them to the ferrymen
mormons
cormons
Mor mons to burn up as fuel or had done so themselves tons and tons of
iron used in the manufacture of wagons were brought into the valley and
arrington great basin kingdom 67used up for every variety of purpose
68
111

tedgar
ledgar
edgar levi
lev

young founding of utah salt lake city charles
204 205
scribners sons 1923 204205
112

pratt
orson
a
in iowa
in
tin
lin
presidency
letter
to
addition
first
sent
tln
stated we also want you to select mechanics of the best kind such as
bloomers molders and all kinds of furnace operators in the most difficult
departments for we want to establish an iron foundry without delay we
also want you to forward us one or more mechanics or practical operators
113
aln

in

elting assaying mixing compounding dividing subdividing and proving
smelling
smelting
sm
all sorts of metals and minerals and have them bring all tests and apparatus
they will need to operate with them journal history october 12 1849
also see young founding of utah 204205
204 205
1I

89
meantime however the iron supply began to diminish as more pioneers

were using iron products for farming this included the iron abandoned by
biners soon the demand for iron became crucial
the forty niners

the

prosperity of the people yes almost their very existence depends upon an

adequate supply of iron

114

eventually president young declared

we need and iron we must have we cannot well do without
we must

if

we have to send to england to get it

the southern

it

iron

and have it

115

expedition found samples of iron ore nearly everyday for

the next week moreover on january 6 1850 near the present site of

newcastle the explorers met captain fly leading a group of emigrates to
ilg
116
fly informed them of huge amounts of iron located on the
california

mountain to their right iron mountain

unter
chunter
thunter
tHhunter
5y0 ung
tyoung

114
11

book depot

17
117

the company didnt bother

brigham young the colonizer 182
183
182183
brigham journal of discourses london latterday
latter day saints
exact photo reprint of 1854 edition vol 2 282

ttwo

116two
atwo journals refer to the leader of this party as captain fly while the
journal history calls him captain clive have found no other reference to
captain fly or clive in any of my primary or secondary sources I have
scanned scores of indexes and biographical sources to determine this mans
true identity without success see campbell journal january 5566 1850
brown journal january 6 1850 and journal history january 5566 1850
I1

1

tt
about 12 miles further we reached capt flys camp of perhaps 50
trabout
ttabout
wagons men women and children of them we purchased some whiskey
drunken tolerably free some of us lodged in our tents and had the luxury of
sitting in a chair there was seen some of the richest specimens of iron ore
which was scattered over the hills and said to exist in inexhaustible
report of the southern expedition
quantities 2 miles up the canyon
11799

january

5

1850

90
exploring the mountain since they had already collected enough iron ore

samples to convince brigham young of the tremendous mineral wealth of
the area
As parleys forward company proceeded on towards the rio virgin

they crossed the rim of the great basin and descended into utahs dixie
country where the elevation dropped over 3000 feet
and where the climate was warm and comfortable

in

less than 50 miles

As the company looked

down over the rim of the basin they witnessed an impressive though
discouraging view

118

campbell vividly describes the panorama

the great wasatch

range along which we had traveled
during our whole journey terminates in several abrupt
9
119
ilg
promitories
the country southward opening to the view
as it were a wide expanse of chaotic matter huge hills sandy
less grassless waterless plains perpendicular
deserts char
charless
rocks loose barren clay dissolving beds of sandstone and
various other elements lying in inconceivable confusion in short
a country in ruins dissolved by the pelting of the storms of ages
or turned inside out upside down by terrible convulsions in
some former age southward the way was open for at least 80
miles showing no signs of water or fertility and the indians told
us there was more eastward the view was bounded by vast
tables of mountains one rising above the other and presenting a
level summit at the horizon as if the whole country had

the company passed very close to zion
athe
ithe
tthe

national park property
however doubt very much if they were ever actually on the grounds the
closest they came was on december 29 when they passed within a half
mile of the entrance of the kolob
dolob finger canyons along the hurricane fault
their view was approximately the same as anyones view driving on
1I

interstate 15

tC

19campbell
tcampbell
Campbell
ampbell terminology concerning the wasatch mountains range may
campbeli
have been correct in 1849 however we now know that the wasatch
mountain range ends at nephi
19

91

occupied a certain level several thousand feet higher than its
present and had washed away dissolved or sunken leaving
the monuments of its once exalted level smooth and fertile
surface poor and worthless as was the country it seemed
everywhere strewn with broken pottery well glazed and striped
with unfading colors it may have been the choicest portion of
120
gods vineyard

they continued their southern journey down the

rim of

the great

basin until they reached the virgin river turning southwest they arrived at

the confluence of the north fork of the santa clara and rio virgin just south
of the present city of

1850

st george

arriving there on the first day of

121

two days earlier three indians

had joined them and were at this time

serving as guides they pushed on until they came upon their indian village
on the santa clara

122

the explorers were surprised to find several

small

ire

120regort
treport
31 1849 it is
port of the southern expedition
exl2edition december 30
3031
tRe gort
apparent from all the accounts that this view was first seen and partially
recorded by robert campbell on december 30 as the company travelled
over the rim of the basin for the final report of the expedition however he
elaborated on his prior journal entry campbell december 30 1849 also

see the journal history december 31 1849
121

journal history january

1

1850

also see map 2

athey
they indians were fat and tolerably clad for that warm climate one
tthey
having on a cashmere coat they had black hair no beard nor whiskers no
12291

all were under the medium size journal history
december 30 1849 in addition they had bows made of mountain sheep
horns and some arrow points made from iron this is perhaps the only
recorded instance where utah indians were known to utilize iron
hair under their armpits

92
irrigated fields

123

here was corn corn stocks eleven feet tall pumpkins

squash grapes and other good crops

we gave them some peas for

planting dried meat and flour which we couldnt carry with us back to the

wagons

12
124

the village was composed almost

entirely of men the

women and children having been sold or taken captive by the
mexicans

125

upon learning from their indian guides of the unpromising character of
the country beyond the explorers decided to return to the camp

salt lake valley

12
126

the explorers

in

the little

followed the santa clara until they

struck jefferson hunts wagon road to california turned northeast and
soon passed back over the rim

127

they continued north through present

day newcastle and then turned east and headed back to cedar city

here parley and dan jones decided to go on ahead to the wagon
george
st
tst
ist

123
121

like several other future sites for colonization

was

important because of the agriculture possibilities for example cedar city
carowan would probably have been settled because of the lay of the
and parowan
land and the natural resources even if the iron and coal deposits had not
been found

ire

treport
12report
pont of the southern expedition january
Report
port
tRe
12

1

1850

ibid
tabid
tlbid

125

tthe
according to appearance

athe
ithethe country below being of the most unpromising character
12699

and the information we received from the indians
collaborating us in the same and our animals almost unable to travel and
daily growing weaker having frequently and daily to be unpacked and lifted
out of the mire it was thought imprudent to venture further journal

history january

1

1850

the men camped at mountain meadows on january 4
athe
tthe
127

1850

93

company leaving the remainder of the forward company to arrive the
following day

parley and dan found the wagon company had moved a few

Para gonah and set up camp on the
miles south of their former location paragonah

parowan
carowan
Pa rowan near the base of heaps hill
center
of
creek
banks

128

when they were a little ways from the camp they fired off a shot to
warn the wagon company of their approach john armstrong records

the evening the boys were dancing
cotillions
cot illions when we heard a gun fired off at a distance the
dancing ceased in a moment and it was laughable to see every
man run and get his gun loaded and then the cannon loaded
and fired off in less time than it takes me to describe it the
guns and pistols followed so fast it sounded as if there were
two or three hundred of us then we gave a few loud huzzahs
129
pratt
for we knew it was parley

about six oclock

in

following a joyful reception dan pulled out a canteen full of whiskey
and handed it all around

this brought

loud cheers from the throng

after dinner parley told the company they needed to prepare
large dinner for the entire camp the next day

130

a jubilee and

afterwards david fullmer and

parley sat down and recited events of the last two weeks

while parleys forward company had travelled the

davids wagon company had explored

121jo
journal
urnal history

28
1849
281849

all

st george loop

the surrounding canyons and

december 28 1849 and haight journal december

armstrong journal january 7 1850

129
129armstrong

george matson had become so drunk with whiskey a few days earlier
that he had to be escorted to the evening encampment campbell journal
january 6 1850
130
130george

94
mountains

david reported finding large deposits of iron ore as well as pine

timber limestone gypsum and some silver in addition his group

discovered a few lakes some exceptional farm land and a place chief

walker referred to as gods own house
sacred area hidden

in a little

131

walker believed this to be a

canyon of steep rocks and covered with

petroglyphy and strange figures chiseled on the rocks robert campbell
petroglyphs

pages of
eventually copied some similar indian sketches onto the last two pagesof
his journal

132

journal history december 26 1849 january 7 1850 haight
journal december 26 1849 january 7 1850 and campbell journal
january 7 1850
believe the place walker referred to as gods own house is
western most point of little
located up a narrow canyon which starts at the westernmost
parowan
carowan
8
Pa rowan utah
or
approximately
miles
of
northwest
salt lake
131

1I

tcampbell
campbeli journal january 26 1850
campbell
tCampbell
132
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figure 7 petroglyphy
petroglyphs sketched by robert campbell
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eel
ekl
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ZVI
cof
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petroglyphs sketched by robert campbell
figure 8 petroglyphy

97

under parleys direction they erected a liberty pole forty feet high on
heaps7
heaps

hill overlooking the valley

133

at the top

flag with one star and the words great basin

of the pole was a white

and under it was a long red

banner inscribed with the caption free soil free speech free labor and
134

freedom of the saint

low

anu

A

P

carowan
Pa rowan utah
heaps7 hill parowan
figure 9 liberty pole heaps

tclefford
lefford evans 86
tCclefford

and vern mortensen 100 both recall that heaps7
heaps
hill has been the site of parley P pratts liberty pole for as long as they
have been alive however the pole atop the hill today is not the original
carowan
Pa rowan head librarian who
this information came from steve decker parowan
was nice enough to interview these elderly gentlemen for me

report of the southern expedition january
history january 8 1850
134

8 1850 and

journal

98
in

the early afternoon the forward company under the leadership of

captain john brown arrived at the camp the scene was complete
euphoria as cheers were shouted between the firing of guns and the

thunderous salutes of the cannon when order was restored

all fifty men

sat on the ground for a bounteous feast of roast beef pumpkin sauce apple
pies and mince pies prepared by william wadsworth and sterling driggs

the table was a wagon cover spread
sit around it

135

upon the ground so that the men could

dinner was followed by numerous toasts intermingled

with several short patriotic speeches and the firing of the cannon

the rest of the

day was spent

in

leisure activities

131
136

some of the men

put on boxing gloves some wrestled while others set up a ten pin alley

in

the back of a wagon towards evening there was singing and dancing and
prayers

137

trully the men were pleased to be reunited

thaught
ight
thaight
tHalaight
1351

journal january 8 1850

one toast offered
tone
lone
ione

may this the ath
8th of january be
kept as the anniversary of the founding of the city of the little salt lake
which will hereafter be built brown autobiography of john brown 113
and journal history january 8 1850
1311

137

1850

by parley was

armstrong journal january 7788 1850 campbell journal january 8

CHAPTER 6
HOMEWARD BOUND

THE FORWARD COMPANY RETURNS

following their celebration the reunited explorers rested one day and

then began the long journey home to salt lake city by way of the southern
day interstate 15 although
presentday
route the return trip closely followed present

they were forced off the road occasionally when heavy snows prevented
them from using and

the

in

some cases from locating the road

1

first ten days were filled with much suffering due to the deep

tempertures
temper
tures the animals had to be driven nearly every step
snow and cold temperatures
of the way

2

several of them gave out and were left behind

in

the

process of driving the thoroughly exhausted animals john armstrong was
kicked so hard by a horse that he could not stand

several of the brethren ran to his assistance

1I

realizing the mishap

asked them to lay hands on

tjohn
ijohn
john brown autobiography of john brown 1820
1896 salt lake
18201896
stevens and wallis co 1941 110111
110 111
291

the cattle

are getting increasingly difficult to drive and so some of the
one ox had returned
men started out early in the morning driving the cattle
cattie
cattleone
to the liberty pole and john holliday and john brown went back to get
him and didnt return to the camp until 1100 pm snowed all night 4 of
new snow robert L campbell journal historical department LDS

church archives salt lake city utah january
99

11

1850

100
me

they

did so and

name of jesus

the glory

na
n33

I1

I1

was healed instantly by the prayer of faith

in

the

went on my way and never felt the pain after giving god

eventually the snow piled more than two feet deep and it

seemed as though many more of the animals would be lost

if

they didnt

stop and rest

on january

21 at

chalk creek present day fillmore a ferocious

snowstorm overtook the struggling expedition dropping upwards of two
more feet of snow with the wagon wheels nearly submerged the leaders

were forced to make some very tough decisions

4

parley explains the

circumstances saying
snowing severely we held a council and finding that our
provisions would only sustain half of our company till spring
and traveling with the wagons was impossible we decided
upon leaving half the company to winter there with the wagons
and cattle and the other half with some of the strongest mules
and horses should attempt to reach provo the company that
5
remained were mostly young men without families my
6
counselor david fullmer being placed in command

3john
ajohn
john christopher armstrong journal historical department LDS
church archives salt lake city utah january 18 1850
4j0
journal
urnal history of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints
1847 1850 harold B lee library microfilm collection brigham young
18471850
university provo utah january 21 1850

see appendix 6

for the the names of those who remained with the

wagons near fillmore utah

parley P pratt the autobiography of parley P pratt salt lake city
deseret book company 1980 367 and brigham young report of the

historical department
southern utah exploring company
salt lake city utah january 21 1850

LDS

church

101

that evening robert cambell

made a new copy of the report of the

southern expedition at parleys request

7

the next day the forward

company started for provo the first day was a difficult one for parley he
had been sick for two days

8

moreover john brown saidt
said
sald

it snowed all

day and we could not see our course only at intervals we aimed for a gap
in

the mountain where we supposed the road passed through

impossible to follow the road

days

o
10

0

behind

in

being

9

pratts forward company of twentyfour
twenty four
traveled

it

twenty six animals
men and twentysix

single file through snow three to four feet deep for the next five

several of the animals were so exhausted that they were left
11

on the morning of january 26 while encamped four miles south of

campbeli
campbell
ampbell journal january 20 1850
bro pratt not having eaten any thing for nearly two days during
which time he had vomited considerably was unable to proceed any
further journal history january 31 1850 also see pratt autobiography
of parley P pratt 369370
369 370
8 it

nown
gib
913
913rown
rown

autobiography of john brown

114

t0ur animals were so wearied that they could not break the road
10110ur
taur
loun
lour

through the snow and the men had to go before and break a track for the
animals this was severe work one man could not go more than eight or
ten rods before he would give out and have to fall back and let another take
his place the snow was frequently waist deep every man and every
animal stepped in the same track brown autobiography of john brown
115 also see pratt autobiography of parley P pratt 369
114
370
114115
369370

ttsix
six animals were left behind indicating that at least four men walked a
good portion of the way home

102

the sevier parley recorded
the morning we found ourselves so completely buried in
snow that no one could distinguish the place where we lay
someone rising began shoveling the others out this being
found too tedious a business raised my voice like a trumpet
and commanded them to arise when all at once there was a
shaking among the snow piles the graves were opened and all
12
camp
came forth we called this resurrection
in

I1

the

following day their provisions being nearly exhausted parley and

chauncey west volunteered to take the two strongest animals and try to
make the provo settlement some fifty miles distant

supplies to the rest of their group

in

order to send back

before leaving however parley called all

the men together and praised them for their patience and obedience and
said that in 20 years experience with the hardships of the church that he
had never seen men perform better under such circumstances

he also

perserverence
complimented them on their perserver
ence against the elements which
would have killed lesser men

lastly he told them that

if

he were ever

called on for another expedition that he would want all of them to

accompany him again

13

parley and chauncey started for provo or fort utah making summit

creek at 1100 pm extremely hungry and with badly frozen feet
12

pratt autobiography of parley

13

report of the southern expedition january 22 1850

P

14

we

pratt 368

our animals were near giving out and we had three men who could
lour
tour
not walk two were frosted and one snow blind our provisions were
running very short next morning the thermometer was 30 degrees below
14tv

103
built a small fire

experienced

of

reported pratt

it being

the coldest night we had every

30 degrees below zero and after trying

in

vain to thaw out

our frozen shoes stocking and the bottoms of our drawers and pants we
rolled ourselves in our blankets and lay trembling with cold a few hours

15

he continues the next morning saying

arose long before day bit

a few mouthfuls off the last frozen
biscuit remaining saddled up our animals and after another
laborious day living on a piece of biscuit not so large as our
fist we entered provo at dark raised a posse of men and
16
06
animals with provisions and set back the same night

the

men and animals sent to rescue the forward party

twenty five miles south of fort utah
found them about twentyfive

it was the

17

severest night had ever experienced
autobiography of john brown 114
115
114115

zero

I1

brown

autobiography of parley P pratt p 369 isaac haights journal on
january 28 states thermometer 30 below zero we almost perished with
cold came 12 miles had a little flour stirred in boiling water haights
journal entry for jan 29 continues same flour stirred into boiling water
for breakfast but not half enough came 8 miles to petetenete
Petet enete and to our
great joy br peter conover and stoddard come to us with provisions for
which we feel to thank them and our god came to spanish fork and
camped come 12 miles isaac C haight journal historical department
LDS church archives salt lake city utah january 28
29 1850
2829
15

pratt autobiography of parley
17

P

pratt
pratl 369

the rescue party found stephen taylor about eight

miles from the fort
he had come ahead of the others when they reached him he was sunken
down in the snow in a helpless condition his horse standing by him both
were nearly frozen to death stephen survived but lost some of the use of
his limbs the remainder of the company were rescued near payson they
were entirely without food journal history january 31 1850 and pratt
autobiography of parley P pratt
pratl 369
370
369370
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the

provo
on january
group
expedition
arrived
of
at
the southern
forward

31 without the loss of any life

18

they had traveled seven hundred

miles

with much of the trip occurring during severe winter weather conditions
parley wasted no time

in

19

returning to salt lake to make his report

on january 31 1850 president brigham young accompanied by elders
heber
H

C kimball willard

richards george

A

smith ezra T benson daniel

wells and others went to visit parley just hours after he had returned to

salt lake city parley took out the eleven page report which robert
campbell had written and promptly read

it

to them

20

THE WAGON COMPANY RETURNS

the members

of the wagon company under david fullmer remained at

chalk creek fillmore for more than two weeks during this time they
rested their animals reorganized the company and repaired all the

haight was filled with joy when he saw br peter conover and
stoddard coming towards them with a wagon of provisions after arriving
at the fort the following day isaac noted that they were very hospitably
received by the brethren and our hearts burned with gratitude to god for
it
delivering us from starvation and death
haight journal january 29
30
2930
1850
181saac
isaac

provo
19the
company
men
on
of
rest
of
arrived
the
forward
the
at
the
january 30 and at salt lake city february 1 1850
parley assisted robert campbell in composing the report of the
southern expedition parley wrote the last page himself detailing the journey
from fillmore to provo journal history january 31 1850
20
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wagons

221

they even made snow shoes for each man

in

the company

in

addition they built a cellar house and kitchen to prepare and store their
food

22

occasionally indians would wander into their camp while on hunting
or fishing trips

consequently robert campbell was put

in

charge of a ute

indian school where the explorers practiced speaking the native dialects

and learning some of their customs

223

the explorers bartered

with the

made bowling alley for some
homemade
indians often and even swapped their home

buckskins

21
24

by the first week of february the men were getting very anxious to

return to they families and homes

consequently some of the men scouted

out the trail a few miles ahead to see

if

the snow had melted sufficiently to

president fullmer called the group together and organized the men in
groups of tens with william matthews as captain of the company sterling
driggs and sidney willis were each placed in charge of a group of ten
gardner potter was placed in command of the few men from manti
campbell journal january 23 1850
21

22

several of the brethren finished constructing their celler house today
with roof and chimney covered with dirt campbell journal january 27
&
31 1850
&311850

2robert
arobert
robert campbell decided that
robent

good idea to learn to speak
ely he wrote over a hundred indian words and
their language consequentely
Consequent
mini dictionary became
phrases with their definitions in his journal this minidictionary
the text for teaching a course on the ute vernacular later when the indians
came back to trade they were able to communicate more effectively
campbell journal january 24 & 31 and february 5 1850
24

it would be a

campbell journal january 27 1850
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attempt the homeward journey

25

unfortunately the snow was still too

deep therefore david fullmer decided

it

was best to wait a little longer

on february 4 gardner potter madison hambleton and john lowery
had waited long enough and decided to pack their backpacks and start for

their homes

in

manti three days later they returned to the wagons and

reported that the road was clear after several miles of deep snow following
this news the company assembled and voted to start for home as soon as
all

the preparations were made

26
21

with their newly made snow shoes on their feet the company set out
for an arduous seven week trip to salt lake city

during a portion of the

trip the men built sleds for the wagons to help them move across the four

foot deep snow

27

even with the sleds however the men still had to

shovel the snow for the oxen

robert campbell said that these days were

very difficult for both man and beast

28

on march 17 gardner potter madison hambleton and john lowery
once again started for manti As the men left the wagon company they

25

campbell journal february 5 1850

21

rary 6 1850
campbell journal Febu
feburary

27n

they put the sleds under the wagon wheels and 20 men all working
together brought two of the wagons in two trips down the kanyon about a
campbell journal march 10 1850
mile
21

campbell journal march

11

1850
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hearty farewell
shouted a hearty

299

estimating the trip to be no more than two

days
davs madison hambleton who was

in

charge of packing all the food for the

three men procured only twenty small biscuits this was
provisions

the biscuits

all their

ran out early on the second day
dav much to the

displeasure of john lowery and gardner potter

to

make things worse

madison became snow blind and gardners eyes
eves were quickly becoming
impaired too

both men ended up relying on john to help them cross the

partially
partl aily
parti
alIV frozen rivers and wade through the deep snow

on the afternoon of

ney
journey
lourney
the fourth day
dav of their jour
neV the three cold hungry and weary explorers

staggered into manti with gratitude
preserved their lives

in

their hearts that the lord had

30

david fullmer and the wagon company arrived safely at salt lake city

about

200

pm on march 28

upon hearing that they had returned brigham

young adjourned his meetings and went to meet with them and to hear their
report

31

president young was delighted to know that they had returned

safely

29

campbell journal march 17 1850

1915
18291915
anderson sketch of the life of john lowry jr 1829
john lowry
lowny manuscript collection special collections department
university of utah salt lake city utah 6688
300
live
olive

31

1850

journal Hist
ory
history
historv
orV march 28 1850 and campbell journal march 28

CHAPTER 7

conclusion
parley P
many new trails

pratts southern expedition probably did not blaze or create
animals indians spaniards fur trappers traders

biners had established nearly
explorers mormon battalion men and forty niners

every mile of the trail which pratt and his men later followed

1

often snow

covered the roads and trails making them difficult to see however the
tra velling or
journals from the southern explorers continually mention travelling
following roads and pathways
it is important to point out however that in a few instances the

journals allude to building a new trail these usually referred to a new trail
or road for the wagons however not a new route

it would be foolish to

categorically state that the explorers did not create any new trails

often

the paths were hard to discern and follow especially during their hazardous
mountain crossing into the little salt lake valley under these extreme

conditions and circumstances perhaps they did generate a few new trails
however based on the distances

in

the journal entries any newly developed

led earlier pathways
trails very closely parallelled
parallel

see
tsee
isee map number

1

109

110
it is clear that the mormons had obtained a substantial amount of

information concerning the west prior to their exodus from nauvoo

it is

also apparent that they relied heavily on fremonts maps and other available

knowledge from mountain men and traders to analyze possible sites for

settlement during this same period of time but still very little was know
about the central and southwestern portions of the territory
moreover many mormon exploring groups were sent out to ascertain

the natural resources and to determine possible settlement sites based on

these observations brigham young initiated two southern colonies
and sanpete valleys

in

1849

in

utah

however by the end of 1849 no one had

carefully reported to president young exact areas along the southern route

suitable for colonization and settlement jefferson hunt had made some
first hand suggestions but apparently his report lacked some critical
firsthand
information

consequently the southern expedition was necessary because

brigham young required more knowledge of the country south of manti
before moving ahead with settlements along the utah portion of the

southern route
during the southern expedition the explorers found a considerable

amount of natural resources and mineral wealth along their route however
several groups recorded observing many of the same resources and mineral

iii
ili
111

deposits before parleys expedition

2

consequently the southern

expedition should not be given credit for discovering some of these miner
minerals
aist
alst
especially iron ore

3

however

it should be

noted that parleys report to

brigham young concerning the iron deposits resulted in the creation and

development of southern

the southern

utahs coal and

iron industry

exploring company traveled seven hundred miles during

the worst time of the year they encountered severe freezing temperatures
blizzards deep snows some between four to six foot deep

hardships incident to such an undertaking

and many other

several of the men endured

bite snow blindness and the loss of strength to their extremities due
frost
frostbite

to the cold and snow stephen taylor and madison hambleton are just two
examples of men who came very close to dying during the expedition in
addition many of the explorers lost animals and other personal property
along the trail

winter time departure
the wintertime

of the southern exploring company

produced much tribulation and adversity for the members of the party it

la ante
dominguez
uez esca
dominguezescalante
he doming
nte expedition
escalante
the

noticed the mineral wealth in
biners recorded seeing the iron and mineral
addition several groups of forty niners
deposits see chapters four and five for the details concerning these parties
and their findings
or a few examples of the secondary literature crediting the southern
for
expedition with discovering rather than rediscovering the mineral wealth
can be found in levi edgar youngs the founding of utah san francisco
171 and albert E millers the
charles scribners sons 1923 170
170171
immortal pioneer founders of the city of st george utah utah albert
miller 1946 207
208
207208

E
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required an absolute dedication and commitment to endure many of the

conditions the explorers experienced for example men with less devotion
and loyalty would have undoubtedly returned home rather than risk their
lives in the narrow hope of finding a pass before being snowbound and

trapped

in

the mountains the courage manifested by these explorers reveal

the heroic spirit which they possessed

one of the most important questions

pratts southern expedition was
sites for future settlements

in

the

is

how successful parley P

accomplishing its mission of determining

information brought back to salt lake city

was very encouraging and soon plans were made to begin settlements
southern utah consequently the expedition was very successful

in

in

locating many possible areas for future settlements

over the next fifteen years thirty
seven sites were colonized
thirtyseven

in

central and southern utah which were recommended following the
expedition

4

to

what extent the southern expedition was influential

establishing these colonies remains to be investigated

once a parent colony was started

in

5

in

it is apparent

that

an isolated area that further

asee
see
4see

appendix 8 for a list and explanation of the thirty
seven
thirtyseven
recommended locations for future settlements
551

have not traced the history methodology factors nor decision
makers
decisionmakers
thirty seven settlements to determine to what
involved in each of these thirtyseven
effect the southern expedition played in their establishment perhaps it
would be easier understood to say that in fifteen years brigham young was
still initiating colonies to locations which parleys expedition had suggested

113

explorations were usually conducted and branch colonies later grew out of

these subsequent investigations

6

parleys description of the iron deposits probably had the most
immediate impact upon brigham young and the other leaders who were

present when he read the report of the southern expedition

7

parley

recommended that they build their first colony near the iron and coal

deposits

in

little salt lake valley president young agreed and predicated

reguarding
incalculable benefits for the saints re
guarding these minerals

moreover

brigham young immediately began making plans to utilize these important
minerals

8

clearly the southern exploring company provided the impetus of two
very important colonies

parowan
carowan and cedar city these two sites became

gone
ne such area that experienced more extensive explorations before the
colony was established was fillmore for additional examples of this
concept in practice see journal history of the church of jesus christ of
1850 harold B lee library microfilm collection
latterday
18471850
latter day saints 1847
1
brigham young university provo utah january 17 1851
185 or milton R
hunter brigham young the colonizer missouri zions printing and
publishing company 1945 48
50
4850
at
71t
7t

was perceived that iron would be needed to build the saints
mountain haven however iron materials were difficult to transport to the
valley As utahs iron supply diminished the demand increased in a
discourse delivered by brigham young in 1849 he emphasized the
importance of iron and the needs of an iron foundry president young
declared iron we need and iron we must have we cannot well do without
it and have it we must if we have to send to england to get it

for more than twenty years brigham young did all within his power to
take advantage of the mineral wealth of iron county it wasnt until after
the railroad 01869
that
869 brought reasonably priced iron products to utah that
youngs interest in developing utahs iron industry began to wain

114

the nucleus of utahs earliest iron industry
during the summer of 1850 plans were laid for colonizing center

parowan
Pa rowan while parley sponsored the creation of iron county
creek carowan

deseret legislature

9

A call for

volunteers appeared

july 27 1850 and within a year george

A

in

in

the

the deseret news of

smith led a company of one

carowan iron county to establish an iron industry late
hundred men to parowan
1851 cedar city was also founded

O
10
0

in

unfortunately seven years of work

and money were put into the iron mission with very limited success
in determining

the significance of the expedition

term effects
look at the long
longterm

it is one thing to

it is

important to

seven
thirtyseven
state that thirty

colonies which were recommended by the southern explorers were later
initiated but it is another thing to determine what contribution the southern

expedition played

secondary sources maintain that parleys southern expedition was
one of the most significant exploring expeditions ever dispatched by brigham

young

11

milton

R

hunter goes even further when he unequivocally states

carowan settlement served the dual purpose of providing a halfway
9the
half way
athe
he parowan
station between southern california and the salt lake valley and of
producing agricultural products to support the iron mission
oultimately
ultimately

colo
hies were the nucleus of at least a dozen
colonies
these two coio
settlements created in the little salt lake region in the early 1850s
leonard J arrington great basin kingdom lincoln university of
press
1958 87
nebraska

see george
lisee

heritage salt lake city peregrine
utahs her
1977 167 washington county chapter DUP under dixie
S ellsworth

smith inc
sun A history of washington county washington co utah

daughters of

115

that this journey was the most important expedition of its kind engaged
by the

latterday
latter day saints

12

the report of the southern
three years

13

in

expedition was very important for two to

by then several more detailed surveys had been made of

1850 52 howard
185052

the southern expeditions route for example

in

stansbury explored much of southern utah

1852 albert carrington

in

padvan and beaver valleys and john C smith explored much
explored the pauvan
parowan
carowan the same year
of
country
and
southwest
to
the southeast
of the

however the expedition that probably made the southern expedition
outdated occurred during the spring and summer of 1851
brigham young went on many minor expeditions

these were usually

up trips where he could tour some of the established settlements and
followup
follow

visit with the saints

while on these excursions he often recorded additional

sites to colonize
in

the spring of 1851 president young left salt lake city to visit the

southern settlements and especially to explore the valley of the sevier and
other places

his counselor heber

C kimball his

clerk thomas bullock

and at least four apostles accompanied him they travelled to utah valley

the utah pioneers 1950 179 gunnison valley centennial committee
gunnison valleys centennial 1859
19
1959 gunnison utah 1965 25 and
18591959
185919
history vol 1 new york lewis
wain sutton ed utah A centennial hist
historical publishing co inc 1949 478
brigham young the colonizer 38

12

hunter

13

these years include the beginning of the

iron industry
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and then to juab valley following the route of the southern expedition

here the company noted the streams springs vegetation timber and other
natural resources ascending salt creek canyon the party crossed over
into the sanpete valley on april 28

after stopping for

14

a few days in manti the party continued down the

sevier river and over the mountains into the little salt lake valley they
experienced many of the same difficulties as the southern expedition

in

respect to the steep ascents and descents and doubling their teams

after four days of careful examination of the natural resources and
mineral wealth they returned to salt lake city by the same route parleys

company had employed the only area they didnt explore was the

george loop

st

15

the southern

expedition was important and useful

however after

brigham young and the other leaders returned from this trip they probably

ceased referring to the report of the southern expedition as often since they
had seen much of the area themselves
five years following the dominguez
nearly seventy
seventyfive
dominguezescalante
escalante

expedition and the subsequent spanish caravans and traders that wondered

while passing through salt creek canyon they stopped and
investigated the salt cave and salt springs which parley had informed them
14

of
brigham young later travelled around the
built a residence in st george
15

st george loop and even
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through the territory and after nearly three decades of explorations through
central and southern utah by the fur trappers and traders

it is a little

bewildering to contemplate just how little was known of this region of the

country

16a

following the arrival of the mormons

in

utah many members of the

mormon battalion and hundreds of forty niners
biners had all travelled through

central and southern utah still the area seemed to be known only

in

generalities
A need

existed for the mormons to explore this section of the territory

and to report on their findings

the contributions

of the southern expedition

to the overall colonization of central and southern utah were very significant
for the ensuing few years
in

terms of the process of exploring the great basin parleys

expedition was very important to central and southern utah

in addition

parley and robert campbells reports recorded many more details than

brigham young did when he made his 1851 journey to the south these
details should have proved valuable when questions arose and memories
failed in the subsequent years

consequently even though brigham youngs

trip covered almost the identical trail as far as cedar city and back to salt

lake city still the southern expeditions reports were important because
addition as late as 1843 john C fremont still thought the
exploring
buenaventura river existed gloria griffen cline Ex
gloring the great basin
press
vegas
university
of
1963 210
nevada
las
bin
in
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they described so many particulars
more
furthermore
Futher
futhermore

it is

impossible to comprehend the colonization of this

region without this expedition

parleys southern exploring company

provided the necessary link to spark a surge of growth and development to a

very large portion of utah

APPENDIX

SPANISH

1604
1618
1621
24
162124

1630
60
1650
165060
1670s
1686
1706
1761

1765
1768
1776
1805
1813

1

expeditions

fray estevan perea
vincent saldivar
fray geronimo salmeron
fray alonso benavidas
fray alonso posada
don juanillo
fray alonzo de posada

juan de uribarri
juan maria de rivera
juan maria de rivera
anotnio y ramariz
rameriz

INTO UTAH

north into ute country
mapped teguayo
to utah valley wasatch mts
locates mines at teguayo
describes utah valley area
escapes from utes at utah
valley
second trip to utah lake
slaving northern utah
central utah sevier lake
northern utah idaho
maps teguayo
Te guayo utah lake

area
uez escalante
doming
dominguez
dominguezescalante
utah lake western utah
manuel maestes
trading at utah lake
mauricio arze L garcia slave trading at utah lake

source george A thompson lost treasures on the old spanish trail salt
114
lake city publishers press 1986 113
113114
119

APPENDIX 2

FUNDS COLLECTED FOR THE SOUTHERN

expedition

balance sheet
cottonwood ward nov 23 1849
1849balance

pres young and the council

gentlemen
submit to your honorable body the following report of cash and
property received and our subscriptions and also our expenditures of the
same
1I

HC frinochsp
W draper
mary wooley
FT mutney
john groil
broil
A butterfield
butterf leid
henry royal
perkin

JH

henry johnson
erastus bingham
E

srurensp

JH johnson
milan macelroy
polly stringham
W miller

ED wade

riche
EF sheets
B henry
CA foster
A russell
J harrison
M

1

2400
24.00
2400

1.00
100
loo
50
.50
50
1.00
100
loo
50
.50
50
50
.50
50
loo
1.00
100
loo
1.00
100
2.00
200
250
2.50
250
1.00
loo
100
1.00
100
loo
50
.50
50
1.00
loo
100
1.00
100
2.42
242
25
.25
25
75
.75
75
go
igo
90
.90
90
1.90

190
2.00
200
50
.50
50

loo
1.00
100

A P rockwood
M lewis

edwin bingham
david parish

clayton
daniel miller
rubin perkin
M

andrew perkin
1

i

robert miller
M

smith

john manin
Rete grew
david retegrew

JP

park
bradford leanad
leanah

ann puller
hiriam jackman

old subscription
GB fairbanks
L sympson
levi sauaqesp
WC mitchel

represent names which are illegible
120

5.00
500
loo
1.00
100
loo
1.00
100
95
.95
95
95
.95
95

loo
1.00
100
loo
1.00
100
100
loo
1.00
100
50
.50
50
50
.50
50
loo
1.00
100
100
loo
1.00
100
loo
1.00
100
1.00
100
loo

500
5.00
500
45
.45
45
50
.50
50

929
9.29
929
200
2.00
200

50
.50
50
50
.50
50

loo
1.00
100

121

0 wood
Milli
millicine
millitine
cine hamblin
C dalton

J holbrook
james beck
AB cherry
WG burkins

bbeck
abeck
herman
C haigh
J pendleton
S chipman
dame
E

james gaff

Wash hammon
JS washhammon
lemmen
P nebiker
C meuller

J many

1.00
100
loo
850
50
.50
50
50
.50
50
250
2.50
250
50
.50
50
5.00
500
5.00
500
100
loo
1.00
100
25
.25
25
50
.50
50

1.00
100
loo
1.45
145
50
.50
50
1.00
100
loo
100
loo
1.00
100
loo
1.00
100
50
.50
50
50
.50
50
50
.50
50
25
.25
25

rhode
geo brigher
wrigher
J fulmer
wm mcbride
glover
T more

ely davis

W gibbs

0 murdock

JP

squires

marken
harken
joseph marker
harker
jesse fat
john oakley
G

brown

alex leman
alex stevens

5.00
500
1.00
100
loo
loo
1.00
100
150
1.50
150
1.00
100
loo

1.00
100
loo
16.00
1600

5.00
500
95
.95
95

10.00
1000
2.00
200
loo
1.00
100
100
loo
1.00
100
50
.50
50
go
60
.60
60
22.35
35
235
1.00
100
loo
50
.50
50
50
.50
50
loo
1.00
100
50
.50
50

4.00
400

SH marble
pugmire

jim andrews
daniel henry
AG fellows
E hanks
EJ clark

parrey
G hearyman
ryman
Hen
henryman

WB jones
E wooley
colby
deviny
moses quily
guily
H peck
M
MH
PB lewis

WM hyde
J turner
collin

RC alien
ailen
allen
HD balio

0 russell
standing
E

more

W dame

JW crosby
richards

JG harvey
E

holbrook

250
2.50
250
125
1.25
125

loo
1.00
100
5.00
500
1.00
100
loo
10
00
1000
loo
1.00
100
1.00
100
loo
loo
1.00
100
50
.50
50
50
.50
50
95
.95
95

1.45
145

250
2.50
250

50
.50
50

1.00
loo
100
1.00
100
loo
50
.50
50
95
loo
1.00
100
40
.40
40
50
.50
50
150
1.50
150
50
.50
50
5.00
500
loo
1.00
100
2.00
200
50
.50
50
70
.70
70
50
.50
50
380
3.80
380

50
.50
50
25
.25
25

050
50
.50
50

frost
woosey
daniel mccoy
jared
B

david frederick

adams
joseph murdock

1.00
100
loo
50
.50
50
1.00
100
loo

35
.35
35
50
.50
50

1.00
100
loo
loo
1.00
100
07
225
22507
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we have

225.07 as the subscription appears but the monies actually
22507
needed is
223.50
22350 enclose the original list that bro bullock may if
decimer any errors in names
necessary decifer
remain your brother in the new
covenant
1

1

1I

1I

signed
parley P pratt

source the brigham young collection november 17 1849 historical
department LDS church salt lake city utah

APPENDIX 3

expenditures

OF THE SOUTHERN

expedition

expenditures of public funds for the exploring expedition south as follows
podometer
willard snow for ro
rodometer
dometer
james ferguson to buy paper
lbs of rice at 25.25
25
10 ibs
9 lbs
ibs butter at 25.25
25
3 lbs
25
ibs butter at 25.25

0025
00.25
0025
25
.25
25

250
2.50
250
225
2.25
225
75
.75
75

il

1

120
1.20
120

loo
1.00
100

beef
lbs flour at 850
lbs
8.50
50 ibs
850 per 100 ibs
ibs fruit
4 lbs
sugar at 33 13
suganat
100 sugan
100 coffee at 33 1133
1 beef cow
1 beef ox
H duncan
1 beef ox
1 beef cow
1

4.25
425
1.00
100
loo
33.33
3333
33.33
3333
30.00
3000
35.00
3500
34.00
3400
28.00
2800
32.00
3200
239.11
23911

ox

total
sum total of receipts by subscriptions as per list
supplement wm henry
supplement WW phelps

total
total expenditures
total receipts
balance

22350
223.50
22350

5.00
500
10.00
1000
238.50
23850
23911
239.11
23911
23850
238.50
23850
00061
H 000.61

source the brigham young collection november 23 1849 historical
department LDS church salt lake city utah

1

represent an item which

is illegible
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APPENDIX 4
MEMBERS OF THE SOUTHERN

expedition

report of the company of fifty organized for exploring south 23rd
nov 1849 pres PP pratt WW phelps and david fullmer counselors
john brown capt robert cambell clerk
first ten

second ten

isaac haight capt
parley P pratt
wadsworth
william wadsworth1
ailen
allen
rufus alien

joseph matthews capt
john brown
nathan tanner

chancey west
dan jones
hail K gay
george B matson
samuel gould
william P vance

sterling G driggs
homer duncan
william matthews
john D holladay
schuyler jennings
john H bankhead
robert M smith

third ten

forth ten

joseph horme capt
alexander wright

ephraim green
wm W phelph engineer
charles hopkins
wm S sidney willis
andrew blodgett
william henry

1

david fullmer
william brown
georg nebeker
benjamin F stuart
james farrer
henry heath

seth B tanner
alexander lemon

peter dustin
thomas E ricks
robert campbell
isaac H brown

william wadsworth should be spelled william wordsworth
124

125

fifth ten

josiah arnold capt
christopher williams
stephen taylor
dimic B huntington
john C armstrong
isaac B hatch
jonathan packer
it should also be noted that five more men joined the company while
the expedition was camped at manti these men were members of the san
pitch colony which had settled in manti several days early 2

from san pitch
madison hambleton
gardner G potter
edward everett

john lowry jr
sylvester hewlitt

sources the brigham young collection november 23 1849 and november
24 1849 historical department LDS church salt lake city utah also see
pratt parley P autobiography of parley P pratt salt lake city deseret
book company 1980 365
366
365366

journal history of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints

december 4 1850

APPENDIX 5
MEMBERS OF THE FORWARD COMPANY

this

the explorers who volunteered to continue exploring
while the oxen recuperated in the little salt lake valley this forward
company started south on december 26 1849 and travelled to the rio
virgin and around the st george loop before reuniting with the wagon
company on january 8 1850
is a list of

parley P pratt

john brown
homer duncan
william matthews
george B matson
robert M smith
alexander wright
charles hopkins
benjamin F stuart
dimick B huntington
gardner G potter

nathan tanner
dan jones
john D holladay
john H bankhead
ephraim green
william W phelps
william brown

robert campbell
madison hambleton

source the brigham young collection december 26 1849 and january 8
1850 historical department salt lake city utah
126

APPENDIX 6
MEMBERS OF THE WAGON COMPANY

WHO WINTERED NEAR FILLMORE UTAH

this

wagons

is a list of explorers who volunteered to winter with
near fillmore utah on january 21 1850

david fullmerpresident
fullmer president
sterling G driggs
hail K gay
samuel gould
alexander wright
wm S sidney willis
william henry
peter dustin

the oxen and

alien
ailen
rufus allen
william matthews
george B matson
william P vance
charles hopkins
george nebeker
james farrer
henry heath
seth B tanner
alexander lemon
madison hambleton
edward everett
sylvester hewlitt

thomas E ricks
robert campbell
christopher williams
gardner G potter
john lowry jr

source the brigham young collection january
department LDS church salt lake city utah
127

21

1850 historical

APPENDIX 7
LETTERS FROM

PP

PRATT TO BRIGHAM YOUNG

A

saturday morning nov 24 1849
president young and council
is

dear brethren we are now about hitched up and ready to start all
es
well and believe we lack for nothing essential
essental
sental
our co is full except three men and the little dog trip which brother
I1

campbell wishes to to
fo for but we cannot wait and he keeps with his
wagon all the time
bro D dan jones not arrived but will probably overtake us today
we found and received the ox of bishop whitney also two oxen from
the marshal from the stray pen two oxen from brother young and a few
oxen wagons ect
act from individuals not recorded we are well fitted out and
in good spirits and we now commend ourselves to the lord and to your
prayers and that of the church god bless you and the saints for ever and
ever amen
signed
parley P pratt

enclosed send report of fifty minutes of meeting for organization
scription list other lists and phelps note and think if trip could
parleys sup
subscription
supscription
be sent along another theromenter
thero menter and a long measuring tape it would be
good we are strung out 10 34 miles from council house good spirit
prevails liberality evinced all round as is common amongst a company just
starting
signed
1I

I1

rob campbell
source the brigham young collection november 24 1849 historical
department LDS church salt lake city utah
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LETTERS FROM

PP

PRATT TO BRIGHAM YOUNG
B

prests
crests young kimball and richards GSL city
pitch settlement wed 5th
sandpitch
ath december 1849
from Sand

enclosed we send herewith sketch of camp journal up to yesterdays
ful and prosperous so far in all our undertakings
succes
succesful
date we have been successful
and journeying the providential hand of the almighty has been over us for
good since we left and to him we give the honor and humbly entreat of
him to guide us by day and by night that we may do much good for israel
we start this morning and may reach the sevier to night perhaps not
til to morrow but we we are an interest in your faith and prayers as our
camp continually prays for you and all the household of faith all is well all
ail
ali
is well

signed
parley P pratt

signed
clerks
clerk
rob campbell clerk1

source the brigham young collection december
department LDS church salt lake city utah

reception of parley

pratts december

5

1849 historical

1949 letter was recorded on
balis
balls
alFs
dec 22 1849 president young met in council in heber C Kimb
kimbalfs
kimballs
Kimbails
airs
school room at 1 pm letters were read from phineas richards robert
campbell and parley P pratt from sanpete valley also an extract from
robert campbells journal and a letter from J S beale journal history
dec 22 1849
P
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PP

PRATT TO BRIGHAM YOUNG
C

272 miles from GSL city red creek

dec 25 1849 little salt lake valley
prests
crests young kimball and richards

dear brethren
some talk in camp of brethren returning from this point if so
you expect some news
tried at first to keep aside from my journal a
copy of camp proceedings and to be ready at any moment to send back but
lately have failed in doing so if cooking guarding keeping camp journal
excusses
excesses
nursing and Roa
dometer are ex
roadometer
cusses enough for the failure than can
be justly excused while fixing up to start with pack animals from this
point being around about today have heard many family letters eloquent
grand sublime and sympathetic truthful elaborate and poetic to which
would refer for many particulars we have about used up our oxen in
getting our wagons thus far and it is considerated absolutely necessary to
leave them here to recruit the last 45 miles from the sevier to this point
over the mountains of snow in places from 224
4 feet deep which has taken
us a week with water only in two camping places nearly perpendicular
pitches where men had to draw up the oxen then the oxen draw up the
wagons and as steep places for to take our wagons down all this road
strewed with cobbled stones and large rocks feed mostly all covered by the
snow has tended J in a great measure J toward disabling the camp from
going farther with teams the thermometer has been at 21 degrees below
zero on the sevier bottom been nearly in snow 34 of our time seen but
few indians different utes had a good time with capt walker whose band
family were much afflicted with sickness measles gave him the flour
excused himself on account of sickness for not accompanying us personally
but seen his brother ammomah who in two or three days got so sick he
was compelled to stay with some lake utes who had a medicine squaw that
could make medicine for him to cure him he to come on if got better soon
we have passed thror
sandpitch
pitch a barren rugged
thro since we left Sand

there

is

I1

1I

I1

I1
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mountainous country at present fit only to be a habitation for those who
live by idle indian ants and that of the scantest
scan test kind we took up the s west
scantiest
branch of the sevier where there is a few hundred acres in places with rich
feed land black and loamy but considerable saleratus which tests more
salty than the saleratus on the soil in the valley the mountains and some
bench lands where we have passed thro is thickly studded with cedars the
mountains exhibit the action of fire and may have specimens of rock along
that contain iron ore some 14 inch some has been found today along with
emery from the bed of this creek washed from the mountains father
arnold sends some home this place deemed good and suitable for a
settlement say from fifty to eighty families only thing lacking is building
timber not much explored yet only one man been to the lake the camp
has generally enjoyed good health been mindful killed on 22nd 21 rabbits
one wild cat one wolf and a fox some deer killed two days before so that
some of us have had plenty of wild meat lately killed 4 beefs since we
started the meat of one we killed yesterday being jerked for the packers
ibs flour coffee and half of our beefs are yet preserved
who each carry 40 lbs
9 ocl pm a meeting held a few minutes ago voted that david fullmer be
president of the camp who stay isaac C haight be capt and see to
clerking capt brown reports 20 men fitted out with 30 horses and mules to
go 5 animals remain with the party who stay here voted that we give
joseph matthews and schyler jennings an honorable furlough to go home
and carry our letters taking each of them one of their animals and their
arms provisions enough to last them home we sent from sandpitch
Sand pitch our
doings up to that time expect you have received them ere thus
parley is now calling who is ready 26th noon to start
am ready
and must close
before have the chance of expressing a good wish for all
closebefore
the saints which is in my heart continually
I1

1I

yours

in meanness
me
meakness
akness

signed

rob campbell

to the

presidency dear brethren

have just heard the foregoing letter and do not consider it necessary
to add a great deal to the information therein contained myself and the
camp are in good spirits and have been thro all weather and all
circumstances unexpected snow storms extraordinary cold together with
week teams many of which had been worked down before we started have
I1
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retarded our progress far beyond our expectations and may prevent us from
accomplishing as much as is desired but we will do the best we can
the place where we now are say sat 37 degrees 50 feet is well
convenise
venise of a small settlement say 50 to
adapted to the sustenance and con
100 families and we suppose most of the country from here to the utah on
the main line of travel which is west of the wasatch range will admit a
continuous line of settlements but of this we can speak more fully when we
return this location is immediately east of the little salt lake from which it
may be 6 miles distant in the same valley and at the western foot of the
wasatch range the land is rich is beautiful and undulating westward and
the best calculated for watering of any place we have seen of late two
small streams rather less than city creek come out high run nearly on a level
with the top of the ground on the highest levels and throw out their surplus
floods in times of high water dispersing fertility in every direction the
grass willows weeds and other grasses grow exceedingly dense over
thousands of acres pasture lands extend for miles north and south of the
farming land and the foot hills at from one to two miles distant and ablacked
with inexhaustable
accept and consisting of shrub
inexhaustible supplies of fuel easy of acceps
pine and cedar about 12 feet high good building timber will be harder to
obtain but shows itself in abundance among the mountains there is also
free stone in abundance near a good town site and water power running
thro with any desirable amount of fall and being on the immediate line of
travel is certainly a desirable location the weather here is like spring
thermometer 60 degrees in the shade and the evening sky for days in
succession remind us of the trade winds at sea or the west indies the
nights mornings and midday reminds us of april the valley still opens to
the south as far as the eye can reach and we hope to find other streams
and more land in the vicinity
we must close by wishing you all through out the church a happy
new year to say nothing of christ mass or other masses remember us in
your prayers and god bless you and all our friends forever
remain your brother in
the N and E covenant
I1

signed
parley P pratt

source the brigham young collection december 25 1853 historical
department LDS church salt lake city utah
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october 6 1853
president young
if it be

I
presidency
am willing to take 50 missionaries
mind
of
the
the
1

and explore and establish missions in the southeastern portions of utah
territory and on the borders of new mexico commencing south and east of
iron county settlements

signed
parley P pratt
on the bottom of the letter was written
it meets my mind for br P P pratt the above named mission

signed
brigham young

source the brigham young collection october 6 1853 historical
department LDS church salt lake city utah
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APPENDIX 8
UTAH

1850 1864
settlements 18501864

parley P pratts southern expedition passed through many future
thirty seven sites which
communities the following list is comprised of the thirtyseven
were recommended in the reports by parley and robert L campbell upon
their return to salt lake city in february and march of 1850
in addition to these thirtyseven
thirty seven settlements parley and robert
recorded more than fifty possible sites however many of these locations
were only a short distance from other more desirable sites which they
recorded on the same or following day consequently many of these areas
were in the same valley or in very close proximity
As the explorers travelled along the trail they would record a
possible site for consideration As they continued on their way however
they might come upon a better location just a few miles away
consequently the camp journal kept by robert campbell had both areas
recorded for example as the explorers were traveling out of the mountain
pass on december 22 they mentioned that this area would make a nice
present day
settlement A few miles down the valley they come across the presentday
Para gonah with a stream flowing out of the mountains realizing the
site of paragonah
second location was more favorable than the earlier site they didnt record
2
the first area in their final report
the following list are areas which were recommended and also settled
1

we
ne know from the journal history of the church that robert campbell
made a report to brigham young and other authorities after his return
I
however do not know if this report was written or oral consequently
im assuming that he reported each of the locations which he recorded in his
journal after parleys departure home with the forward company
1

2this
athis
his leads the reader to infer that they only emphasized the preferable
locations in their written report rather than the totality of areas mentioned in
the journals in addition they may have discussed all the locations in
conversation but that is only speculative
134

135
3

within the next fifteen years it is probably safe to assume that several of
4
these locations were some how influenced by the southern expedition
Spring ville
lehi american fork lindon payson spanish fork springville
carowan
Pa rowan santaquin
San taquin nephi fillmore cedar city mona
1851 parowan
gonah harmony cedar valley ephraim
paragonah
1852 Para
1854 santa clara
1855 holden
1856 beaver washington
1857 meadow gunlock cove fort
1858 toquerville
green
kanosh gunnison moroni
1859 fountain
1860 spring lake benjamin
1861 greenville st george
1863 salina
Marys vale
cleville joseph richfield marysvale
circleville
1864 Cir

1850

youna the colonizer salt lake city
sources milton R hunter bri
brigham
harn young
press
news
1940 361
365 poll richard D thomas G
deseret
361365
the
alexander eugene E campbell david E miller eds utahs history
provo brigham young university press 1978 684685
684 685 and an 1850 and
1864 map of utah these were located in the utah state historical societys
map collection salt lake city utah also see report of the southern
expedition and robert L campbells journal
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m not listing every site which was recorded in the journals because

many of them were never settled and would have to be explained by map
coordinates or geographical locations it is safe to say that the total number
of locations which were recorded as possible sites exceeds fifty

trace the history methodology factors and
decision makers involved in each of these colonization efforts therefore
decisionmakers
the following list of settlements are those in which the explorers travelled
through or very nearby while on the southern expedition and were
mentioned as possible sites to be considered for future colonization
whether or not the southern expedition was influential in establishing these
colonies remains to be proven
41tt

is not my intent to

APPENDIX 9

biographical

ESSAYS

ALLEN RUFUS CHESTER

ailen was born in delaware county new york
allen
rufus chester alien
october 22 1827 when he was seven years old his family moved to
illinios
nios As a young man
caldwell county missouri and later to nauvoo Illi
he was called on by the leaders of the church to assist in ferrying people
1847
across the mississippi river during the winter of 1846
18461847
rufus joined the mormon battalion and travelled to los angeles
after his enlistment was completed he returned to iowa and helped all
remaining family members to utah
at the age of twenty two rufus accompanied apostle parley P pratt
on the southern expedition he volunteered to stay with the wagons and
oxen when parley and the forward company travelled the st george loop
and also stayed with the wagons near fillmore utah when part of the
company was forced to rest the animals and return in the spring
following the trek rufus travelled with elder pratt on a mission to
south america they both returned to salt lake city in 1852 in march of
1853 rufus married lavenia H yearsley and they made their home in
ogden they were the parents of three children soon after his marriage
he was called on another mission this time to the indians in southern utah
he served on this mission for three years while on this mission he married
margaret mcconnell by whom he had one son chester W alien
ailen following
allen
this mission he returned to ogden he later served in the utah war of
1857 1858 and spent much of his time guarding echo canyon
18571858
in 1866 rufus drove teams east and west bringing emigrants to utah
Para gonah but later settled in st george he
he assisted in the founding of paragonah
Ka
narra harmony pinto creek cottonwood creek
also moved his family to vanarra
kanarra
la verkin north creek and lastly ogden he labored for fourteen years in
the st george temple after its dedication and was set apart as a counselor
in the st george second ward bishopric he later served as a counselor in
the ogden first ward rufus died in ogden sometime during the winter of

1888 1889
18881889

sources jenson latterday
latter day saint biographical encyclopedia vol 1
535 orson F whitney history of utah vol 4 salt lake city george Q
cannon and sons co 1892 436 sketch of the life of rufus chester
alien
ailen located in the historical department LDS church salt lake city
allen
utah and kate B carter compiler our pioneer heritage vol 2 salt lake
city daughters of the utah pioneers 1959 561
562
561562
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ARMSTRONG JOHN C

john

armstrong and his twin brother robert were born on
november 27 1813 in carlisle cumberland england on september 8
1840 john married mary kirkbridge and soon began a very successful
tailor business
in the summer of 1844 parley P pratt brought the gospel to the
armstrongs while on a mission to england on one occasion when elder
pratt was teaching in the armstrong home a mob burst into the front door
searching for the mormon missionary mary quickly hid parley under a bed
while the assailants search in vain john and mary were baptized in the
mercer river on july 21 1844 they arrived in america the next year and
settled in st louis missouri
C

figure 11 john C armstrong
the armstrongs left their home and journeyed across the plains
while crossing iowa mary said that for days and days it rained all the
water they had to drink came out of the wagon tracks the roads were so
difficult that they could only make a few miles in the mud each day
matches were so scarce mary said that riders were sent ahead to the
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prece eding company of mormons to bring back fire eventually the
proceeding
armstrongs arrived in utah in abraham 0 smoots company on september
26
1847
261847
john just turned 36 years of age when he journeyed on the southern
expedition his prior experience in the ballos brass band made him a perfect
candidate as bugler on the expedition johns diary of the expedition says
he volunteered to stay with the wagons and oxen when parley and the
that
thathe
teathe
forward company travelled the st george loop but he chose to join
parleys forward group on the return trip to salt lake in february of 1850
upon his return john and his family settled in salt lake city where
he worked as a tailor he made clothes and suits for many of the leaders of
the church john also served in defense of utah with a company of
mormon men stationed at fort bridger in addition he served a mission to
england in 18521854
1852 1854 after completing this mission john was returning
to utah when he became ill probably cholera and died in st louis
missouri leaving his wife and three small children behind

sources 1850 utah census provo utah brigham young university
microfilms harold B lee library davis bitton guide to mormon diaries and
autobiographies provo utah brigham young university press 1977 13
marcia A jolley history of pioneers john christopher armstrong and mary
kirkbridge armstrong mormon biographical sketches collec
tion located
collection
in the historical department LDS church and brigham young
report of
if
the southern utah exploring company original located in the brigham
young collection historical department LDS church salt lake city utah

ARNOLD JOSIAH

josiah arnold was born october 1 1801 in hoosick new york his
48 years of experience made him a good choice as one of the five captains
on the southern expedition
after reaching little salt lake valley josiah offered to stay with the
wagons and oxen while parley and the forward company travelled on ahead
following the return trip to salt lake city in early february 1850
josiah made his home in west jordan he married his third wife clarissa
lora jones in 1854 josiah died five years later on september 7 1859
sources the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints IGI
computer file brigham young university journal history of the church of
jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints november 23 1849 and young report
of the southern utah exploring company historical department LDS
church
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BANKHEAD JOHN HENDERSON

native of tennessee john henderson bankhead was born february
14 1814 in july of 1842 he married nancy crosby together they had
16 children the Bank
bankheads
heads converted to the church in 1845 due in part to
the missionary efforts of elder john brown captain of fifty for the
southern expedition
in the spring of 1849 john and his family moved to cottonwood
utah near the home of his friend john brown his willing participation with
parley pratts company reflects the depth of his recent conversion
A

figure 12 john bankhead brother george is seated
following the expedition the bankhead family moved to box elder
county later his family was called to settle and farm in cache valley
john died faithful to the church on november 1 1884 and was buried in
cache valley

sources carter our pioneer he
heritage vol
church IGI computer file

2 561
562 and LDS
561562
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andrewjackson

BLODGETT
BLODGE ANDREW JACKSON

andrew jackson blodgett was born in ohio some time between 1828
and 1830 he married mary lee in 1849 the same year he joined the
southern expedition he was one of the youngest men to serve in parley P
pratts exploring company during the expedition andrew volunteered to
stay with the wagons and oxen when parley and the forward company
travelled the st george loop but he opted to join parleys forward group
which returned to salt lake city in early february
the possibility exists that he was captivated by the beauty of the
sanpete valley while exploring in 1850 because he moved his small family
to manti and began farming soon after his return from the expedition his
whereabouts after 1850 are uncertain

sources 1850 utah census LDS church IGI computer file and
young report of the southern utah exploring company historical
department
dedartment LDS church

BROWN ISAAC H

isaac H brown was born in new jersey in 1826 during his service
in the southern expedition isaac remained with the wagons while parley P
pratts forward group journeyed around the st george loop when he
returned home in 1850 he worked as a laborer and lived alone isaacs
whereabouts from 1850 are unknown

sources 1850 utah census and young report of the southern
utah exploring company historical department LDS church
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BROWN JOHN

john brown was born october 23 1820 in sumner county
tennessee much of his youth and early adult life was spent training for the
baptist ministry however he joined the mormon church in perry county
illinois sometime in july of 1841 and gathered with the saints in nauvoo
the next year

1843 he was called to the southern states mission where he
assisted in the conversion of a large number of people two of his converts
would later accompany him on the southern expedition john H bankhead
and john D holladay after his mission he returned to nauvoo and helped
with the construction of the temple during this time john was a member
of the whittling and whistling club the members of this club somewhat
replaced the nauvoo police after the community charter was repealed
in

figure 13

john brown
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As a member of brigham youngs advance company john was
chosen captain of the 13th ten and named one of the chief hunters for the
journey in addition he and orson pratt were the first two saints to view
the great salt lake valley from big mountain and john was among the first
men to plow and plant in the valley he was also said to have swung the
first scythe on the native grasses of utah that produced the first hay crop in
utah for the saints
john returned to winter quarters a few months later and brought his
family back to utah the following spring the browns were one of the first
families to leave the safety of the fort and build a home they settled near
present day ft union with many of the mississippi saints
presentday
As a colonel in the nauvoo legion john volunteered his assistance in
several indian skirmishes over the years he was also elected a
representative of salt lake county in the first legislature of the territory
re
and he subsequently represented
presented utah county in the same capacity for

three terms

As a member of the southern expedition john was elected as the
captain of fifty over all the explorers it was at his home where the
company rendezvoused before commencing their expedition his work
during the journey was vital in the overall success of the trek
following the expedition john was sent east as a travelling
tra velling agent for
the perpetual emigration fund and spent two years at the different
gathering points of utahbound
utah bound immigration he also filled several missions
in his life
time in addition john served as the bishop of pleasant grove for
lifetime
twenty
nine years he was the first justice of the peace in lehi and was
twentynine
grove
mayor
pleasant
of
where he served twenty years
later elected
many of johns twenty
six children were born while he lived in utah
twentysix
county including his famous daughter amy brown lyman he was
ordained a patriarch in 1891 and served in that capacity until his death on

november 4 1897

sources john brown autobiography of john brown 1820
1896
18201896
salt lake city stevens and wallis co 1941 jenson latterday
latter day saint
biographical encyclopedia vol 1 511
512 frank esshom pioneers and
511512
prominent men of utah salt lake city utah pioneers book publishing
company 1913 774 gene allred
alfred
alired session latterday
ailred
latter day patriots nine
mormon families and their revolutionary war heritage salt lake city
147 whitney history of utah vol 4
126147
deseret book company 1975 126
48 bitton guide to mormon diaries and autobiographies 4243
42 43 john
brown sketch of the life of john brown mormon biographical sketches
collection located in the historical department LDS church and carter
1
& 619
our pioneer heritage
9
vol 2 421
431 458
480
herlt
herit
20
4801
421431
4589
61920
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BROWN WILLIAM

william brown was born

january 3 1816 in ontario
county new york he was
baptized february 5 1843 and
came to the salt lake valley in
1847 after he completed his
enlistment in the mormon battalion
thirtytwo
two years old
he was thirty
when he left on the southern
expedition and upon his return he
built the first house in south salt

lake
william and his
family moved to bountiful were he
started a farm and became the first
bishop of the south bountiful ward
he lived his remaining years in
bountiful except for a brief time
when he helped settle st george
william died on october 28 1892
and was buried in south bountiful
in 1851

figure 14 william brown

sources jenson latterday
bloo raghical encyclopedia vol 1
latter day saint biographical
466 467 and albert E miller the immortal pioneer founders of the Ccity of
466467
st george utah utah albert E miller 1946 16
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CAMPBELL ROBERT LANG

kilbarchan
robert lang campbell was born january 21 1825 in Kil
barchan
shire scotland he joined the church on august 9 1842 and on
Renfrew
renfrewshire
january 14 1845 he arrived in america and journeyed to nauvoo illinois
while in nauvoo robert did clerical work for patriarch john smith and
apostle willard richards
clerical abilities were very useful to parley P pratt and the
company of southern explorers robert was unanimously elected as
secretary and clerk by the group on november 23 1849
during the expedition robert accompanied pratts forward group
around the st george loop but stayed behind with the wagons and oxen
when they split the party near
fillmore utah
after returning to salt lake
city in late march 1850 robert
was called on a mission to great
britain nearly four years later
he returned to salt lake city and
found a job as a clerk in the
churchs historians office he
worked for the church until his
death on april 11 1872
among his accomplish-

roberts

ments robert was elected
secretary of the deseret
agricultural and manufacturing
manufac turing
society appointed a regent of the
deseret university elected to the
legislative assembly elected
superintendent of schools for salt
lake county elected superin
intendent
tendent of schools for the
figure 15 robert L campbell
territory of utah served as chief
clerk for the house of
representatives and was recognized as one of utahs foremost educators
and the first promoter of the free school system in utah

sources jenson latter
day saint biographical encyclopedia vol
latterday
613 614 and robert L campbell journal historical department LDS
613614
church salt lake city utah

1
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VES
DRIGGS STERLING GRA
GRAVES

sterling graves driggs was born february 12 1822 in eastern ohio
or western pennsylvania after his family joined the church in ohio they
emigrated to nauvoo illinois in 1840 sterlings family experienced the
hardships and subjugations of being associated with the mormon church
and they were among the thousands who were forced to flee into iowa and
nebraska following the illinois persecutions both his mother and father died
before reaching utah
arriving in utah in 1847 sterling lived for two years in the home of
apostle amasa M lyman before being called as a member of parley P
pratts southern expedition in 1849

figure 16 sterling

G

driggs
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following the return of the expedition he accompanied apostles
amasa lyman and charles C rich on another expedition this time to
california where sterling assisted in the founding of the settlement of san
bernardino
sterling worked as a freighter for several years bringing loads of
merchandise from california to utah he married sarah rogers in 1855 and
moved his family to southern california during the utah war of 1857 he
carowan
Pa rowan
brought his family back to utah and settled in parowan
sterling took up farming after moving to iron county and was killed a
few years later on december 3 1860 from injuries received in a threshing
machine accident

sources jenson latterday
latter day saint biographical encyclopedia vol 1
698 699 LDS church IGI computer file young report of the southern
698699
utah exploring company and carter our pioneer heritage vol 2 500501
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DUNCAN HOMER

homer duncan was born in barnet vermont on january 19 1815
he was the third member of his family to join the church and was baptized
in the grand river at adam ondi ahman missouri in 1838 his conversion
fulfilled the events he had witnessed in a vision many years before
A year after his baptism homer was ordained a seventy and called on
his first mission to toronto canada he served two more missions during
1855 1857 and the other to england 1860his lifetime one to texas 18551857
1861

tra velling to
after the death of the prophet joseph smith and before travelling
eyewitness
witness to the mantle of prophet falling upon
utah homer was an eye

brigham young while crossing the plains
close calls including a grizzly bear attack

figure 17 homer duncan

in

1848 homer survived many
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the spring of 1849 homer settled between big and little
cottonwood creeks in south salt lake several of the members of the
southern expedition also settled in this area As a member of the
expedition homer accompanied parley P pratt in travelling
tra velling around the st
george loop and also in coming home in the first part of february 1850
after starting one of the first cattle ranches in rush valley homer
and his family moved to st george and then cedar city before making
their permanent home in salt lake city he and his two wives asenath and
sarah had 18 children homer died in salt lake city on march 23 1906
in

sources esshom pioneers and prominent men of utah 850 jenson
latterday
627 and bitton
622627
latter day saint biographical encyclopedia vol 1 622
guide to mormon diaries and autobioa
rag hies 93
raghies
autobiographies

TER
PETER
D
DUSTIN
US TIN
ein PE
eln

peter dustin was born in 1780 in new hampshire he came across
the plains with nathan tanner for his name is mentioned in nathan tanners
journals at the age 68 or 691
69 peter was probably the second oldest man to
travel in parley P pratts southern exploring company peter volunteered to
stay with the wagons and oxen when parley and the forward group travelled
the st george loop and he also stayed with the wagons near fillmore
in 1850 peter was the head of a household of five and worked as a
laborer at the time

sources young
historical department

report of the southern utah exploring company
LDS church and 1850 utah census
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EVERTT EDWARD

evertt
event was a member of the first company to settle in manti
edward eventt
he also volunteered to join parley P pratts southern expedition after the
company travelled through sanpete valley
during the trek edward stayed with the wagons and oxen when
parley and the forward company travelled the st george loop and also
stayed with the wagons near fillmore utah
after his service with the southern expedition edward returned to
manti his whereabouts after 1850 are uncertain

sources journal history december 5 1849 through january 22
1850 and young report of the southern utah exploring company
historical department LDS church

FARRER JAMES

james farrer was born

in Brig
brigsteer
steer

westminster england in 1822
after crossing the ocean in the 1840s he gathered with the saints in
nauvoo illinois and came in one of the first companies to utah in 1847
james was in his late twenties when he joined the southern
expedition following his service as an explorer he made another journey to
the south as a member of george A smiths vanguard company of iron
county pioneers two of his friends from the southern expedition were also
in this company joseph home
horne and william P vance these colonists
arrived on center creek january 13 1851 and commenced the
establishment of utahs first iron works
by 1870 james had taken up a residence and a farm in beaver utah
he married at least three times and had a large posterity james died on
august 26 1899

sources LDS church IGI computer file and iron county centennial
1951
daughters of the utah pioneers 1951 42
1851
18511951
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FULLMER DAVID

david fullmer was born
in chillisquaque northumberland
north umberland
county pennsylvania
pennsyl vania on july 7
1803 raised on a farm david
decided to try his hand at teaching
and later in merchandising he
moved with his small family to ohio
A
where he was converted to the
16
church and baptized september 16f
1836
david witnessed much
persecution during this period of his
life he was forced to move from
ohio missouri and illinois
As a member of the council
of fifty david was appointed a
captain of one hundred and started
west with the first company when
this company arrived in garden
grove iowa david stayed behind
figure 18 david fullmer
for a season to farm grain for the
church he and his family later
moved to winter quarters nebraska and came across the plains in 1848
during the winter of 18491850
1849 1850 he was called as a counselor for
parley P pratts southern exploring company he was left in charge of half
the men after volunteering to stay with the wagons and oxen during the
journey
following the southern expedition david was elected to the
legislature of the provisional state of deseret and was appointed first
counselor to daniel spencer president of the salt lake stake he also
term
tern of the salt lake stake from 1852 to 1856
tem
served as president pro temm
term
tern of salt lake county and
tem
treasurer of the university treasurer pro temm
director of the agricultural society he died in salt lake city october 21
1879 after serving as a patriarch for many years
4 not
111

sources esshom pioneers and prominent men of utah 8881
81 jenson
1
vol
biographical
biograghical
291 young
encyclopedia
day
289
289291
latterday
saint
latter
report of the southern utah exploring company historical department
LDS church and 1860 utah census
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GAK HIAL
GAY
HIA
hiatL K
hlat

hial K gay was a member of parley P pratts southern expedition
who remained with the wagons and oxen when the party was split into two
companies while camping in the little salt lake valley on december 26
1849 consequently he did not accompany pratts forward group which
made the st george loop hial later volunteered to remain with the
wagons near fillmore utah and finally arrived home in salt lake city on
march 28 1850 no other information about hial could be obtained

sources parley P pratt autobiography of parley P pratt salt lake
city deseret book company 1980 365
366 and young report of the
365366
southern utah exploring company historical department LDS church

GOULD SAMUEL

J

samuel gould was born august 15 1778 in litchfield county
connecticut after joining the church samuel moved to nauvoo illinois
where he was later expelled from his home by an angry mob A year later
he enlisted in the mormon battalion and was sent with the sick detachment
to pueblo colorado for the winter of 1846
1847 he is regarded as the
18461847
oldest man to enlist in the mormon battalion in addition he was probably
the oldest member of parley P pratts southern expedition
at the age of 71 samuel started for southern utah with 51 other
ge he volunteered to stay with the wagons and
men closer to half his aage
oxen when parley and the forward company travelled the st george loop
and also stayed with the wagons near fillmore utah when part of the
company was forced to rest the animals and return in the spring
after his return samuel moved his family to utah county for a while
carowan
Pa rowan
and worked as a sailor on utah lake he also moved his family to parowan
carowan
and later to st george the gould familys final move was back to parowan
where samuel died on december 30 1869 at the age of 91

sources jenson latterday
latter day saint biographical encyclopedia vol 1
georoe
georae
city of st george
383
384 miller the immortal pioneer founders of the cityof
383384
parowan
carowan
Pa rowan
utah 16 luella adams dalton history of iron county mission paro
utah utah brigham young university library 1973 2233 and young
report of the southern utah exploring company historical department
LDS church
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GREEN EPHRAIM

ephraim green was born in the state of new york in 1807 following
his service in the mormon battalion he came to utah 1848 on november
23 1849 he was elected one of the captains of ten for the southern
expedition he was also elected chief gunner in charge of the brass field
piece he went with parley P pratts forward company around the st
george loop and returned to salt lake city in early february of 1850
after the southern expedition ephraim served a mission to the
sandwich islands following his mission he worked for a while in a coal
mine near san diego california to raise the money to return to salt lake
city ephraim was a carpenter by trade but made a living as a farmer

sources journal history november 24 1849 & january 22 1850
1850 utah census & 1860 utah census and bitton guide to mormon
diaries and autobiographies 128
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HAIGHT ISAAC CHAUNCEY

isaac C haight was born on may 27 1813 in new york he lived
there until 1842 when he moved with his small family to nauvoo illinois
and took a job with the nauvoo city police following the death of joseph
smith isaac and his family moved to council bluffs iowa
isaac later crossed the plains as a member of the mormon battalion
and eventually arrived in salt lake city on september 22 1847 in 1849
LDS 16th
marshall
marshal and the bishop of the LIDS
isaac was appointed a deputy marshai
ward later that year he was called as a member of parley P pratts
southern expedition

figure 19 isaac

C

haight
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during the expedition isaac kept a journal of his experiences he was
barely and the forward company
made a captain and clerk during the weeks parely
were travelling
tra velling around the st george loop he recorded the frost
bite of
frostbite
many of the men who remained with the wagons he was involved in much
of the exploring around little salt lake valley and in finding the minerals in
that area he accompained parleys forward group on the return trip and
arrived home in early february 1850
at the april 1850 general conference only a few months after his
return from exploring southern utah he was called on a mission to great
britain following his mission in 1853 he was called for a few months as
the churchs purchasing agent in the east by the close of 1853 isaac was
called to take charge of the iron works in cedar city utah he lived the rest
of his life in southern utah and northern arizona with his six wives and large
family

isaac was elected mayor of cedar city and also called as the stake
president for the area he directed the deseret iron company during its
zenith in 1855 he was a member of the legislative assembly in fillmore
and also elected to the constitutional convention in salt lake city 1856
As a major in the militia isaac was involved in the mountain
meadows massacre and was released as stake president following the
incident he and john D lee were later excommunicated for their part in
rebaptized
rebaptizer a few years later and quietly died in
the matter isaac was re
baptized
thatcher arizona on september 8 1886

sources journal history april 30 1849 isaac C haight journal
historical department LDS church juanita brooks the mountain
meadows massacre norman university of oklahoma press 1985 185186 212 1850 utah census & 1860 utah census bitton guide to
if
mormon diaries and autobiographies 133
134 isaac chauncey haight
133134
mormon biographical sketches collection historical department LDS
church LDS church IGI computer file young report of the southern
utah exploring company historical department LDS church
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HAMBLETON MADISON D

madison D hambleton was born in erie county new york on
chelnecha
november 2 1811 he married Chel
necha smith on january 7 1835 and
chelnesha
they were both baptized in october 1842 after arriving in the salt lake
valley hambleton was called to settle in manti he and his wife were
among the first company to settle in sanpete valley
after parley P pratts southern exploring company came through
manti in early december of 1849 madison joined the party with four other
men from the newly settled manti colony he rode with parley in the
forward company which travelled the st george loop
after completing his service in the expedition madison returned to his
family in sanpete valley and found employment as a carpenter he lived in
manti until his death on may 29 1870

sources 1850 utah census young report of the southern utah
exploring company historical department LDS church LDS church IGI
computer file

HATCH ISAAC BURRUS

isaac burrus hatch was born on february 14 1823 in jefferson
county new york he joined the church in 1840 and moved west to be
with the saints he married mary jane garlick on september 10 1845 and
he married her sister hannah a year later
after reaching utah isaac was called as a member of parley P pratts
exploring party he is remembered for using his mineral rod on several
occasions during the expedition upon his return to salt lake city in early
february of 1850 he moved to utah county and started a farm in
Spring ville utah
springville
isaac died march 25 1853 his third son which was born about five
months after his death was named after him

sources our own sevier A comprehensive centennial volume
1965 richfield utah richfield reaper 1965
sevier county utah 1865
18651965
292 1850 utah census and LDS church IGI computer file
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HEA
TH HENRY
HEATH

henry heath was born on november 22 1828 in hanley england
within two years of his conversion he had come to america and made his
way to utah on his twenty
first
twentyfirst
birthday he and nearly fifty other
members of the southern
expedition gathered on cottonwood
creek in preparation for their
journey midway through the trek
henry volunteered to remain with
the wagons and oxen when the
forward company travelled the st
george loop he also stayed with
the wagons near fillmore utah
when part of the company was
forced to rest the animals and
return in the spring
when the call was made for
settlers to colonize st george
henry was among six former
southern explorers who volunteered
to uproot families and travel south
by 1870 henry and his
henry
20
figure
V heath
family had moved back to salt lake
city where he worked as a farmer
time miner he died on april 4 1908 in salt lake city
parttime
and part
at

sources young report of the southern utah exploring company
historical department LDS church miller the immortal pioneer founders
george
georoe utah 16 1870 utah census and LDS church
of the city of st geoge
IGI computer file
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HENRIE WILLIAM
WX L aa
1a M
willfam
wllliam

william henrie was born in maretta pennsylvania on september 11
1799 his family moved to west virgina while he was still a boy after he
reached adulthood william decided to move to the wilderness of ohio and
settle near an uncle not long after his arrival he married myra mayall on
november 17 1824 and they were the parents of seven children all of
which were born in ohio the henrie family operated a farm sawmill
gristmill and one of the most renowned horse ranchs
banchs in the entire area
william and myra first heard about the gospel through the missionary
efforts of parley P pratt and samuel smith they were reluctant to join the
church until after they met the prophet joseph smith soon after meeting
with the prophet william and myra were baptized july 17 1842 in
hamilton county ohio they quickly sold everything and gathered to illinois
with the body of the saints
joseph smith sold one of his nauvoo farms to the henries after their
arrival in the community the henries built a nice home and became very
close friends to the prophet william said that joseph never hesitated to
visit them and borrow anything that he needed in fact joseph borrowed
one of williams horses when he went to carthage
the henries endured many hardships and tribulations following the
death of joseph and hyrum smith for the next four years they said that
they always were in fear for their lives after arriving in utah with the
vanguard company william assisted in locating homes for the saints in
april 1849 william was appointed a member of an exploring committee to
locate suitable places for settlements in the area of utah lake he later
helped parley P pratt explore the regions of tooele
thoele and cedar valleys his
experience as a scout and hunter made him a great candidate for parleys
southern expedition on the return trip william was one of the men who
suffered serious frost bite
following the expedition william built a sawmill and worked as a mill
wright and carpenter in bountiful utah when his family was issued a call
to settle in panaca nevada william refused to leave his bountiful home
his family however accepted the call and went to panaca without him
the family members later settled in panguitch utah sadly the family never
prosp erred
reunited the family members who followed the call grew and prosperred
eville utah were named in honor
henrieville
eventually the henry mountains and Henri
of the family members who accepted the call william lived alone in
bountiful until he died on december 18 1883

sources jenson latterday
latter day
dav saint biographical encyclopedia vol 4
707 1850 utah census and 1860 utah census and carter our pioneer
heritage vol 2 534
heritag
535
534535
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HEWLITT SYLVESTER

pratts
sylvester hewlitt was one of five men who joined parley P pratts
southern expedition when it came through manti in early december of
1849 he remained with the wagons and oxen when the party was split
into two companies in the little salt lake valley on december 26 1849
he also remained with the wagons near fillmore utah until spring
no other information could be found on sylvester hewlitt however
a sylvanus and a sylvester hulet appeared on the LDS IGI file and also in
several other primary sources however after reading all the information
believe these to be different individuals and not a different spelling of
sylvester hewlitts name
sources young
historical department

I1

report of the southern utah exploring company
LDS church and LDS church IGI computer file

LA DAY
HOL
Y JOHN DANIEL
HOLLADA

john daniel holladay son of john davis holladay and catherine
busby higgins was born in marion county alabama june 22 1826 he
lived with his parents until he was eighteen the same year the family joined
the church
44
4

7

14

74
r

figure 21 john daniel holladay
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after his conversion john travelled to nauvoo
on the temple

illinois to help work
in march 1845 he returned to his family in alabama and

journeyed across the plains to pueblo colorado in 1846 with the
mississippi saints the next summer his family came to utah
johns family were among the first to colonized the big cottonwood
creek area of south salt lake in fact holladay utah was named after
johns family his father being the first bishop of the settlement
following his service in parley P pratts southern expedition johns
family and also his fathers family were called to go with apostles amasa M
lyman and charles C rich to settle in san bernardino california both
holladay families resided there until the utah war of 1857
58 when they
185758
returned to utah and settled at spring lake villa a small settlement situated
San taquin utah john helped establish the santaquin
San taquin
between payson and santaquin
CO
OP and also worked in the lumber business
COOP
his other public and religious service included a mission to the
deputy sheriff of utah county and a member of the
southern states deputysheriff
constitutional convention of 1895 john married three times and fathered
nineteen children before he passed away on november 12 1917

sources jenson latterday
latter day saint biographical encyclopedia vol 2
395 396 whitney history of utah vol 4 401 carter our pioneer
395396
heritage
vol 2 426429
449 462463
426 429 447
462 463 & 471
472 young report
her
447449
471472
of the southern utah exploring company historical department LDS
church journal history may 26 1849 esshom pioneers and prominent
men of utah 940 and 1870 utah census

igo
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HOPKINS CHARLES

charles hopkins was born
in burlington new jersey on
february 20 1810 he was
converted to the church in
1844 and moved west to be
with the saints he arrived in
the salt lake valley in time to
join parley P pratts southern
expedi
tion in november of
expedition
1849
charles accompanied
parley in travelling
tra velling around the
st george loop and also in
coming home in the first part of
february after the expedition
he and a few other men were
granted the rights to build a toll
bridge in lehi utah the bridge
was built and used extensively
until about 1871
charles moved to fillmore
utah and started a farm in the
figure 22 charles hopkins
1850s he married three times
and lived the remainder of his days in millard county he died on october
12
1863
121863

sources carter our pioneer he
heritage vol
report of the southern utah exploring company
LDS church and 1860 utah census

young
historical department

2 172
173
172173
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HORNE JOSEPH

joseph horde
horne was born january 17 1812
home

london england
when he was six years old his parents emigrated to toronto cannada he
was living in toronto when he married mary isabella hales on may 9 1836
two months later they were both baptized into the church
in the spring of 1837 they became acquainted with the prophet
joseph smith and the following year moved to far west missouri they
endured the mobs and hardships with the missouri saints for nearly two
years until they moved to quincy illinois in 1842 they moved to nauvoo
joseph engaged in the mercantile business and was set apart as one
of the presidency of the 28th quorum of seventy after being forced out of
nauvoo the family lived in winter quarters and mt pisgah before arriving in
the salt lake valley on october 6 1847
in august 1849 joseph was called by brigham young as one of four
men to explore sanpete valley the four men included william W phelps
dimmick B huntington and ira willis only ira willis would not be a member
of the southern expedition while exploring WW phelps and ira willis
ascended mount nebo and named it the four men also located the site of
manti and dedicated the entire valley

figure 23 joseph home
horne

in
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on november 23 1849 joseph was elected one of the captains of
ten for the southern expedition during the trek he was among the men
who volunteered to stay with the wagons and oxen when parley and the
forward company travelled the st george loop he returned with parleys
forward group which arrived in salt lake city in early february of 1850
in the fall of 1851 joseph was in the vanguard company called to go
with george A smith to iron county where they founded the settlement of
parowan
carowan
carowan
Pa rowan from 1854 to 1858 he
Pa rowan he built the first cabin in parowan
labored on the temple block in salt lake city following this he was called
to take charge of a company to start the cotton mission in southern utah
before his death on april 27 1897 joseph served for six years as a
justice of the peace and as a member of the high council of the salt lake
stake on march 18 1890 he was ordained a patriarch under the hands of
presidents wilford woodruff george Q cannon and joseph F smith
five children
twentyfive
joseph married two women and was the father of twenty

sources jenson latterday
raghical encyclopedia vol 1
biographical
bioa
latter day saint baioa
1851 1951 42 1850 utah census and
807 iron county centennial 18511951
806
806807
1860 utah census whitney history of utah vol 4 103 bitton guide to
mormon diaries and autobiographies 163 young report of the southern
utah exploring company historical department LDS church edgar levi
young founding of utah salt lake city charles scribners sons 1923
283 deseret evening news salt lake city may 9 1896 andrew jenson
historical record vol 5 & 9 salt lake city andrew jenson 1886 &
1890 mary isabella home
horne letter to secretary rognon deseret news
horne joseph home
horne
salt lake city february 16 1897 mary isabella home
pioneer mormon biographical sketches collection located in the
historical department LDS church and esshom pioneers and prominent
men of utah 942
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huntington

DIMICK BAKER

dimick B huntington was born in watertown new york on may 26
18080
ailen and they became the parents
alien
1808 in 1830 he married fanny maria allen
of seven children five years after they were married the family joined the
church and moved to kirtland ohio they later moved to far west
missouri and then nauvoo illinois where dimick became a constable and
bodyguard for joseph smith dimick was one of the men arrested for
destroying the nauvoo expositor

figure 24 dimick

B

huntington
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As a member of the mormon battalion dimick marched to santa fe
where he was detached with others from the battalion and sent to pueblo

colorado
arriving in utah in 1847 dimick quickly learned several indian
languages and dialects this talent made him one of the best interpreters in
the west
in the spring of 1849 dimick became one of the first settlers of
provo and one of only two men given the okay from brigham young to
trade with the indians in utah valley
As a member of the southern expedition dimick accompanied parley
P pratt in travelling
tra velling to southern utah and back his talents as an interpreter
were very valuable to the success of the journey after he came home in
early february 1850 dimick went to work for brigham young as an indian
interpreter and participated in many of the most important indian treaties in

utahs

history
dimick was ordained a high priest and for many years was a
patriarch of the salt lake stake he died february 1 1879 at the age of
seventy one

sources jenson latterday
latter day saint biographical encyclopedia vol 4
749 young report of the southern utah exploring company
748
748749
28
historical department LDS church journal history april 19 & may 27
2728
1849 and whitney history of utah vol 4 209

JENNINGS SCHUYLER

schuyler jennings was born in memphis tennessee on june 5 1809
he married polly barnett before joining the church and coming to utah As
a member of the southern expedition the forty one year old schuyler was
known to have a quick temper and tongue he and joseph matthews were
the only two members of the expedition given furloughs to return home
during the journey they left the company on december 26 1849 and
returned to salt lake city carrying letters and messages to loved ones and
church authorities
schuyler moved to utah county after the expedition and later helped
settle levan utah in juab county he farmed in levan the rest of his years
he died on june 14 1876

sources young
historical department
IGI computer file

report of the southern utah exploring company
census and LDS church
LDS church 1850 utah cens
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JONES DAN

dan jones known also as capt dan jones was born august 4
1811 in Flint
shire wales after college he emigrated to the united state
flintshire
in 1840 and became the captain and owner of a mississippi river steamer
called the maid of iowa it was here that dan became involved with the
cormons
Mor
plight of the mormons
mons in april 1843 he met the prophet joseph smith
and soon afterwards converted to the church A month later joseph smith
purchased half interest in the maid of iowa so the boat could be used as a
ferry between nauvoo illinois and montrose iowa
dan was with joseph and hyrum smith in carthage jail just hours
before their murders the following year he served a mission to wales
where he assisted in the conversions of about two thousand souls

figure 25 dan jones

having finished his mission in wales dan brought a company of
emigrants across the ocean and over the plains to utah shortly afterwards
he was called to accompany parley P pratt on the southern expedition As
a member of the forward company dan went with parley around the st
george loop and also returned with him in early february of 1850
called to settle in manti after the expedition dan was soon elected
mayor of the colony he left manti the following year when he was called
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on a second mission to wales upon his return in 1856 brigham young
asked him to build a ship to navigate the great salt lake soon the timely
gull was transporting animals from antelope island to salt lake city it was
the first vessel of any consequence ever launched upon the great salt lake
provo
in
seven
six
children
of
and
their
wife
moved
elizabeth
to
his
dan
provo
in
on january 3 1861
died
the late 1850s he

sources jenson latterday
latter day saint biographical encyclopedia vol 4
young
census
report of the southern utah
1850
utah
660
658
658660
exploring company historical department LDS church journal history
may 27
28 1849 esshom pioneers and prominent men of
2728
utah 973 and ivan J barrett captain dan jones salt lake city
94 97 105
9394
hawkes publishing inc 1989 85 93

april 19

LLEMON
EMON

&

L EXA NDER A
ALEXANDER
BRA HA M
A
ABRAHAM

alexander abraham lemon was born march 1 1831 in tippecanoe
county indiana his father learned of mormonism through a relative who
was on a mission at the time 01846
846 interested alexanders father
journeyed over 250 miles to nauvoo illinois to learn more about the
church he was baptized in nauvoo returned to indiana sold his property
and moved his family to winter quarters nebraska
in 1847 the lemon family arrived in the salt lake valley alexander
was baptized the following year in city creek july 1848 making him the
newest convert to journey on the southern expedition with parley P pratt
at the age of 18 he was probably also the youngest man to make the trip
he volunteered to stay with the wagons and oxen when parley and the
forward company travelled the st george loop and he also stayed with the
wagons near fillmore utah when the company stopped to rest the animals
alexander was ordained a seventy in 1851 five years later he was
called to settle las vegas nevada the following year he returned to guard
the mountain passes during the utah war in 1862 he moved to cache
county with his family and worked as a surveyor he was ordained a high
priest in 1890 and died after the turn of the century

sources jenson latterday
latter day saint biographical encyclopedia vol 1
435 436 1850 utah census young report of the southern utah
435436
exploring company historical department LDS church alexander
abraham lemon A history of alexander abraham lemon mormon
biographical sketches collection located in the historical department LDS
graphies
graphics
autobio grap
church bitton guide to mormon diaries and autobiographies
grad hies 211 and
esshom pioneers and prominent men of utah 1004
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LLOWRY
WRY

JOHN JR

john lowry jr was born on january 31 1829 in lewis county
missouri in 1833 his father joined the church and moved his family to
jackson county the family only lived a short time in jackson county
before intense persecution forced them to move to clay county four years
later they were again forced to move to iowa three years later the family

illinios
was asked to move to nauvoo Illi
nios
the lowry family built a home four blocks east of the mansion house
john jr worked on the prophets farm and also on the temple he was also
a member of the nauvoo legion but because of his age 15 he was not
allowed to stand guard
the family left nauvoo in august of 1846 and moved to winter
quarters nebraska during that year john lost two brothers and a sister
the family joined the john taylor company in 1847 and came to utah in
september john sr was called to settle in
manti in 1849 he
consequently asked his 21
year old son if he would
join them john jr
agreed the lowrys
assisted in building the
roads and bridges through
salt creek canyon and the
san pitch valley
when the southern
expedition came through
manti parley P pratt
asked for some volunteers
to accompany them five
men ffrom
rom the newly
replied
settled colony replyed

including john

jr after

the expedition split up
near fillmore john and
two of his companions
john
jr
lowry
10
figure
we
26
lo
chose to return to their
homes in manti by
crossing the mountains and heading north they thought they could be home
in two days however they became lost and their food ran out the three
also narrowly escaped freezing to death before they arrived in manti
john helped build the fort and several homes in manti over the next
several years two of the homes he constructed were for his first wife
sarah jane brown and their nine children and for his second wife mary
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alien
allen
ailen and their six children
john was called in april 1855 to serve a mission to the indians in
southeastern utah during this mission the indians in the area killed three
mormons in johns group and the mission was soon closed
in 1846 during the black hawk war john served as an interpreter
relaying messages from the indians back and forth to brigham young on
many such assignments he delivered messages to chief walkers brother
arropeen
Arro peen who lived near manti one time john was given a message to
arrozeen
deliver from brigham young that he knew would anger the indians
knowing his life would be in immense danger john refused to allow anyone
to accompany believing his life was about to be surrendered after
Arro peen spared johns
delivering the message the indians were furious arropeen
arrozeen
it took to ride into the indian encampment
life noting the courage that rt
emcampment
alone with such news
Arrope ens last illness he called john to him and said that he
during arropeens
loved him like a son because of his courage and honesty at that meeting
arropeen
Arro peen gave the area around the manti settlement to john up until that
arrozeen
time the indians had claimed manti as their own
john operated a grist mill a sheep ranch a merchandise business
and a small chicken farm he also served two terms in the state legislature
in september of 1906 john and his second wife felt inspired to leave
Spring ville after their arrival john
their home and families and move to springville
ville canning company
springvilte
springville
influential in starting the Spring
and mary became influencial
they both helped organize and manage the enterprise in 1911 john was
ordained a patriarch and served in this position until his death on november
71
7 1915

sources olive anderson sketch of the life of john lowry jr 18291915 john lowry manuscript collection located in the university of utah
special collections department jenson latterday
latter day saint biographical
encyclopedia vol 4 623 1870 utah census young report of the
southern utah exploring company brigham young collection historical
department LDS church journal history february 22 1849 and LDS
church IGI computer file
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MATSON GEORGE

george

B

Cent erville delaware on october 26
centerville
1827 As a boy he lived for a time in joseph smiths household in ohio
after moving to nauvoo illinois george learned the brick masons
trade his professional talents became especially useful after coming to
utah in 1847 he helped construct many of the first buildings in salt lake
ville a few years later
city and also in Spring
springville
As a member of parley P
pratts southern expedition george
journeyed with the forward
company around the st george
loop and stayed with the wagons
near fillmore utah on the return
trip to salt lake city A few years
later he assisted in building utahs
first state house at fillmore
following the expedition
george lived for a while in fountain
green and also moroni utah
before settling his family in
Spring ville he started a farm there
springville
and worked the land the rest of his
B

matson was born

in

life

few years later george
was called to assist in bringing one
of the ill
fated handcart companies
illfated
on into utah in 1856 in addition
figure 27 george B matson
george was a veteran of indian
wars and helped build camp floyd for the US army he also served a
Spring ville
mission to philadelphia pennsylvania and eventually returned to springville
where he was elected a city councilman george died sometime after 1870
the exact date perhaps was never recorded
A

s12ringville
springville
sources don carlos johnson A brief history of Spring
ville utah
Spring ville utah william F gibson 1900 1155 117
springville
118 1870 utah
117118
census and young report of the southern utah exploring company
historical department LDS church
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MATTHEWS JOSEPH

joseph matthews was born january 29 1809 in johnson county
north carolina he joined the church in the fall of 1843 and moved to
nauvoo illinois where he worked onthe
on the temple and filled several missions
to the eastern states
quarters
at winter Qu
artem
arten joseph was chosen as one of president brigham
youngs vanguard company of pioneers and also named one of the chief
hunters for the journey he was in orson pratts advance company which
entered the salt lake valley ahead of the main company on july 22 1847
in november of 1849 joseph was elected one of the five captains for
the southern expedition As a member to the expedition he and schuyler
jennings were the only two members given furloughs to return home they
left the company on december 26 1849 and carried letters and messages
to loved ones and church authorities
in 1851 joseph was called to california with apostles charles C
rich and amasa M lyman he and his family remained in san bernardino
until that settlement was abandoned in 1857 due to the utah war in the
1870s he filled a mission to the southern states joseph moved to arizona
in 1880 and died at pima arizona may 14 1886

sources jenson latterday
latter day saint biographical encyclopedia vol 4
713 young report of the southern utah exploring company historical
562
department LDS church and carter our pioneer heritage vol 2 561
561562

WIL L aa
1a M
MA
TTHE WS WILLIAM
MATTHEWS

william matthews was born in south carolina in 1807 he joined
john brown and other mormons in the south and travelled to nauvoo
illinois to work on the temple in 1845 william and john returned to the
south and gathered their families and journeyed to pueblo colorado in
1846 and followed brigham young to utah the next year
in 1849 william joined parley P pratts southern expedition he
volunteered to stay with the wagons and oxen when parley and the forward
company travelled the st george loop and also stayed with the wagons
near fillmore utah during the trek he became a captain of ten to replace
joseph matthews who had been furloughed
william moved his family to utah county following the expedition and
worked as a farmer his whereabouts from 1850 could not be determined

sources 1850 utah census and young report of the southern
LDS church
utah exploring company historical department LIDS
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NEBEKER GEORGE

george nebeker was born at newcastle delaware january 22 1827
Covingtonf indiana where he remained until 1846 the
his family moved to covington
following year george and several of his brothers joined the church and
waited at winter quarters nebraska until the summer when they all started
for utah arriving in september
in 1849 george was called to go on parley P pratts southern
expedition he volunteered to stay with the wagons and oxen when parley
and the forward company travelled the st george loop and also stayed
with the wagons near fillmore utah and returned in the spring of 1850
following the expedition george married elizabeth dilworth they
had eleven children thirteen years later he married maria L dilworth
elizabeths sister this marriage produced six children

much of georges life was devoted to missionary work
his first mission in 1854 was to the american indians he was next sent to
colonize carson nevada but came back to utah a year later due to the utah
war his most notable mission was to the sandwich islands in 1864 for
ten years he worked with the island peoples one of his important
accomplishments was purchasing 14000 worth of property in laie
hawaii this huge plantation was turned into a sugar industry and was
completely paid for before george turned the mission presidency over to
elder john taylor at the conclusion of his tenyear
ten year mission
this plantation in laie established a home for the elders who were
called to perform missionary labors in that land today brigham young
universitys hawaii campus and the LDS polynesian cultural center
occupies a portion of the site of the original plantation
george filled another mission in the fall and winter of 1879
80 and
187980
was a high councilor in the salt lake stake for nearly ten years following
his death on december 1 1886 his funeral services were attended by a
great many friends and a large number of hawaiians who loved him very
dearly

report of the southern utah exploring company
LDS church jenson latterday
latter day saint biographical
encyclopedia vol 1 682
nev history of utah vola
whitney
vol
683 Whit
112
682683
111112
vol44 111
and 1850 utah census
sources young
historical department
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PACKER JONA
THAN
JONATHAN

jonathan packer was born in richland county ohio on july 26
1817 he joined the church in ohio and moved with the saints to missouri
by the spring of 1837 on may 14 1837 jonathan married sarah ewell in
ray county missouri he married again after moving to nauvoo in 1840
and twice more after arriving in utah he fathered a large posterity
jonathan joined parley P pratts southern exploring company at the
age of 32 he travelled with the company as far as little salt lake valley
where he remained with the wagon company
after returning to salt lake city in february of 1850
jonathan took his families up to box elder county and built a nice farm
some time after 1870 jonathan and his families relocated to arizona to
help establish a colony there he died on january 31 1889 in safford AZ

sources young
historical department
IGI computer file

report of the southern utah exploring company
LDS church 1870 utah census and LDS church
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PHELPS WILLIAM WINES

william wines phelps was born february 17 1792 in hanover morris
county new jersey he moved to new york and married sally waterman
on april 28 1815
while a resident of new york william was politically active and even
aspired to be a candidate for lieutenant governor he was also the editor of
a partisan newspaper

william heard of the church
early in 1831 by june 1831 he
came to kirtland ohio and spoke
4
with the prophet joseph smith A
revelation was given to joseph at
this time asking william to assist
oliver cowdery in selecting writing
and printing books for schools in
the church william was soon
baptized and traveled to jackson
county missouri
it wasnt too long after his
arrival that he began publishing a
monthly paper for the church called
the evening and morning star his
home and printing office were later
destroyed forcing his family to
leave jackson county
in 1835 william and his
W
william
phelps
figure
28
in
with
son
lived
oldest
the home
josephs family in kirtland ohio
while they all assisted in compiling the book of commandments william
was also in kirtland when the temple was dedicated
in 1837 william was appointed postmaster at far west missouri he
was later embittered towards joseph and testified against him and other
church leaders for these actions he was excommunicated from the
church at a conference held at quincy illinois march 17 1839 in 1841
he was received back into fellowship in the church and was sent on a
mission to the eastern states
william was elected a member of the nauvoo city council in 1844
and took part in the destruction of the nauvoo expositor after the death
of joseph and hyrum smith he assisted willard richards in gathering
material for the history of the church
william and sally were among the first to receive their endowments in
the nauvoo temple in december 1845 and they spent the winter of 184647 at winter quarters nebraska william assisted many families in
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preparing to come across the plains however their family did not arrive in
the valley until september 16 1848 in brigham youngs company
after the provisional government of the state of deseret was
surveyor general and chief
organized march 4 1849 william was appointed surveyorgeneral
engineer april 5 1849 his job was to survey the area and map it out on
august 24 1849 he and ira willis ascended the top of mount nebo to
make scientific observations A few months later he was called and set
apart as first counselor in parley P pratts southern expedition with the
help of dan jones william made astronomical observations in regard to
latitude longitude and also kept records of the distances and conditions of
the areas the company travelled
after the return of the expedition william was elected one of the
regents of the university of deseret in 1851 he was elected a
representative of the utah state legislature and eventually was elected
speaker of the house he also practiced law and on several occasions was
a justice of the peace and also a notary public for several years william
also published the deseret almanac he died on march 7 1872 at his
home in salt lake city

sources esshom pioneers and prominent men of utah
1104jenson
1104 Jenson latterday
697
latter day saint biographical encyclopedia vol 3 692
692697
young report of the southern utah exploring company historical
department LDS church journal history april 28 1849 & august 24
1849 1860 utah census doctrine and covenants the church of jesus
christ of latterday
latter day saints 1973 sections 55 57 58 & 70

POTTER GARDNER G

gardner G potter was born at fort ann washington county new
york on july 7 1811 he converted to mormonism and eventually moved
to the midwest with the saints he married eveline maria hinman in
december 1844 and was among the earliest pioneers to enter utah
gardner joined the southern expedition and was in the forward group
which travelled the st george loop he also volunteered to remain near
fillmore utah with the wagons until the spring of 1850
after returning from southern utah gardner and his small family
Spring ville he was a sailor by occupation gardner lived the rest
moved to springville
Spring ville on march 14 1857
of his days in utah county and died in springville

sources young
historical department
IGI computer file

report of the southern utah exploring company
LDS church 1850 utah census and LDS church
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RL E Y PA
PRA
PARLEY
RKER
PARKER
PRATT
TT PA

parley parker pratt was born april 12 1807 in burlington otsego
county new york the third son of jared and charity pratt his youth was
spent working on his fathers farm and reading books unable to attend
much school parley was constantly seen with a book in his hands in fact
he started reading the bible at the age of seven
when parley was nineteen years old he travelled to the wilderness of
year he returned to
next yean
ohio and started building a cabin and a farm the nextyear
new york and married his sweetheart thankful halsey on september 9
1837 eighteen months later the couple had returned to the cabin and built
a small framed home and a nice size orchard and farm

figure 29 parley

P

pratt

after returning to ohio parley met a reformed baptist minister named
sidney rigdon and joined his church in august of 1830 he received a
copy of the book of mormon after reading the book he went to new york
to meet joseph smith finding him gone parley requested baptism and
immediately after was ordained an elder
parley served twelve full
time proselyting missions during his life
fulltime
time
lifetime
two of his most famous converts were his brother orson and a young
minister named john taylor in addition to his missions he also
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accompanied joseph smith as a member of zions camp and was ordained
an apostle shortly thereafter
when not out preaching parley was with the saints enduring many of
the hardships of persecution he was with david W patten when he was
killed at the battle of crooked river because of his involvement in the
battle parley was later captured and taken with several of his brothern to be
shot however general alexander doniphan refused to carry out the
execution orders consequently all the men were incarcerated on trumped
up charges and without a trial he narrowly escaped from prison eight
months later
parley and his family travelled across the plains to utah in 1847 two
years later he was called to lead the southern expedition following his
return he re
reentered
entered the legislature and assisted in forming a constitution
for the provisional government of deseret
parley was an untiring defender of the church and wrote many
pamphlets and articles he published most of his writings in the millennial
star the prophet and the western standard he also wrote several
wanning key to theology
warning
and history of the missouri
books voice of warn
the
persecution an exceptional poet parley penned a book of poetry and
jesus once of humble
several hymns including an angel from on high
birth and come 0 thou king of kings
parley married twelve women and had a total of thirty children on
his last mission he was accosted by his twelfth wifes first husband H H
mclean who brutally assassinated him on may 13 1857 his body was
buried about a mile from the incident

sources pratt autobiography of parley

pratt jenson latten
day
latter
latterday
latte
encyclopedia vol 1 83
85 esshom pioneers and
saint biographical encyclol2edia
8385
prominent men of utah 1113 whitney history
79
historv of utah vol 4 73
7379
bitton guide to mormon diaries and autobiographies 282
283 roger D
282283
camm expedition to missouri 1834 missouri herald
launius zions camp
publishing house 1984 39 preston nibley stalwarts of mormon
ism
mormonism
135 141 bryant S
salt lake city deseret book company 1954 135141
hinckley the faith of our pioneer fathers salt lake city deseret book
company 1956 111
122 matthias F cowley prophets and patriarchs
111122
chattanooga tenn ben E rich 1902 191
198 lawrence R flake
191198
mighty men of zion salt lake city utah karl butler 1974 and the
parley P pratt collection brigham young university library provo utah
P
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RICKS THOMAS EDWIN

thomas edwin ricks was born july 21 1828 in trigg now christian
county kentucky at the age of two his family moved to madison county
illinois and it was here that he grew up on march 27 1844 thomas was
thrown from a horse and broke his thigh his injured leg stopped growing
and gave him a limp for the rest of his life
when thomas was sixteen years old his family joined the church
february 14 1845 the next year the family moved to nauvoo illinois
where thomas worked on the temple after making preparations for the
exodus west the ricks family left winter quarters nebraska and started
for utah in april 1848 in heber C kimballs company

figure 30 thomas

E

ricks

during the trek some indians came into the camp and stole some of
the animals thomas and three others pursued the thieves when they
came upon the indians thomas was shot three times and left for dead by
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his scared companions after thomas father heard of the incident he
jumped in a wagon and raced to the place where his son had fallen finding
him barely alive thomas was brought to president kimball who blessed him
that he would live the following july he walked again for the first time
the ricks family arrived in salt lake valley on september 24 1848
and soon located at north mill creek about twelve miles north of salt lake
Cent erville utah
city the following spring they relocated to centerville
less than six months after learning to walk again thomas joined
parley P pratts southern expedition during the trek he volunteered to stay
with the wagons and oxen when parley and the forward company travelled
the st george loop he also stayed with the wagons near fillmore utah
when part of the company was forced to rest the animals
in 1856 thomas was called to go on an indian mission to las vegas
nevada where he assisted in building the fort and several farms in 1859
twenty four
thomas moved with his family to logan while living there for twentyfour
years he was the sheriff assessor collector a stake high councilman a
successful farmer and a colonel in the local militia he left logan for two
years on a mission to the mid
west
midwest
in december 1882 thomas was called to lead a colony in the
settlement of the upper snake river valley he helped lay out the city of
Rex burg and nearly every settlement in what is fremont and bingham now
redburg
rexburg
rexburg was named in honor of the original
madison counties in fact redburg
spelling of his familys surname
thomas was appointed the first bishop in the snake river valley and
a few years later he was called to be the stake president which position he
rali
rall
ng milling and
building
held until his death thomas was involved in rail
railroad
road build
roadbuild
operative store he also donated much time to
cooperative
redburg co
operating the rexburg
building roads and irrigation canals over the years he accumulated
considerable means much of which he spent in building up the area and in
assisting the poor
thomas was married to five women and had over forty children he
burg september 28 1901 he was one of the
died at his home in Rex
redburg
rexburg
rexburg in 1888 the school was later
founders of the church academy at redburg
named ricks academy now ricks college in honor of thomas
i

sources jenson latterday
latter day saint biographical encyclopedia vol 1
535 young report of the southern utah exploring company historical
department LDS church mary ellen smoot and marilyn sheriff the cily
city
in between history of Cent
erville utah bountiful utah carr printing
centerville
company 1975 253
255 nibley stalwarts of mormonism 158
159
253255
158159
whitney history of utah vol 4 156
157 thomas edwin ricks history
156157
of thomas E ricks mormon biographical sketches collection located in
the historical department LDS church and esshom pioneers and
prominent men of utah 1187
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SMITH ROBERT M

robert

smith was born in south carolina in 1804
after his conversion his family became part of the mississippi saints who
journeyed to pueblo colorado in 1846 and followed brigham young into
the salt lake valley the next year
in 1849 robert joined parley P pratts southern expedition during
tra velling around the st george
the trek he accompanied parley P pratt in travelling
loop and also in coming home in the first part of february 1850 after the
expedition he moved his family to a farm in utah county his whereabouts
after 1850 are unknown
M

sources young report of the southern utah exploring company
historical department LDS church LDS church IGI computer file and
carter our pioneer heritage vol 2 462
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stewart

FRANKLIN
TE WA R T BENJA
NKL IN
MIN FRA
S
BENJAMIN
STEWARD
benua
fraaklin

benjamin franklin stewart was born october 12 or 22 1817 on the
banks of the ohio river in monroe county ohio he married polly
richardson and moved to van buren iowa after moving to iowa polly
joined the church three years later he was baptized february 2 1844
at winter quarters nebraska benjamin was selected to join brigham
youngs vanguard company when the pioneers arrived at the platt river
124 miles from fort laramie benjamin was among several men asked to
stay and ferry the ensuing companies of saints across the river on
september 27 1847 he arrived in the valley
benjamin joined parley P pratts southern expedition in november
1849 during the journey he accompanied the forward company in
travelling
tra velling around the st george loop and came home during the first part
of february 1850
after the expedition
benjamin became one of the original
settlers of payson and served two
terms as mayor of the community
he also built and operated a sawmill
in payson canyon for many years
in addition he also started a nail
factory just outside of payson
on september 6 1858
benjamin was called on a mission to
iowa and illinois following this he
returned to utah county and moved
his family to a new settlement a
few miles north of payson
consequently he became one of
the founders of benjamin utah
which was named in his honor since
he was the presiding elder of the

settlement
benjamin was married twice
twenty two children on
and had twentytwo
june 22 1885 he was struck by
lightning and killed

figure 31 benjamin

F

stewart

sources jenson latterday
encyclopedia
clop dia
encyclop
dla vol 2
latter day saint biographical Ency
latterday
718 jenson latten
717
dav saint biographical encyclopedia vol 4 719
latter day
717718
young report of the southern utah exploring company historical
department LDS church LDS church IGI computer file and carter our
pioneer heritage
vol 2 481 502 & 558
559
herlt
herit
558559
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NATHAN
THAN
TANNER NA
ehan

nathan tanner was born may 14 1815 in greenwich new york a
son of john tanner and lydia stewart he was baptized september 10
1831 when 16 years of age and soon left on his first mission to new york
nathan was only 19 when
he and his brother john were
called by joseph smith to join
zions camp john said this trip
was a wonderful experience
because he spent much of the
journey in the presence of
joseph following zions camp
he and his brother remained in
missouri for a year before
returning to kirtland ohio
in 1836 he filled a
mission to the eastern states in
company with elder amasa M
lyman while on this mission he
married rachel winter smith
they returned to kirtland and
bought several thousands of
dollars worth of property which
they lost after the kirtland bank
collapsed however before the

bank debacle nathan witnessed
many glorious manifestations at
the dedication of the kirtland

temple

figure 32 nathan tanner

eventually the tanners
moved to missouri illinois iowa and finally arrived in utah during the fall of
1848 the next year nathan volunteered to be a member of parley P
pratts southern expedition during the trek nathan accompanied parley
and the forward company as they travelled the st george loop he also
was a member of parleys forward group on the return trip to salt lake city
nathan served several missions during the course of his life and was
instrumental in bringing many of the poorer saints across the plains he also
operated a freighting business and a small store in south salt lake
nathan married five women and had 18 children on december 17
1910 at the age of 95 he died in granger utah the last survivor of zions

camp
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sources young report of the southern utah exploring company
historical department LDS church jenson latterday
latter day saint biographical
encyclopedia vol 4 691
692 bitton guide to mormon diaries and
691692
autobiographies 351
635 638
352 whitney history of utah vol 4 635638
351352
nathan tanner incidents in the life of nathan tanner mormon
biographical sketches located in the historical department LDS church
nathan tanner life of nathan tanner mormon biographical sketches
collection located in the historical department LDS church LDS church
IGI computer file

TANNER SETH BENJAMIN

seth benjamin tanner was born in bolton warren county new york
on march 6 1828 he joined the church and came west with the saints by
1849 at the age of twenty one seth was one of the youngest members of
parley P pratts southern expedition
in 1858 seth married charlotte levi in pine valley washington
county utah nearly twenty years later he married anna marie jensen
october 1876 seth eventually moved to arizona and died in taylor
navajo county on december 5 1918
sources young
historical department

report of the southern utah exploring company
LIDS
LDS church IGI computer file
LDS church and LIDS

stepnen
TA YL OR S
STEPHEN
TAYLOR
TEPHEN
stephen taylor was born in england around 1807 he joined the
church and moved to utah by the fall of 1849 As a member of the
southern expedition stephen volunteered to remain with the wagons rather
than to travel the st george loop with parley P pratts forward company
he did however accompany the men who arrived back in salt lake city in
early february of 1850
by 1870 stephen had taken up residence in morgan county utah
and was employed as a blacksmith no information relating to he
whereabouts after 1870 could be obtained
sources young
historical department

report of the southern utah exploring company
LDS church and 1870 utah census
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VANCE WILLIAM PERKINS

william perkins vance was

jackson county tennessee
in october 1822 the son of john
vance and sarah perkins he joined
the church in 1842 and went to
nauvoo where he lived for a time in
the home of joseph smith
william arrived in utah on
july 22 1847 in brigham youngs
bom

in

vanguard company two years
later he joined parley P pratts
southern expedition during the
trek he volunteered to stay with the
wagons and oxen when parley and
the forward company travelled the
st george loop he also stayed
with the wagons near fillmore
figure 33 william P vance
utah and returned to salt lake city
in the spring of 1850
in 1851 william accompanied george A smiths pioneer company
which founded utahs iron industry in southern utah he left the area to
serve a mission to the eastern united states and settled in summit county
when he returned he later became the areas first judge
in 18841
1884 william and his family moved to st george in 1902 he
relocated to lund nevada where he died december 5 1914 survived by
one of his two wives three sons and three daughters
encyclopedia
sources jenson latterday
Ency
clog dla
dia vol 4
latter day saint biographical encyclog
721 young report of the southern utah exploring company historical
department LDS church LDS church IGI computer file esshom pioneers
1851 1951 42
and prominent men of utah 1222 iron county centennial 18511951
miller the immortal pioneer founders of the city of st george utah 16
heritage vol 2 546
and carter our pioneer he
547
546547
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WEST CHAUNCEY WALKER

chauncey walker west was born february 6 1827 in erie county
pennsylvania his family later moved to new york where they were
introduced to the gospel at the age of 16 chauncey left his home to serve
following year he was ordained a member of the
as a traveling elder the followingyear
112th quorum of seventy a very distinguished position for an eighteen year
2th
ath
old

41

figure 34 chancey walker west

after the mormon expulsion from nauvoo chauncey and his family
moved to winter quarters nebraska there his father mother and brother

died As the oldest living son he took charge of the rest of his family and
guided them safely to salt lake valley with john taylors 1847 company
chauncey and three of his brothers were numbered in the first
company to settle in provo in the spring of 1849 that fall as a member of
parley P pratts southern expedition chauncey volunteered to stay with the
wagons and oxen when parley and the forward company travelled the st
george loop but he accompanied parleys forward group on the return trip
to salt lake city during this portion of the trek when the forward group
was faced with starvation and freezing temperatures parley selected
chauncey and
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nathan tanner to go with him ahead of the rest of the forward company to
the provo settlement for relief chauncey and parley were successful in
making it to the fort after a remarkable night and day journey they sent the
relief wagons which saved the remainder of the forward company
in the fall of 1852 chauncey and 36 other men were called to go on
missions to eastern asia after many extraordinary experiences he returned
nearly three years later and settled in ogden having been appointed bishop
of the first ward this same year 1855 he was appointed presiding bishop
of weber county a position he held up until the time of his death fourteen
years later
general in the nauvoo legion
in 1858 chauncey was made brigadier
brigadiergeneral
for his service during the utah war he also served as a member of the
house of representatives for many years in 1863 he was called to go to
england and take charge of the european mission while president george Q
cannon was in washington DC working for utahs statehood on his way
to england he stopped at the white house and met with president abraham
lincoln
chauncey was a hard worker all his life he built canals roads and
was the first to develop the utah lumber industry by building saw mills in
the mountains he helped establish a tannery a mercantile business a
hotel a livery stable a blacksmith and wagon shop a meat market a
freighting line a flouring mill a large ranch and many other minor
establishments he was also the ogden post master for fourteen years and
took charge of the construction of the ogden tabernacle which was
completed under his direction
his last contract was to grade two hundred miles for the coming of
the transcontinental railroad due to mismanagement on the part of eastern
financiers chaunceys partnership for the venture was ruined he went to
san francisco to gain a settlement with the central pacific company but
died in the process at the age of 43
following his death on january 9 1870 his large family of 36
children several wives and a host of people from the area turned out to pay
their last respects

sources young report of the southern utah exploring company
ges histories
historical department LDS church edward W tullidge Tullid
tullidges
vol 2 salt lake city juvenile instructor 1889 55
68 jenson latter
5568
day saint biographical encyclopedia vol 1 749
754 and esshom
749754
pioneers and prominent men of utah 1230
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WILLIAMS

christopher

christopher williams was
born march 7 1789 in ulster
county new york the son of
ichabod williams and sybil clark
after joining the church and
travelling
tra velling to utah in the orson pratt
1848 company christopher was
set apart as the first bishop of the
salt lake third ward
christopher served as bishop
from 1849 to 1856 except for the
few months he journeyed with
parley P pratts southern

A

or

expedition
As one of the oldest men of
parleys exploring company
christopher did not accompany the figure 35 christopher williams
forward group on the st george
loop he did however volunteer
to stay with the oxen and wagons during the return trip to salt lake city
christopher married seven times during his life but records show
only a handfull
hand full of children he worked a farm in salt lake city and did
carpentry work on the side christopher died on december 31 1873

sources jenson latterday
latter day saint biographical encyclopedia vol 4
511 1860 utah census young report of the southern utah exploring
company historical department LDS church journal history february
22 1849 esshom pioneers and prominent men of utah 1249 and LDS
church IGI computer file
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WILLIS WILLIAM SIDNEY SMITH

william sidney smith willis was born march 18 1819 in jefferson
county new york he and his brother ira converted to the church and
were baptized july 16 1846 by parley P pratt both brothers joined the
men of the mormon battalion in winter quarters nebraska and walked to
santa fe and on to southern california it has been written that william
was actually the first person to discover gold at sutters
Sut tens
lens
lers mill following his
enlistment in the battalion
after arriving in utah william joined the southern expedition and
volunteered to stay with the wagons and oxen when parley and the forward
company travelled the st george loop and also chose to stay with the
wagons near fillmore utah when part of the company was forced to rest
the animals and return in the spring
following the expedition william moved to lehi started a farm built
the first cabin in lehi with a wood floor and married alzina L lott on april
23 1852 they had nine children
william served as a captain in the utah militia as one of the
presidents of the 68th quorum of seventy and as a missionary to england
he was elected several times to the lehi city council and worked in his
spare time as a gunsmith carpenter and machinist
in the winter of 18701871
1870 1871 while working at a saw mill in american
fork canyon he was caught in the saw and died from his injuries on
february 3 1871

sources jenson latterday
latter day saint biographical encyclopedia vol 3
566
568 young report of the southern utah exploring company
566568
historical department LDS church and 1870 utah census
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wordsworth

WILLIAM SHIN

william shin wordsworth was born march 5 1810 in salem county
new jersey and was baptized in the fall of 1841 by elder george adams in
philadelphia pennsylvania in 1846 he was ordained a seventy and came
to utah the following year
william was a very outspoken
and opinionated man who bluntly
told people what he thought his
was also known as a hard worker
when it came to building roads
bridges and digging irrigation

ditches
As a member of parley P
pratts southern expedition he
volunteered to stay with the

wagons and oxen when parley and
the forward company travelled the
st george loop but he chose to
join parleys forward group on the
return trip to salt lake city in early
february of 1850
upon his return william and
Spring ville
his family settled in springville
utah where he worked as a
fisherman william was elected an
alderman and also the mayor of

figure 36 william wordsworth

Spring ville before he died on
springville
january loth 1888

sources johnson A brief history of springville
ville utah 35 106
Spring
sdringville
carter our pioneer he
heritage vol 2 547 young report of the southern
utah exploring company historical department LDS church and 1850
utah census
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WRIGHT ALEXANDER

alexander wright was born january 27 1804 in the parish of
Banff shire scotland he emigrated to canada in 1835 and the
marnoch banffshire
following year converted to the church and moved to kirtland ohio
between 1839 and 1842 he served a successful mission to scotland he
was also one of the very first missionaries to go to that land many of his
converts including a portion of his family emigrated to america at the close
of his mission

alexander and his family resided in nauvoo illinois until they were
exiled by persecution while in nauvoo he married hannah butterfield the
following year she died during childbirth their baby also died soon after in
1847 he crossed the plains driving a team and wagon for apostle john
taylor
during the winter of 1849 alexander joined parley P pratts southern
expedition and travelled with parley around the st george loop on the
return trip however he volunteered to remain with the wagons and oxen
allowing the married men to rejoin their families
within a year of his return alexander married hannah leigh they
were the parents of two children eventually the wright family moved
south on a colonizing mission to dixie where he settled on the rio virgin
river virgin city on november 23 1856 he married hannah walters
and they had six children alexander remained in virgin city until his death
on august 3 1876 after a seven year illness

sources jenson latterday
latter day saint biographical encyclopedia vol 3
571
573 young report of the southern utah exploring company
571573
historical department LDS church and 1870 utah census
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1849 president brigham young commissioned a fifty man
company headed by parley P pratt to explore southern utah for possible
colonization the four month trek spanned the coldest months of the
winter and afforded some very harrowing and hazardous experiences
many of the southern utah colonies that were initiated in the subsequent
years following the expedition were based on information gathered during
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